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Letters

I just finished reading the first issue of
Sunstone magazine and I have to say that I
am very pleased with its first fruits. I sent
my subscription early in the summer and I
didn't know what to expect. For a time I
wondered if Sunstone would get off the
drawing boardbut the wait made the taste
sweeter.
I enjoyed the entire issue and the stories of
two men who wrestled with doubt and
won. I myself had been an intellectual
convert to the Church for much of my
Church life. I've been a member since
January28,1973, but my spiritual
conversion didn't begin until January 1,
1975. Now I have the spiritual testimony
which is the greater testimony.
Conversion and testimony are never
complete in mortality.

This issue has shown me so clearly that
love is the key to bridging the gap between
intellect and faith. Real and noble love for
others and of others humbles the intellect
sufficiently for the Holy Spirit to touch the
mind and spirit of the doubter. I can
truthfully and accurately say that my
spiritual conversion was a labor of love; by
the Godhead, my friends, and my family.
The first issue of Sunstone is a success. A
standard of excellence is set and hopefully
it will be equalled and surpassed in the
future. It's too bad that such a few people
of the Church will gain the depth and
richness of this facet of life and gospel.
Hopefully more people will get the
opportunity to read this fine magazine. I
would urge the subscribers to share their
copies with friends, family, and all the
water spiders skimming across the surface
of life and the gospel. My only criticism of

the magazine is that it is a quarterly and
not a monthly -see if you can't expand
the magazine.
May all of us defeat doubt and pride of
mind.
Peter M. Bowman
Reading, Pennsylvania
Thank you so much for the copy of
Sunstone. I am sorry to say that I wasn't
even aware that such a magazine was in
existence and how grateful I am that you
have called it to my attention. I wish to
congratulate you and the rest who are
responsible for what is a beautiful,
beautiful, long overdue magazine. Of
course, I am particularly thankful for the
fact thatFires oftheMind by Robert Elliott
has finally been published. It is perhaps
our finest Mormon play, ceaainly a play
that asks many questions and that, in and
of itself, is important today. I was
particularly pleased also with John
Kessler's personal experience "Facing
Spiritual Reality."
Best of Luck
Charles Whitman
Provo, Utah
Really have to say you folks have done a
beautiful job with your journal. Everyone
that I have shown it to is very impressed
with the layout and content. Keep up your
excellent work. Now that I have seen
exactly what it is, I can at least guess at the
need it is designed to fill, and believe me
there is a need. The need I have in mind is
that of insuring some of the intellectuals
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and young turks of Morrnondomthat they
are needed in the Church.
Endosed is a gift order for my
father-in-law, Dr. Smith; he is one of those
disenfranchised intellectuals, of sorts. He
was impressed by the story of the young
Salt Lake lawyer when he read it at our
home Thanksgiving Day. Thus, we
decided to rush him off his own
subsaiption. More articles of
accomplished individuals who have
become humble and found their way back
into the fold would certainly provide a
buttrrssment to our efforts.
Once again let me say that I think there is
great great value in what you're
attempting to do. Please keep up your fine
efforts. God Bless You.
Peace:
Gregory A. Daneke
Visiting Assistant Professor
Stillwater, Oklahoma

Mr. Kenney asked that Sunstone 'bear the
witness worthy of a living faith that is both
intellectually vigorous and spiritually
discerning." With the printing of "Facing
Spiritual Reality'' by John T. Kesler this
wish is, in my mind, fulfilled. Mr. Kesler's
storv of conversion is one of real
inspiration, not sterile intellectualism or
modeled sentimentality. Wanting to
avoid, as he says, "self-deluding leaps of
faith," he does make the final leap,
well-timed and perfectly executed, across
a much smaller &asm than originally
thought. Though one hesitates to
comment on something as intensely
personal as one man's conversion, I do
wish to extend my gratitude to Mr. Kesler
for sharing his experience.

In his latest book, Chairn Potok observes
that "all beginnings are hard." Certainly
the real truth of this seemingly simple
statement is apparent to thestaff of this
journal. In my opinion, the challenge of
this begnning has been met and I look
forward to the next issues of Sunstone.
Gaig L. Fineshriber
Salt Lake City, Utah
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The first issue of Sunstone showed
excellence in a brilliant form. I thrilled at
reading Robert Elliott's play, "Fiies of the
Mind." I was chalenged by his attention to
subtle details and the exquisite ending.
Thanks for presenting it.
I was stimulatedby the articles of Norman
and Kesler. The elasticity of the articles
allows the individual to deepen his
awareness of self. May the same detail and
careful planning go into succeeding issues
of Sunstone.
Madeline Free
Salt Lake City
Editor:
The first issue of Sunstone arrived a few
days ago and I wanted to thank you for it
and convey to you my impressions. To
begin with it is very handsome; the design
and thelayout are first rate. You can takea
good deal of pride in its appearance.
My main critiasm of the k t issue, if I can
be honest with you, is that it's difficult to
know where you stand. There is no
declarationof purpose that seems dear cut
nor is there any focus or indicationas to the
direction the journal will go. As a teacher
I've always believed that it was important
to nail my thesis to the door the first day of
class to let students know what they could
expect of me and what not to expect, to tell
them what I believed in and where I stood,
just to clarify things and to make
communication easier. In spite of your
editorial, I don't find that declaration or
focus in the first issue.
I know the problem you have in
publishing a journal among a people who
suspect your motives and intent before
you begin and I would not by any means
encourage you to be rash or radical, but I
do think that you have to address yourself
to issues and concerns that are of vital
moment to young people in the Church if
Sunstone is to succeed. When giving some
advice to a novice editor and publisher
over a hundred years ago, William
Gilmore Simrns, one of the South's most
important writers, said this, "Remember
what Spenser writes over all the doors but
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one -'be bold, be bold, be bold!' Over
only one door he writes - 'be not too
bold.' " It's the same advice I would give
you from my perspective of five
as
the editor of Dialogue. To be bold does not
mean to be irresponsible but it does mean
that you wilI have to face honestly and
squarely the problems that concern young
people in the Church today. If you do this
and do it responsibly IbelieveSunstone will
thrive and will make a si@cant
contribution to the lives of those who
read it.
As before, I extend encouragement and
offer our best wishes for your continued
success as you strive to mold the journal
into what it should be. Sunstone has great
potential. Like the stones on the Nauvoo
Temple it can help set a foundation for
those who need stability and direction. It
can be illuminating and it can be solid.
May it be both as you desire it.
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orienkd toward a W e n g m g and inspiring
generation ofstudents and young adults.
I am instinctively distrustful ofadmonitions
repented t h m times, especially when fouuwed
by exclamation marks. When I read, "Be bold!
Be bold! Be bold"' I think ofthe boldness ofthe
editom o f the Nauvoo Expositor, and the
boldness ofthose who suppmsed them. And 1
think there must be a better way. Boldness may
not necessarily imply irresponsibility, but in
my mind it is too often associated with defiance
to be Sunstone'swatchword. Honesty,
straigh~mrdness,creativity, innovation,
amstructiveness, and, for all its over-use,
relamne I would rlairnfor Sunstone.
Boldness I shall be huppy to leave for other
publimtions.
As to the aitiakm that uw haw failed to show
our colors, 1 think most who raad thearticles

found a claarand comprehensivepictureofwhat
Sunstonestands for. Bob Elliott's exceptional
play Fires of the MindfocLlsson thespiritual
struggles o f a missionay who doubts he has a
Best wishes,
testimony -a theme that troubles many
LA tter-daySaints. His honest mlisrn d u d e s
Robert A. Rees
with a soul-promking ending that challenges
Editor, Dialogue
both thosewho see themselvesas Church pillars
mui thosewho sometimes&l more likesa&g
mfior squeaking doors. John Kesler's
Your comments are welcome and well tnken. I
wnvetsion stoy, a theotherhand, rnani@ts a
shall try to be more precise Sunstone is a
wholly different appmc31 that mn be
journal o f Mormon expet.lence,scholarship,
strengtheningfor many questioning youth. An
issues, and art. Written, produced and
informative look at early Christian teachings
promoted by young Latter-day Saints, it is
independentofofficial Church direction,but not about the exaltation o f man, a stimulating
ofchurch taachings.From thebeginning it has review o f E r i h ' s dassic Mormon Group
Life, background material on Mormon
been our aim to provide a respons&leforum for
art-glass windows, and an amusing view of
thequestim, thediscusswns, the witnesss,
games Mormons play helped, I think, complete
and theachiewments of Mormon youth.
the broad appealof thefirst issue.
We resist the temptation to "take a stand"
In the current issue Peggy Fletcher has
favoring any ideologicalfactron or special
interest. Sunstoneunll not be usedas a vehicle succeeded in selecting a wide army of artides
that @d Sunstone'swmmitment to treat
for dissdents who wish to remake the Church
"honestly and squarely the problems that faae
in their ozun image or for intellectual
young
people in the Church today ."But being a
marshmallows who would turn it into an organ
Latter-day Sainf is mow than @g problems.
ofreligwzis propaganda. Dialogue senres
liberal intelleduals well; as does Exponent II, It is also hopeful, joyful, inspiring - and
sometimes downright finny. Sunstone win
Mormon women; the Journalof Mormon
am tinue to address itself to all these aye& of
History, Church histoy bufs; and B W
Momum life, and to that end invites the
Studies, quasi-official Church scholars. The
Ensignremains indispolsableforall Latter-day suggestions and m'ticisms of our readers.
Saints who wish to keep posted on Church
Swtt Kenney
dewbpments and oficial poliaes. Sunstone
has chosen the diffiatlt road of thegeneralist,

ORSON SCOTT CARD
Is prophecy a gift you should desire?
It makes you taste pain twice:
First forever in a cup of dread with ice,
Then forever for a moment in the fire.

%I a ~owded

Sunday School class
ORSON SCOTT CARD
The room is dosed and the air is overspent,
And attention fades with the weight of COz
The spirit is willing but the molecules are few:
When the oxygen left, the spirit also went.

ROY K BIRD
Long-named acid, nudeus of life,
Your myriad turns and convolutions
Are primary, secondary, and tertiary
Linksbetween ape and man.

Or could it be that your base paus
Are as the rungs on Jacob's ladder A spiral staircase
Bonding God to man?

DESTINATION:
ADiaryof the
Saigon Airlift
April 1975
THU ANH DOAN
Translated by BLAINE HART
Like so many other Vietnamese, leaving
their home is not new to the Doan family.
Doan Viet Lieu and his then-fiance left
their homeland of North Vietnam for the
South upon the division of the country in
1954. He spent most of his life in the
military and the missionaries first met him
as Lieutenant Colonel Lieu. In 1974 the
family had recently moved to Saigon after
being stationed for over 12years in Central

Vietnam. Col. Lieu was introduced to the
Church in November by his nephew,
Doan Viet Huyen, whose farruly had
recently joined the Church. They were
receptive, and in mid-h4arch 1975the
entirr family was baptized.
Thu Anh, 20, is the oldest of ten children,
seven girls and three boys. She attended
French schools in Vietnam and went to
college for two years in Saigon. The
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following j o d was begun at the
suggestion of one of the full-time
missionaries, formerlyin Saigon, assisting
the refugees in Guam.She is now
enjoying studies at Ricks College with her
sister Mai Anh and looking forward to
going to BW next year, where she plans to
major in French.
The rrmainder of the Doan family has
Ieceived sponsorshipin visalia,
California. Most of the other Vietnamese
church members mentioned in this
account now live in southern California,
with the exception of the Thinh Van Dinh
family and severalothers in the Rovo-Salt
Lake area. Sister Doan's mother, who
accompanied Thu Anh in their departure,
passed away last Septemberin California.
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Nguyen Van The called my Eunrly to go
with them, since there were still 15seats.
But my father was busy meeting at the
Military Headquarters and in his absence
my mother did not dare to decide.
April 25: Today SisterThe's family came to
stay with my family in Camp Le Van
&yet (where every week Elder Bowman
and Elder Collete used to teach us the
gospel. .). We an?awaiting the phone
call of Brother The to go to the airport and
board the plane for Guam.

.

April 26: Our two families piled our
belongings on the car and went to the
airport. The IvWtary Police refused to let
our vehicle enter the gate. My father had to
run about seelung the help of many
people, but to no avail. Waiting
throughout an entire day under the bitter
Blaine Hart completed his mission in
heat of the sun brought us near fainting
Vietnam appIoximately three months
especially the small children. And we saw
before withdrawal of the remaining
numerous vehides of the ICCS taking
missionaries and four months before the
their pemnnel into the airport. We know
fall of Saigon. He is a junior at Utah State the situation has become very critical,
University in his native Logan, majoringin though the news on Radio Saigon is still
liberal arts (whateverthat means). He is
normal and the government continues to
currently assistingBrother Dinh and the
calm the populace.
Church Translation Department in
President Nguyen Van Thieu resigned
preparing the Vietnamese manuscript of
several days ago. This news has strongly
the Book of Mormon for publication.
moved many people, because of his very
einotional address on the evening he
his is the m u n t of the maration
resigned. I still have bad feelings towards
of my family, Dorm Viet Lieu's
him, for I argue that it was the cormption
jinnihj, fmtn Saigon, Vietnam, in
of his political power that brought the loss
Apnl and May of 1975.
of the oountry in this manner.
After the eldm were direded the Church to Vice-president Tran Van Huong has
S a w ~ O Ton^ b g , we ulere somavhat succeeded him; the Viet Cong refuse to
amfused and waied, but %&on still saemed
negotiate because they consider Huong of
tranquil and peamful. War ne& from the
the same political thinking as Thieu. They
central regions urns all news of losses. Nha
demand a new leader. There are rumors
Tmng, then Dalat, then Cam R.anh in turn fell that h o n g Van Minh,that is "Big Minh"
into the wntrol of the Viet Cong. Nevertheless, will succeed, but this is not yet at all
&ties ofthepopulacein Saigon amtinued as decided.
usual. No one thought that Saigon muldsuffer
thesmnefateasall the cities of central Vietnam. April 27: Two cars carrying our family and
belongings drove in caravanto the airport
April 24,1975: We have received news
today. This time, thanks to my father
that An Loc, the area near the city of Bien having prepared beforehand, we were
Hoa on the belt around Saigon, has fallen. able to enter the airport, but we were still
This afternoon when I returned from a
unable to pass the gate of the Defense
test, my mother told me that the family of Attach6 Office, composed of avilian
To Van Kiem has been evacuated by the
advisors, where the American Marines are
church to Guam by plane. President

T
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guardu\g very strictly. We are lodging at
the home of a friend of my father, Mr.
Thuyen. This man works for airport
security,so he has a house at the airport,
and we do not dare leave the airport any
more, fearing that entranceagain would
be impossible. We met the families of
Brother Huyen, BrotherHam, andBrother
Thinh, who like my family, have been able
to reach the area outside the gate of the
DAO and are living here.
The period of waiting for the rosterfrom
the American Embassy has begun. My
father is not staying with us in the airport
because he is commander of a d t q
center and hence cannot abandon his post.
Moreover, President The has decided that
all the brethren must wait behind till the
last moment to go with him. It is Sunday,
and according to my father, the Church
held a special meeting today. It was
decided in council that the president's
family would receive first preference to go,
then the familiesof the leaders in the
Church,and then the families of
investigators.
This afternoon the Embassy d e d Brother
The to informhimof a flight with ten seats
reserved for his family. After thirty
minutes of preparation an American car
came to take S
i
s
t
e
r The's fanuly into the
DAO gate. Our family remains at Mr.
Thuyen's house, though waiting is not
easy. Because we have heard that luggage
is not allowed, my mother sits all day
rearranging our suitcases, and every time
sherepacks she throwsout someclothing.
Thus &om large suitcases, our luggage is
now transferred to small, cloth bags, and it
boks as if each of us can only bring a few
changes of clothing and the necessities.
My mother is becoming old with wony
because my father will have to stay
behind. 'Women's nature is weak in that
way," Mai Anh and I joke with one
But we children only regard this departure
as a brief vacation. I have dreamed for two
years of being able to go to France to study;
my sister Mai Anh is delighted to go
abroad. The other children am too young
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Aprilu): Still waiting.-Nothingnew.
About ten o'clock in the morning Mrs.
Thuyen and her chiklren took their leave
of us because their fhght had anived.
Brother The came into Mr. Thuyen's
house (where we are living)to phone. The
Embassy spokesman replied that the
airplanes were still busy evacuating
Americans &omthe Embassy, so there is
no room. At the moment we are still not
very worried, because we believe leaving
Saigon in any way is enough, the later the
better; we have begun to have an intuition
that we will never again return. My
mother, however, has only to look at
my father's brow wrinkled in thought to
suppose that the situation is very critical,
and she worries endlessly. I try hard to
comfort her and I feel we are fortunate to
be able to leave Saigon. I pray that
Heavenly Father will protect the people
who must stay behind, because I still am
sure that our departure will be easy,like
the departure of Brother Kiem's family and
Sister The's family.
About six o'clock this aftemoon, as we
were eating dimer with Mr. Thuyen,
there were suddenly many large
detonations.Eledric lights in the house
broke. The windows rattled violently. We
were bewildered, did not understand
what had happened, and turned on the
radio to listen to the news. (Since the first
Viet Cong attack on the southernVietnam,
we only use the radio to listen to the news
of station BBC London, because Radio
Saigon always hides important news and
only blindly consoles the people.)
We learned that the Viet Conghave struck
Newport, in the suburbs of Saigon, and
are attackingareaslike Gia Hinh, Bay Hien
. . . .That news made us children terribly
confused. Outside aisp explosions
continued. At six-thuty Radio Saigon
d e e d a 24hour curfew.
At that time my father took Brother The
back to the church, because the President
had to return to Thanh Thai to wait for a
call from President Wheat, president of the
Hong Kong Mission. Right after the
curfew order was issued, my father had
taken Brother The back to Thanh Thai
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and he was going to buy bread for our
dinner (for after enteringthe gate of the
airport it was impossibleto leave again), so
my father just barely had enough time to
rush back to Mr. Thuyen's house, where
we were living. My father had no time to
stop by at Camp Le Van Duyet.
April 29,4:00 a.m.: The Viet Cong have
launched a fierce rocket attack on all the
Saigon region, especially Tan Son Nhut
airport. Bombs are exploding only one
street away from the house where we are
staying. The house has been shaking in a
frighteningmanner and has brought us aIl
suddenly awake.

I fear that my family will not be able to
leave Saigon, and I have earnestly
implored our Father to save us in time. I
remember a passage in the Bible which I
had read, which consoles me somewhat:
'Whosoever shall seek to save his life shall
lose it; and whosoever shall lose his life
shall preserve it. . . ."
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Thinh's family). Afterwards no one else
entered, though outside the airport large
crowds are waiting and want to enter.
My father, after returning to Mr. Thuyen's
house to wait for the phone call that
Brother The had promised, was unable to
make contact any more with Brother The
because all telephones were cut for the
curfew. My father, depressed, went back
to the DAO gate, and was wondering how
to cross the gate when suddenly he met a
car of the American Embassy coming. He
then went forward, asking to go with them
and was accepted. In this way at about
ten in the morning, my father was united
with the family within the airport.

The departure of my father with our family
has caused me to ponder a great deal. I
believe that the Lord's intercession was in
that event. Why was it that last night, April
28th, my father stayed at Mr. Thuyen's
house with us, while other nights he
always returned to Camp Le Van Duyet?
Why was the curfew dedared this
This only comforts me to a degree,
however, because I am still only a human morning, the 29th, to let my father be
unable to return to camp? Why was there
being (at twenty years old, I am still an
the car of the American Embassy to let my
easily fnghtened child) with all the
father go through the DAO gate, the gate
weakness of humans.
that separated life and death in the last
April 29: Early this morning at about seven minute?
a.m., when I had just changed, I saw my
12:00 noon: Everyone is spreading a
younger brothers and sisters rushing out
temfyurg piece of news this afternoon
the front door after my mother. I can still
hear my mother suea&ng, "Hurry, grab (Apxil29),2000 bombs win be rocketed into
the airport. Worse, the bombing the
an the things, they're opening the DAO
previous night has broken the runway so
gate!" I awkwardly carried two bags
that
airplanes can neither take off nor land.
contairung our baggage and ran after the
Now
what? Everyonelooksat one another
kids who hadgone ahead. When we were
despondently. Our family has no other
near the DAO gate, kept shut by the
means whatsoever to escape from
Marines, we saw my father turn around
Vietnam, because we have no money to
and reach out his arm urging us to run
buy a boat to aoss the ocean. And outside,
faster.
in the city of Saigon, 100% curfew is still
Having passed the large, iron gate, it was
being strictly observed. So we have no
as if we had escaped from death, even
way at all: advancing (to leave) is
though there is yet nothing worthy of
impossible, yet retreating (returningto
hope. Nevertheless, passing the DAO
LeVan Duyet to avoid the rockets) also
gate, the most difficult place, is a big step. cannot be done. We have to entrust our
Certainly this morning it was a miracle of
lives to Father in Heaven.
the Lord that caused the American
Many families, extremely fnghtened, have
Marines to pennit us to enter DAO. For
left DAO and gone back out to S g o n to
after us only a few more families came in
seek other means of going abroad. Very
(among them Brother Ham's family,
possibly they will not be able to escape,
Brother Huyen's family, and Brother

because most of the boats are stationedat
Vung Tau, and the road fnnnSaigon to
Vung Tau is occupied by the Viet Cong.
But when people are terrified they become
crazy and lose their rrason, like a wild
animal trapped in a cage.

-

April 29 May 4: After two hours of
waiting in the DAO an American told my
hther to order everyone to form an orderly
line. Helicopters would come to meet us.
The American Marines began taking
vehicles to tear down the light poles near
there to prep= a fairly wide area for
helicoptersto land. It was as if we had
been brought back to life. We bowed our
heads to thank our Father for giving this
hope. Alas, it was only a hope.

earth. Holy Father, I prayed, my tears
flowing freely in despair, let thy win be
done, if indeed it is thy will . . . .
Suddenly another large acplosion rolled
over the DAO. A cloud of yellow smoke
spread out over the wide field before me.
In fact, that was a signal to let the
helicopters know where to land.
Every person was near tears when we saw
the helicoptersagain in the sky.
After waiting a century-long few minutes,
the first three helicopters began to land
right in front of us,throwing blinding dust
in our faces. But we were so overjoyed that
we didn't even brush off the dust trapped
in our hair and eyes. My mother burst into
tears: "Children, the helicoptershave
arrived, thank our Heavenly Father . ."

.

The helicopterslanding we= all full of
American marines. These people stood in
a line around us, and afterwards we
learned that they had the duty of
protecting our fates. Each
helicopter landing to meet evacuees
leaving Tan Son Nhut all brought
American marines and left them there. Only
at the last flight were they brought back.
On the signal of an American
soldier, each line of people stood and
followed. When it came to my family's
turn, we hurried after them. When they
saw that there were enough people to fill a
helicopter, the marines stopped the line.
The rest had to wait for the next helicovter.
So when I was the last person on the
We waited until time in the afternoon
aircraft
I looked about and started: there
then saw, hovering against the blue sky,
were only six of us from the fifteen peopk
American F-150helicopters with two
of the family. Where were the others? I
rotors, used to transport people. Our
anticipationwas short-lived. Immediately hurriedly called out, then realized that in
our group there were only my next
after the helicopter appeared against the
youngersister, Mai ~ n h , - m ~ t w o
sky, we heard gunfire from four quarters.
youngest
brothers, Tuan Linh and Khanh
It happened that the observationstation of
the Viet Cong had disovered the presence Linh, my grandmother, Sister The's
of foreign helicopters, and they wished to younger brother, Liem, and myself, Thu
Anh. My grandmother gestuted to
prevent the landing of these helicopters.
reassure us, because at that moment the
I f&as if my bmth disappearedwhen the helicopter had taken offand we could hear
image of the helicopters vanished into the nothing whatever. A few moments later
we no longer felt worried. The pulse of life
clou&. The heavens w e again empty,
blazedup within US. We had escaped from
plain, like the &pair
into the
the zone of fire and death. Without
min& of the group lined up beneath on
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needing to confer with each other, we all
bowed in thanksto the Lord.
The helicopter left Saigonbehind and was
flying above the Pacific Ocean. I looked
past the frame of the door at the face ofthe
blue sea, toward the homeland I would
perhaps never see again. Khanh
Linh suddenly pulled me out of my
sorrow. He pointed at the American pilot
standing beside the door of the aixuaft and
said in surprise, "Thu Anh, look at that
good-looking American. He's more
handsome than Elder Bowman even!"
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And you'd better go find a place, too;
we've still got at least ten more dayson this
ship before reaching Guam."

I was dumbfounded. Like a robot I took
my bag and picked my way through the
bodies lying on the ground. My feet were
soaked with muddy water, because the
deck was t e d d y duty and my feet were
without shoes. The only pair of shoes I had
brought along I had wrapped
and carried in my hand because they wem
dress shoes, not at all convenient. [From
then until the time we reached Guam I
went barefoot, for the first time in my life.
I smiled for the first time in many hours.
And I bitterly thought back to the times at
'Ihe helicopter landed us on the deck of the home when my mother never let us go
without sandals. 1 After seaFching
DuIuUI, one of ten warships waiting to
unsuccessfully for a place, and still not
k v e refugees from Tan Son Nhut and
knowing what to do, we were guided to an
elsayhere in Saigon. After discovering
that the rest of the family were not on the entrakce to the hold where a braided rope
helicopter following ours we were pushed ladder hung. This hatchway was a huge
below by American marines. We filed
hole, completely different from the
through winding passageways to a place
arrangement on the Duluth. I felt dizzy
with narrow berths, mostly occupied by
looking at the rope ladder: "Enough,
hmilies of Vietnamese Air Fom officers.
Liem," the four of us shook our heads.
Khanh Linh,Tuan Linh, and Liern went
"No way we're going down!" We followed
back on deck, but the helicopters had
one another back to the deck and flopped
stopped corning and our family had not
down in a place near the edge of the ship.
arrived.
Thisplace was i n d M y wet; it seemedas
if the entire surface of the deck was damp
An American soldier brought us candy
and malodorous. Neverlesless, the people
and milk. He was very young and asked
lying at our feet were still dead asleep. At
me if I had younger brothers and sisters.
that moment I understood how in cases of
When I smiled and nodded, he smiled
absolute necessity the body can still
back. What warming feelings a smile can
overcome the soul's sickening fear.
bring, especiallybetween the people of
&rent languages.
Drowsiness overcame my reflection. We
clutched our bundles of dothing to
At 10:OO p.m. on the 29th we were
awakened from a sound sleep and put on ourselves, crouched clasping our knees,
and bent our heads, slumbering in
barges which in turn femed us to a huge
weariness.
Kimbo freighter. After two hours of
waiting below the Kimbo on the barge, we The next four days were the worst in my
boarded the gigantic ship at midnight. It
life. We did not know if the rest of the
was so big and so aglow with lights, we
family was alive or dead; we ate only white
expected much improved conditions from rice and a little canned fish, and later only
the Duluth. Never were we so
rice -food we fed to the cats at home.
disappointed.
Because mother had kept an the essentials,
we hadn't so much as a towel or a
What startled us most when corning
aboard were the bodies lying everywhere toothbrush in our bags, and for the first
morning in my life I did not wash my face.
on the deck. When I asked in agitation,
"What are those people doing over there?" On the second day it began to rain.
a man standing nearby answered testily,
Everyone on the deck ran straight to the
'They're sleeping, of course. What else?
four hatchways and began pushing to get
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authoritative source has kt it be known
into the hold. We had no choice but to
dimb down. Mai Anh went first because that the People's Revolutionary
she was used to physical exerdseat school Government has dedded that Saigon will
have a new name, Ho Chi Minh City
and could climb the rope expertly.I had
broken my arm when small, so the school . . . .
would not let me play strenuous sports;
I could no longer listen. My ears were
hence I had never climbed a rope. Liem
ringing
-even though when we
went next and began to help me down,
one step at a time. I clung to the rope and evacuated like this we accepted the
danger of the country, even though at all
shook. Scared to the point of tears, I
wanted only to scream. Suddenly it began moments I also knew that Saigon soon
to rain heavily and dozens of people began would fall into the hands of the
descendingat once, shaking the rope in a Communistslike countless aties of South
Vietnam, yet when I heard a reliable
terrifying manner.
source like this I could not help my
After a time as long as a century 1finally
feelings,My w o n , so distant! My
reached the foot of the Iadder. O d y then friends, did anyone escape? . . .
did I recover, and I held my face and
Countlessterriblestories I had heard about
sobbed.
the occupationsof the Viet Cong in aties of
The next morning (May 1)I was awakened South Vietnam a p p e a d in my mind. I
at six by children aying loudly throughout remembered the features, frightened and
the hold of the ship. I looked up at the
discouraged to the nth d-,
of a
hatch.The sky was bright and I saw the
gidfnend of mine when she escaped from
forms of American soldiers etched against Dalat to Saigon after a month living with
the sky. My head hurt terribly because of Viet Cong. I met her severalweeks before I
the heat andnoise beneath the hold, so
left Saigon. She desaibed to me the
when Liem woke up I seized all my
atrocity of the Viet Cong which she herself
courage and told him to help me climb the witnessed and was victimkd by. All of
ladder to the hatch so I could visit my
the women frromfortyyears on down were
grandmother on deck. This time I was not called up and given a number. W1th that
as afraid as the time before, though I still
number they were lined up and assigned a
shook.
"husband" -wounded Viet Cong
soldiers.My friend rrcounted that she had
On deck, I noticed that the number of
people there had multiplied many times. had number 127and had M v e d a
They were much more crowded than the husband whose two arms and two legs
first day I arrived. But on deck the air was were all cut off; even more tragic, his face
had been completely destroyed by a shell,
cooler than below because of the ocean
and
only his lips were stin whole. My
breeze, though the ship was still standing
take that
friend had to un-y
quietly on one spot. I heard people
him
for
a month. It was
husband
and
serve
discussing that the ship must still wait for a
the most temble month of her life by day
£dl5OWperson capacity before lifting
she had to go do social tasks,clearing
anchor. Hearing that, I felt like falling
roads and whitewashing housing areas
apart. Justat that moment, a woman
tumed on a radio, and I listened in panicky the same color; sometimes she had the
responsibility of investigating, spying on
surprise:
those rich Eunilies who had not left Dalat
"Thii is Radio BBC London. . . The
in time. These families had had all of their
Provisional Revolutionary Government
property confiscated and were guarded
has been master of the situation over the
very carefully, waiting for the day of the
entirety of Vietnam sine last night, one
"people court," that is, the death sentence.
o'clock in the morning, April30,1975. The The Viet Cong do not forgive the rich
governmenthas d e d for the surrenderof people, nor do they forgive the
all military and civilians that their
high-ranking officers of the Republic of
revolution may be assured. An
Vietnam. Because she accepted the
#,
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Catholic Church, my friend had not the
right to commit suicide and she clenched
her teeth in endurance, although she did
not want to live at A.
5 m q a carelessness of the guards, she
had excaped overland to Saigon. Her
familywas allin Saigon, and only she was
caught in Dalat. She had just returned
from abroad (she had received her Ph.D.
in America) and gone to Dalat to relax, and
Dalat was lost so fast she was
unable to escape. After she returned to
Saigon, her family hurriedly prepared to
go abroad. That was about the first of
April, 1975. Just at that time she
discovered that she was pregnant. She
was nearly hysterical, and she resolved to
go anywhere else. I remember her last
sentence: ''I
understand that my destiny
was determined by the Lord like this. This
test is for me to endure to the end. My life
no longer has anytlung left. . . ."

Now Saigon was enduring the fate of
Dalat, of all the freelands which had fallen
into the hands of the Communists. Of the
seventeen d o n s in South Vietnam, only
a little over a hundred thousand escaped.
Heavens, yet I, yet my family had not had
to stand that terrible sene. I cannot
express my deep emotion towards that
enormous blessing of Gad.
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L q e families got two plates. I instructed
my brothers and sisters that each time they
ate a bite of rice they should also take a
drink of water, so the rice would expand
and ease the hunger. We were sick and
tired, so our bodies seemed nearly
paralyzed, without strength to protest or
think at all.
On May 3rd a family moved into our hold
who had a radio, and we followedin dread
the following broadcasts of the British
Broadcasting Company: "For reasons of
nonsubmission, 6000 officers of the armed
foxes of the Republic of Vietnam
were executed before the circle at the
Saigon market. Immediately after this
bloodshed ended, the female unive~ity
students were brought right to that place
to join in a mass wedding with the Viet
Cong invalid soldiers. . . .

"Although they had thrown away their
weapons to surrender, the Provisional
Revolutionary Government decided that
the military men of the old regime had
slaughtered too many Viet Cong troops
and hence ordered that they be shot.
Because of that, the servicebranches of the
Republicof Vietnam such as the paratroop
branch have resolved not to surrender.
They are preparing to wage a guerilla war
in the southwest regions, where the Viet
Cong are not yet completely in
control. . . ."

And from the bottom of my heart, I prayed
to Him to protect all the Church members
That news astounded us, and our spirits
that they might be aMe to escape like my
were in such turmoil that all day we were
family. I also earnestly pled with him to
like machines,not able to think [anything
guard my friends, though they were not
those who had taken the name of his Son. morel at all.
All that day my state of mind was terribly Sunday, May 4, was fast day. After
confused. I was tom between happiness at discussion, Mai Anh and I decided we
escape and worry for loved ones still
should try to fast that day and pray forour
caught in Saigon.
ill-fated compatriots still caught behind,
When I went back down into the hold, Mai though our own condition could not be
called happy. Because we had only one
Anh had awoken but was extremely
Bible, we could just lie and pray and sing
hungry, and at that time there had still
been no distribution of food, although the hymns, remembering the agonies Jesus
last meal the previous day was distributed Christ suffered, certainly more miserable
than our hardships now. And there was
about noon. I didn't know what to do,
one strange thing which IwisA to point out
because we had no kind of food at all.
here. That Sunday we thought trying to
At five o'dock in the afternoon, they
fast would make us still more tired)
passed out another meal to us. This time
nevertheless, on the mnfmy, we felt
they changed the method and every
healthier than on the previous day. The
family only l~ceivedone plate of rice.
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headache disappeared, and many womes
also subsided.

On May 5th we set foot on Subic Island,
not at all sorry to leave the dilapidatedship
where we had just experienced four of the
most terrible days of our lives. Mai Anh
and I promised one another that after the
memory of this magru6cent boat trip we
would never again go by ship, not even by
first class cabin.
When food was distributed, we praised
this hot meal endlessly. After eating we
were led into a tent and began preparing a
place to stay. Later, after a brief tour of the
island scenery,we stood in line for another
meal, although we had just eaten an hour
previously. All places on Subic were
noteworthy in operating twenty-four
hours a day, so during that day we ate
several dozen meals in an.
A famdy among the number who had just
landed at Subic came to stay in the same
tent with us. I noticed that the man, about
my father's age, always sat, holding his
face, in a comer of the tent, while his wife,
who looked older than my mother, busily
tidied up. I helped her with a few
essentials, and finally, all of a sudden she
told me that her husband was a colonel in
the South Vietnamese Air Force. He
himself had landed a helicopter on the roof
terrace of her house (he had always flewn
helicopters in the armed forces) to take his
wife and children to an American ship. He
was so sad because of the death of his
closest friend, also an air force colonel.
This colonel had flown a helicopter to Phu
Quoc to meet his wife there. He had
landed on a high rock promontory near a
sandbank. His wife, overjoyed, rushed
out, and the aircraft's rotor cut off her
head. The colonel, after that, plunged the
aaft into the sea, killing himself.
The husband of the woman in the same
tent with us flew right behind his friend's
aircraft, but was unable to save his friend.
May 7: Still no sign of our family.
At 11:30this morning we amved at Guam.
After several hours of paperwork at the
airport,we were brought by bus to Camp
Orote Point, Tent City.
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The first thing I saw when the bus stopped
was . . . mv father! Darkened and
emaciated,'wearing an interpreteis badge
on his chest, he leaped off the bus to meet
us. We were overjoyed, and countless
womes pressing on our bosoms through
countless previous days vanished.
My fathertook us to meet the family at tent
G1 section 17. I cannot describe the
innumerable emotions in the uniting
which the Lord had mserved for my
fa*.
After that we met Elder Bowman and
Bder Oviatt. I was amazed at seeing them
because they were so very different from
the days in Saigon. Espe&lly Brother
Bowman, with his sunburnt face and
gaunt fonn. Back in Saigon I often joked:
"When Elder Bowman sits to play the
piano, his back hides the whole thing!" I
was moved more when I heard my mother
desaibe their s a d i c e in the responsibility
of greeting the refugee members coming to
Guam from Saigon: they had to keep
watches night and day at the harbor and
bus stop!
My family had come by plane directly to
Guam on May 3,1975. They were
fortunately spared the starvation and
misery of a ship like the Kirnbro freighter.

May 8: This morning I followed the
children to get relief clothing. Heavens,
when holding the clothing in my hand I
nearly aied! I thought of the wardrobe full
of clothes which I had had speciaIly sewn
in Saigon's largest shops. I thought of the
times I had belittled this shop as duty, or
that shop as bad. I thought of the clothes
which I had cast aside after wearing once
because I was not pleased. . . . A& I
accepted this lesson about humility and
haughtiness.
This afternoon I went all over Camp Orote
Point, leaving word for my friends, but
received no answer. While going about the
camp I met several people who escaped
after the day I left Saigon, and they let me
know much ternfyuig news: After
occupying Saigon, the Viet Cong entered
the officers' camps (of which the two
largest were the-chi Hoa quarters and the
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Le Van Duyet quarters where we lived).
And they slaughtered all the families
there. They also gave me an accurate
number: in the Chi Hoa quarters, the Viet
Cong killed in all 198officers and their
families.
I also met an officer who worked under my
father in Camp Le Van Duyet. He
conhned that only my father and he
escaped. Everyone else was caught
behind. I thought with emotion of the
soldier who worked at my house. He was
very diligent and courteous, and he asked
to go along with my father and serve my
family. My father accepted and promised
that at the last moment he could go along.
But, as I have related, somethingbeyond
my father's control caused him to be
caught in Tan Son Nhut and go ahead
with my family. We do not know his fate.
Nor do we know what will happen to the
two h v e r s for my house. My friends must
be the wives of the aippled veterans. I
dare not think any more. Without reason, I
suddenlywant to ay as hard as I did when
still a baby and my mother forbade me
something.
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Mushed from the roots of his hair to his
temples, and Brother Oviatt bowed his
head and blinked, his face no less red.)

May 14: This morning when I went with
my brothers and sisters to eat at the dining
hall, built overlooking the sea in three tent
areas, I noticed three older men near our
table who kept watching my two little
sistersPhuong Ahn and Kim Anh playing.
"I suppose. . . your family was caught
behind?" I hestitatingly asked one of
them.

"It's so bad, young lady, let me tell you.
We were managers of a prison camp.
When Duong Van Minh took power, I
knew that the country was about to be lost.
I decided to leave my post to see about
escape for my wife and children, but my
chief was auel. He ordered me to stay.
And something really atrocious, he
himself had run to a boat already and sat
there sending orders by radio to keep on
calmly working. When Saigon was lost, I
only had three minutes to bum the secret
filesand two minutes to run to the harbor.
My house was only 500 meters from
Sunday,M a y 11: After four days at Orote there, but there was no time to return for
Point Tent City, we were transferred today my wife and children. So now I look at
other people's children and ay,thinking
to another camp, Camp Asan. Here on
of my own."
Guam there are many different refugee
camps, so I am still looking for my
Stirred, we sat silent. Someone sitting at a
acquaintances.
table not far away broke in: "My case is
even more tragic. That day, the afternoon
Tonight we attended saaament meeting
with several Latter-day Saint members at of April 28th, when the Viet Cong rocketed
so bad, I was sitting drinking coffee near
Guam and of course with Elder Bowman
and Elder Oviatt. The American members the cathedral and I didn't know where to
spoke warm words of comfort to us, and I go to escape fire, when a helicopter landed
right there. Seeing people run up, 1ran up,
understood dearly why our church is
too. I got on, then it took me out to a
called the Church of Love. I was most
warship, and so I came to Guam, while I
moved when Mr. Bacon said: "All the
members of the Church think of you; they never meant to go! My wife and children
are still behind!"
always pray for you, and they will open
wide their arms to receive you."
May 19: About four o'clock thisafternoon
After that a bishop whose name I don't
we were called to go on the bus to transfer
know stood and counseled us a little, and to another camp,Andersen Air Force Base.
praised Brother Bowman and Brother
Our entire Mormon group includes about
Oviatt for their sacrifice and their
sixty people, so we are together in one
wholehearted service of the Lord. In that, barrack. In this camp we can lie on
he expressed the thoughts of all of us
mattresses and have frdl conveniences.
toward these two elders worthy of respect This camp is smallerthan Camp Asan and
and love. (And Brother Bowman's face

has no beaches, but to compensate there
are pretty parks at the foot of the cool,
green coconut trees. Nonetheless, the
noon sun is still bitter, and the hot
summer breezes cannot make the air
pleasant.

Switzerland because they had a relative
there, so they refused.

Laughably, this afternoon when I went
back to visit them, a number of people
stopped me and asked if I was a
newspaper reporter. I was astonished,
May 20: I just met two refugees -sisters because I dressed very commonplace and
who left Vietnam by themselves on May 5. wore no badge of any kind. Someone in
the group explained: 'We see you asking
Feeling this was strange, since the Viet
Cong conquered Saigon on April 30 yet on questions of a lot of people, and when they
May 5 they were still able to escape, I asked answer, you take a pen and paper and
record it, so we thought you were a
them about it. One of the girls (with a
reporter for some newspaper."
pretty smile) related: "But we weren't in
Saigon. We were in Rach Gia (a province I apologized for making them
in the southwest). When the Viet Cong
misunderstand, and I was very ashamed.
took Saigon, they still hadn't completely
conquered the western region. Because
May 23: This afternoon Brother Bowman
the provincial capital of Rach Gia is small came to bid farewell to us before boarding
and most of the people are country folks,
the plane. I didn't dare shake his hand for
theViet Cong didn't do any violence. They the last time because 1was afraid I would
just seized the property and watched a few ay when saying good bye. I think that
rich landowners. Every day three Viet
causing many people to love you is
Cong would come to every house to
difficult; nevertheless, Brother Bowman
inspect. We lied that we were country
has done it. My family admires him
people and asked permission to row a boat endlessly. My younger brothers pro&
to look for our family who were lost. And one another that soon when they spoke
we raised a Viet Cong flag on the boat and English well they would follow the
rowed to the villages near there. Taking
example of "Anhca Bang" and "Anh ca
advantage of a night without moon or
P h u d ' to return to Vietnam as
stars, we rowed out to sea, and after that
missionaries.
we raised the Vietnamese flag and asked to
May their dream come true.
board an American ship. Only through
that were we able to escape, but our family
is still caught. In fad,we had also decided Sunday,June l: This morning we went to
the &rt and a bus took us a huge
to stay behind with the Viet Cong, since
our parents were lost and we had no news Capitol International Airway jet.
We had proper seating space and full
of them. But because there were only we
conveniences. After seven hours flying,
two girls at home, two suspiaous Viet
Cong came every day to insped the house we d v e d at Honolulu and got out to rest
and joke around. We were scared to death; for two hours at the Hawaiian airport.
After that we reboarded the plane and
we knew no one could protect us, so we
after flying five more hours arrived at
sought the road of escape.
Califomia. Because of the difference in
"Going out like this is to be helpless, two
times, when we got to California it was still
sisters alone who don't know who to rely Sunday, June 1,1975.
on, but no matter what, this is still an area
A bus then took us to Camp Pendleton,
of kedom. No one dares to force you
and there we were united with Sister
here. If we stayed, our life would have
Kiem's faand Sister The's family.
been like the life of a fly. . . ."
Sister Kiem sobbed when she remet her
I comforted them and directed them to
husband, and at that moment I looked
meet my parents. My parents wanted to
with pity at Sister The. But she let me
help them go with my fa@,
but they
know some very happy news. The Church
were taking care of papers to go to
had intervened for Brother The, and
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presently he was in a separatezone in Phu
Nhuan, Saigon. He had just sent a
telegram to Sister The: "I hope to see you
soon." (However, no further news has
been received to date of President The.)

Our first observation was the cold -a
penetrating cold, temble cold. The
scenery in California is completeIy
different from the scenery in Guam (of
course). Here the mountains are tall and
imposing, the vegetation fresh, and the air
very cool. Colder but no less p t t y than
my Dalat. After pmcesing we were set up
in Area 8 of Camp Pendleton.
After that the brothers and sisters of the
Church came to visit us in m a t numbers,
and'hek
mOvedYSdee~l~'
as Mr. Bacon said, wherever we went, we
were greeted with open arms by the
Mormons. They received us tendedy.
And I
They received us in
understood deart~the meaning of the
the
are
brothers and sisters because everyone is a
child of God." This saying is not strange,
since many seds say the &e, but as far as
application of that phrase, huly I wish to
testify that only our church lives that
phrase taught by God. That afternoon
when we attended sacrament meeting my
father and a number of family heads in our
group stood and testified of that fact
dearly to President Christensen and the
American members.
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English, I told myself.
June3: Life here in Camp Pendleton is
just like at Orote Point. That is, there are
no conveniences. "After staying at Camp
Asan and Andersen Air Force Base, then
have to return to a second Orote Point
Tent City, that's really dull," was the
common thought of all of us.

Afternoon here is hot, and morning and
night are cold. Fortunately for us, we
became acquainted with American cold in
the summer. The American members
smiled no end to see every one of us
wearing a thick overcoat while they had
only a thin shirt.

Twl Sunday, June & This

That night before going to sleep I sinerely ,'
thanked Heavenly Father for leading us
auoss each dangerous step to the
promised land among this love.
June2 Happy forjusta
moment, now we
must be sad already.
Tomorrow Sister The's
famdy goes to Utah.
My-Nga and I looked at
each other: "It's just like we're
playing hide-and-seek. It was that way in
Orote Point, and now in California it's the
same."

I followed Sister The's family and became
acquainted with all the American brothers
and sisters. I have to get used to speaking

when we
held
we had a
surprise: Elder Hart came tb visit us. We
had heard the news for several days now
that Brother Hart and Brother Bowman
would come to visit us, so we waited with
impatience. ader Hart is now very
different from when still in Saigon,

because he has let his hair grow longerand
his face looks more experienced. We were
very moved by the fad that Brother Hart
still remembers Vietnamese, and he still
remembers the face of each of us
members.
We understand that the missionary
program is very useful. a bond of
friendship joins the missionary with the
investigator family, and that bond can
never be broken, because that is the bond
of love and understanding.

I remember the first evenings Elder Hart
and Elder Elmer came to open the gospel
to us. At that time we were still distant
from the counsels and commandments of
the Lord. We were merely puzzled
investigators.
We truly had faith when Elder Bowman
and Elder Collete came to continue the
work Elder Hart had done. That faith
progressed daily and never ceased to be
strengthened. Now, after countless trials,
we can proudly say: nothing can shake our
faith. I do not forget that the courageous
work and limitless sacrifice of Brother
Bowman and Brother Oviatt contributed a
large part in developing our faith. They
put the commandments of the Lord into
practice in works. That was something
precious. That was something worthy of

respect. And that was something very
difficult.
When we anived in California, we held
the first home evening since we left
Vietnam. My father emphasized the work
of Brother Bowman and Brother Oviatt, to
remind my younger brothers who were
deacons to take that as an example.
Afterwards my father wished them to also
go on missions and forget themselves in
this way. My father said: 'The Lord's
greatest commandment is that we must
love and 01.e for other people mow than
ourselves. If you can obey that, you will be
able to keep all the other
commandments."
This is the conclusion of my memoirs of
the evacuation, in all, one month and ten
days.
Actually, our evacuation is not yet
finished, because we must still request a
sponsor in oider to have a place to settlein
America. Perhapsthat willbe our last hard
transfer. And may we say, in the words of
the prophet Joseph Smith: 'We have
endured many things and we hope to
endure all things. . . ."
May the Lord guide us to build a new life
of peace and happiness, and may we
forget every painful past.

CTDTON HOLT JOLLM
I am d e r n people.
Always
& underpinning ten* of my person
Knotted tight u p the tugs of abolition mrdrina,
Until my @an&-ma, u&quainted with the Eonsequences
Even now, paid two h u n M bucks to a British genealogist
Who &aced me smack into the daW of a southern skeleton
~eath's diet b e him thin, sat fat as any cat
Who, b e f o d
In old Virginia.I, who felt uneasy humming StephenFoster,
Was for&d to deal with a pt-however-&ny
grandsire who
Was wet-nu& by a Mack female his fatherowned
Well, I could not; hired a Boston genealogist of my own
(blesshis Yankee eyes!)to saw31some respite
From a too, too &ched past. About five hundred dollars went
Like that, and I was all prepared to tell him where to place his pedig~es
When we hit what he d e d Luck. It seemsthat
In 1853the mot to my trodAed family tree
Got digion -amhactedit from a couple of bearded lunatics
Sent out by an alsobearded lunatic who had led a nation of also lunatics
Not by mistake to Utah -which was the height of lunacy.
"But don't you see?" the pedagwt queried, ''The Mormons opposed slavery."
Swell. The great-grand-fool fnnnwhence I came
Traded eighteen slaves for as many wives and moved into the desert.
Now how does one bringsuch things up across tea and talk at Gloria Steinem's?
Perhaps women stUl do not exist in Boston.
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iddhartha sat under the mango
tree like Budda."
Circle Budda
'Who sat under a fig We"

Marginal notation: abo tree, (Whatever
that is.)
"And Siddhartha received"
i before e except

except why bother.
Draw a circle around the word. Now draw
a Bne to the margin. Connect all the circles
and lines and the dots on the i's. Now
there. Doesn't that look nice?
I'mdissolving, thinks Monica M., and she
puts down the sliding purple pen and
folds Ramsey Ulton's Hesse paper neatly
in two and drops it on the heap of papers
to come back to. Oh Ramsey, the point,
where is the point? She eyes the point of
the purple pen lying across the
thinly-lined scrawl of Joe Rees.
"Siddhartha," writes JoeRees,"found the
purpose of life and the meaning therein.
What is relevant is the river, for in the river
Siddhartha found peace." JoeRees is a
new veteran with creased ben-bottomed
overalls and stiff sandals and he isn't

comfortable yet with peace. She fingers
through the yet-to-reads for Byron
Coombs, who hasn't been to class for two
days.
To teach. For four years she has taught and
still the word -in all its inflections teach, teaching, taught -leaves her with a
faintsuggestion of awe. But what is
teaching? Sitting on the floor and at her
feet, not her students, but their notebook
paper hieroglyphs which she deciphers
and judges on the basis of some obscure,
never-worded standard. Or in the
&ssroom, conducting, pulling open the
voices for the aescendos of perception,
and pushing them back down when the
ideas become sloppy and slurred.
And why? Isn't it after all the need to have
eyes fastened on her, the mesmerism of
her own voice. Attention. Frank doesn't
seem to quire that; he's happy locked up
in his lab. But she is ahvays starved for or
surfeited with, it seems, attention.
There is something else. Nora says it is a
noble something. Nora says it every day
when she comes in from Reading
Improvement A. To affect for good the
lives of others. And then Nora, what is
good? And how is it measured? Is a
scrawling paper on relevance good? Is
studyingSiddharthaeven good? Will
it
ill they
make them happier, wholer? W
have stronger bones and fewer cavities
and cleaner teeth?Are all ideas good, the
Idea of ideas?
She knows she has effect. The letters they
write her - on the bottoms of their essays
or appearing in her box in fat sealed
envelopes -m n e sputtering ink and
anger.
I think your cmnments on Heinlein are
mrrow. If you had read Shnger w'th mow
sensitivity and less of that fancy literay
criticism, you might h a ~ gmspad
e
it. ..

Dear Miss M:
1 wrote
paper viciously bemuse I
undostand why Rubbit ran: My mother's just
like his wije, sucking, clutching . . . .

one on an iRdex cardinside a brown paper
bag of very dead ruses
Get out Ofmy insides! Bitch!or offering,
unzipping themselves

Here are some thoughts I had last waek at

Sunfa Cruz. DON'T READ THEM IN
CLASS. They are for your eyes alone. . .

Miss M:
I couldn't come to elass last &. I urns in
Phmrh gmg
MY ther has a
fnendthere.. . .
or confessing feelngsthey flush for the
next day -wondering with a ballpoint
P a how old she is and whom she spends
h~eveningswith;
everything her
polish and little
Mngs
that hang like fish hooks; attaching
significance thurgs
astonish her
-glances in their direction,or glances
away, or no glances at all. And one once
from a girl, obsessively enamored, she
said, with a history of attachments to
women teachers, but she knew this time,
she knew from Monica's brusque
impatience with her lack of preparation,
she knew.
meywant so much of her. N~~just the
hours in the cool dark libmay stacks which
she likes reany and the hours at home
indexing and organizing the reading
material and translating and digesting
their papers, and thehoursatschoolwhen
she
all her ene%yand
it into a ball somewhere inside her and
then, for an hour at a time, emits it bit by
bit in a shower of little sparks. They want
than
they want
too-they
want to
to
her.
What do you think (Cat's M ,neF-le
Eunuah, Sly and the Family Stone,
bamboo shoots in
Oriental dishes)?
Could you (turn in Jesus, live on abalone,
sleep next to your dead mother)?
"Read us somethingyou write," said
Byron Coombs one day, the day after
she'd asked hi to read them a story he
had written and had shown to her- some
really modern fiction, she hadsaid, and he
had glowed. She'd thought they'd like his
surfer's story, but they didn't because they
didn't much like Bvmn Coombs.
She 4aid,
when
ha to read,
"No." She remembered one of her
teachers reading a novel he was working
on and afterwards the strained silence,
and she smiled tightly and said to Byron
Coornbs and the class watching them,
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"With a bowl of chemes under my belt?"
He flips out the waistband of his levis and
She looks at Byron's slashed, dogmatic
drops his voice an octave. "I'm hungry. I'll
handwriting. The paper is longer than
go make friends with your refrigerator."
usual. Usual is skimpy, barely suggested,
When he's making kitchen noises, moving
but peculiarly delightfulinsights which
she rewards with As. She glances through. jars, she looks again at her letter to Byron
Coombs.
She sees why the paper is long.
His treatment of Hesse is shorter than
There was a community college
usual, hardly a page and a half. But then
conference in February. The kind where
teachers signed up for sections that
Miss M:
Ifeel you insulted us last week by implying sounded interesting -Clucano drama or
transformational grammarin freshmen
we werenota worthy audience to henrany of
comp or the remedial adult -and she had
your writing. My disappointmentat your
behavior mused my absencz thelast two class picked the one on teaching the writing of
imaginative poetry because there wasn't
ppenods
and urns responsiblefor my almost
dropping the dass altogether. 1 had thought oneon the &ting of imaginative prose.
Sheremembers now the aging and tamed
this was the sort of situation where we all
blonde woman with the face like the faces
shared. . . .
that glazedly smile out of the society
Reading, reddening, the absurdity of it.
pages, the woman who looked so out of
Everyone sees the world through his own place in thick white lace pants and blouse,
personal distortinglittle kaleidoscope.
and who carefully seated herself in the
Insulting - oh! She loves these students, circle next to a full-habitednun-and who
she has loved most of her students, but
was very conscious of why.
e s p e a e these. And especially Byron
f i e white lace lady was the poet. She told
Coombs. When she tells Frank about
of writing poetry with her class. She'd
them, about Byron riding up to her office show them the poem she was working on
window on his red Honda 80, about their and they'd help find better words or point
excitement over Woodie Guthrie's old
up symbols she was only semi-aware of.
Gmpes of Wrath stuff, her eyes get wet and One poem was about JanisJoplin and was
she has to look down.
called "Death of a Gypsy" and the
students had supplied the dope talk so the
She chews the top of the purple pen and
poem sounded real.
when she has bitten off the caphead, she
gut it hadn't sounded real to her. It
begins to construct a reply
sounded to her Iike the white lace lady ina
Bymn,
strip show -though she wasn't quite
1 had czrtainly not intended to insult the
used to being in strip shows -and the
class. On the aontrary . . . .
students all shoutingole as each white lace
A knock. Frank comes in, stands over her layer was peeled off. It was the great
emotionalburlesque.
so she can have the best possible view of
his knee.He has on the levis she mended Frank comes back with what looks like a
with purple thread because she didn't
ham and sardine sandwich. He scoots
have any blue.
over the piles of papers and sits next to her.
"Lotta work?" he asks. He doesn't sound
"Now tell me," he says, "the problems of
too interested.
your day. Then I can put them up there
with Bernard's and Fielding's and see
'Yes." She turns over the letter to Byron
which is the most deserving of my
Coombs. 'You have a grouch on?"
immediate attention. I11 give you a
"Yeah." His eyes are rimmed below the
twenty-point handicap."
circles of his glasses. "Bernard wants the
Tungsten stuff in by June." Heleans down She chews on her lower lip. Then she says,
"Did you think of putting a little spaghetti
and yanks on a strand of her hair. "How
on top of the sardines?" She rubs his back
are the jolly green imps?"
with her elbow and her heel wrinkles Joe
"In wretched writing form," she says.
Rees' reflections on the relevance of
"You hungry?"
Siddhartha.
"Sorry.My bottom drawer asked first."

She has gone through the drawer fullof
stories - airboned copies mostly, some
which she has sent out to magazines
under the m e ForsytheHeald which she
is as pmud of as most of the stories. But
Forsythe Heald is a name to be easily
reckoned with, alas, and Forsythe Heald's
stories have come back dipped under her
door by a d i s m t mailman who must have
wondered.

Monica stands up. "And that's why
they're remedial," Nora is saying. Monica
picks up her books. "All they care about is

the passgrade," says Nora, Monica
nodding quietly out of the office.
The hallway seems too quiet. Tucked
under the Hesse papers is the yellow
folder. Tucked under the H e m papers is a
diary almost, a dictionary at least, the
Harbrace Guide to Monica M.
She has searched through the stories for
There they sit. Teresa Ligo arguing with
the one that would compromise her least
Gary Height about Kamahbeing a
-her favorite, too, in a way, a story about feminist. Ah Teresa you're wearing a
a child -about her as a child, but then her spring-green dress. Joe Rees is sitting
chiidhood seems so far away. She has
upright as though hisspine is steel. He has
carried it in a yellow W e r with her 'books a band-aid on his foot w b the sandal
and notes and now in the hour before her rubs. She moves the overhead projector
first class, she opens the folder and sees it under the front desk and slides the note
-the carboned letters look f u z q but how
stand out of the way by the window. Next
clearly, she thinks, they give her away.
to the window Ramsey Ultw is sprawled
over two chairs. Rarnsey, do you mind
Last rught she had forgotten she'd begun
playing second to a bottom drawer? Are
the story with a poem. She reads it over
now. It is light -and harmless. She starts you very insulted?Byron Coombs, head
to read, mumbling in rehearsal. Oh. That
down, is reading, so she will notice,
-the "spring-green dress"- it sounds SO Mugister Luh.
affected. And the name Amanda,
She sits tentatively on the front desk and
ought-to-be-loved, the symbolism is so
breathes hard against her stomach. The
overt. And what about the child - isn't
eyes all come to focus on her. Some of the
she more than the child of her own pasit,
are on a long iron key Frank found to
eyes
isn't she, too, the child of her future- the
hang around her neck. 'I'm going to try
embryo grown womb big and warm and
something new," she says, noting
embodying even now her dreams?
clinically the strangeness echoing in her
own voice. They watch and wait. They like
Her lips are open, her eyes closed when
something new.
Nora comes in from her 8 o'clock, drops
her books on the desk. "How are you?"
"I'mgoing to read you a little story 1
she says. "I had maybe fourteen there this wrote." She looks down, opens the yellow
morning. I'll have the other fourteen
folder, and says without looking up again,
tomorrow. I wish they'd all pick the same where she knows she would see first the
day to stay home. Then I could sleep in,
eager face of Byron Coombs, "lt's just a
too."
little thing - quite old." Then tightening
Monica opens her eyes and bies to smile at her lips in the tiniest of smiles, she purges
out that apology.
Nora. "It's May," she shrugs. "And it's
morning."
'Take, Eat," she thinks. "It's called 'The
#+And
they're remedial," says Nora. "And Gingerbread Girl,' " she says.
they ought to be there. It'sgood for them." They are very quiet. She begins.
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n the early days of Utah, the
struggle for bare sustenance was
so severe that there was little
time or opportunity for
anything else; but I am thankful it is so

much better now." So wrote Lucinda
Lee Dalton from Beaver, Utah in 1876.'
She had grown up in Beaver and in the
Saints' settlement of San Bemardino,
California during the 1850s. Her father
was poor, but refused to raise his
children in ignorance. At considerable
sacrifice to her parents, Lucinda had six
years of irregular schoolingbefore age
twelve when she began assisting her
father as a teacher, opening her own
school at age sixteen. Later, as
thirty-year-old mother with children,
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Lucinda found her "great ambition to
gain a liberal education" yet ungratified.
'There are times," she grieved, "when
my heat faints within me as I think of
my God-given talents rusting away for
want of polishing." Her love of music,
sparked by one teacher's rudimentary
instruction, found expression only in the
village choir and her own accordion.
"No weary traveler across the burning
desert ever longed more bitterly for
water, nor famished slaves for bread,
than I for music."
But Lucinda did eke out a cultural
existence in Beaver. She read prolifically
and her articles and poems can be found
in forty years of Woman's Erponent and
Young Woman's Journal. Many of her
poems are refreshingly imaginative,
devoid of the maudlin sentiment which
marked much of the poetry of her age.
She headed up the woman's suffrage
movement in Beaver, and eventually
served as one of the officersof the
territorial woman's suffrage association.
Perhaps in traveling to Utah's larger
towns and cities she often felt a pang of
envy, for she commented: "I do believe
there is no sin in coveting that which is
my neighbor's when I see others slight
their privileges and trifle away
those inestimable opportunitiesfor
which I have been almost consumed
with longing."
As a teacher, Aunt Lu, as she was called,
worked far into the night to keep ahead
of her students, lest she be "vanquished
by some industrious boy or girl. . . . It is
most humiktory," she wrote," to see
boys and girls yet in their teens acquiring
greater proficiency than all my tedious
years of self culture have enabled me to
gain. But I am glad they are not limited to
my meager opportunities, and I console
myself for all that I lack, with the hope
and determinationthat my children shall
have a large part of that which I sought
but never found." A teacher for sixty
years, Luanda Lee Dalton lived out her
seventy-five years enriching the cultural
opportunities of the coming generation.
Mormon women in the cultural arts can
be viewed in two lights. First, in light of
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the development of their individual
talents. Luanda Dalton and her poetry.
Mary Teasdel and her painting. Emma
Lucy GatesBowen and her singing. And
countless others who have been and are
in some sense artists.Second, as
Lucinda Dalton spent her time teaching,
so have many LDS women tried to
heighten Mormon cultural awareness
and refine and enrich the cultural
environment in which Mormons live. It
is this second aspect of Mormon women
in the cultural arts which I wish to
consider as I focus on three
twentieth-century Mormon women who
have patronized, fostered, and
cultivated d t u a l arts among
Mormons.
Alice Smith Merrill was born in 1868in
Fillmore, Utah, just fifty miles norkh of
where Lucinda Dalton lived in Beaver.
The schools of the 1870s were more
regular than the schools of the 1850s,
and Alice, unlike Lucinda, never
expressed regretsabout her education.
She had happy, pleasant memories of
being whisked through the snow by sled
to Fillmore's rock schoolhouse. There
she =cited l e s s o n s t h a t i n ~ u c eher
d to
grammar, arithmetic, and geography,
and even to literature, ifit might be
termed such. W e chose up sides," she
later recalled, "took opposite ends of the
room and vied in distinct rendition of
alternating voices from 'Woodman,
Spare that Tree,' 'The Bells,' and
'Excelsior.' The old walls would fairly
ring as we recited those grand old
poems."2
At the age of eight Alice was sent to Salt
Lake City to comfort and cheer her
widowed grandmother, Bathsheba W.
Smith, whose home in the old
three-stow Historian's Office seemed to
the y o u n i ~ l i c to
e be "enveloped in a n
'Arabian Nights' atmosphere."3
Grandmother Bathsheba did possess
almost magical talent for conjuring up a
home, even under less propitious
circumstances than those in Salt Lake
City in the 1880s. She fitted out the large,
cumbersome wagon in which ~ a t h s h e b
Smith rode toUtah, with a carpetedfloor.

Church Hisfwkm's officewhere Alia Smith Mem'll l i d as a child.
a comfortable bedstead and four chairs,
and a head high osnaburg wagon cover
lined with blue drilling, the monotony of
which was broken by a workable door
and window, a looking glass, a
candlestick, and a pincushion. Thus, in
1849, did Alice's grandmother travel from
Winter Quarters to the Salt Lake Valley,
wearing white stockings all the way.4
Bathsheba's home in Salt Lake City was
no less imaginative with its "deep
windows glazed with tiny panes, buff
blinds with little hand-painted scenes,"
closets of china, armchairs, rocking
chairs, congress chairs, and carpets,
linen, comforters, and quilts of
Bathsheba's own design and handwork.
"Each day was as if I had rubbed the ring
and a genii came to satisfy my wish,"
Alice recalled. Free to rummage around
in "two built-in cupboards stuffed with
Godey's Lady's Book, Century, Youth's
Companion, and Scriher's, " Alice read
for hours daily. By the time she was
seventeen she had organized a
Shakespeare Society with fifteen young
men and fifteen young women who
read, studied, and acted Shakespeare.
In the old gable-roofed home
Grandmother Bathsheba had a trunk,

one till of which contained her own
"book af drawings that she had made in
the art class in Nauvoo, and her box of
water-colors and brushes, brought from
England to Winter Quarters." Perhaps
Alice used the same paint and brushes as
she began her own work with
watercolor. She studied under local
artists J. T. Harwood andMary Teasdel,
and eventually gained some repute as a
watercolorist.
In 1891, a year after her marriage to
George Henry Home, Alice Memll
Home sewed as a member of the Liberal
Arts Committee of the Chicago World's
Fair. When her husband was called on a
mission she continued her studies in art
and taught school. The six children born
to the Homes didn't daunt Alice's spirit,
her artistically creative soul. "The home
must be kept sweet and clean," she
explained in an article for the Woman's
Exponent, ''but the brainis as prone to get
cobwebby as the best room."5 Her own
mind was never that idle. In 1898she
was elected to the state's third legislature
where she served two terms. she
accepted the nomination, she said, for
the purpose of working in the interest of
art in Utah and she did not back out of
her promise. In 1899she authored a bill
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collections of works by Utah artists.
Alice Merrill Home was convinced that
art would not be saved by the rich, but by
the great cultured middle class. For that
reason she was anxious to display art
where the general public could see it.
"For art development in a community is
of greater moment," she said, "that in
each home should hang a good picture,
however small, than that the rich have
many works of art. It is too bad that any
impressionable child should be denied the
privilege of living with m e good picture. "
If she had anything to say about it, no
child would be denied that privilege.
She began to take art to Utah's schools.
By 1931, Mrs. Home had arranged for
129 exhibitions to be held in 40 schools.
Shortly after John Hafen's death, his
works-wereexhibited at Lafayette
School (Salt Lake City) in a memorial
exhibition arranged by Mrs. Home. She
gathered J. T. Harwood's works for a
show at Webster School (Salt Lake City)
when that artist moved to California.
She loaned her private collection to West
High School, West Junior High School,
and Washington School, all in Salt Lake
City. She accepted a position as PTA
president with the stipulation that
school exhibitions feature the works of
Utah painters -and they did, including
works of Waldo Midgely, Lawrence
Squires, Lee Greene Richards, Mahonri
Young, A. B. Wright, Joseph A. Everett,
Florence Ware, Henri Moser, Mary
Teasdale, and J. T. Harwood.
Mrs. Home's contribution to the Salt
Lake community directly affected many
members of the LDS Church. But they
also felt her influence through LDS
publications. In 1901 she began a series
of articles for the Young Woman's Journal
on building and beauwing the home.
"If art reigns in the home," she advised,
"there will grow out of it beautiful parks,
streets, thoroughfares and c i t i e ~ . "In~
1904 she wrote articles for theJouma1 on
John Hafen and Mahonri Young, and a
few yearslater she expanded her articles
into a series on Utah artists with
substantial biographical notes and
photographs of the works of Harwood,
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Hafen, Teasdel, Richards, Dallin, and
Hartwell.
In 1914, she collected these essays on
Utah artists and other essays she had
written on architecture in the first art
book published in Utah: Devotees and
their Shrines; a Handbodc of Utah Art. The
book was later used as a text by puMc
schools in the state.
In 1902, Mrs. Home was named to
the Relief Society general board. She
served as the first chairman of the Relief
Society's art committee and planned a
series of lessons on art appreciation
which focused on American artists such
as Sargent, Homer, and Whistler, as well
as on Utah artists. After the first year, the
emphasis of the lessons changed to
home architectureand landscape study,
but the series petered out when Mrs.
Home resigned from the board in 1916.
Her civic demands were too great, she
said. The Relief Society congratulated
her on her decision, and well they might,
considering the strength of her
contribution to the community during
the twenties and thirties.1°
Church publications, however, had not
seen the last of Alice Memll Home. In
1933 the Improvement Era featured as the
monthly frontispiece a painting by a
local artist. Who but sixty-five-year-old
Alice would have been qualified to
provide the full column of commentary?
Alice Merrill Home died in 1948 after
having been named to the Utah Hall of
Fame by the Utah Federation of
Women's Clubs, and receiving the
Medal of Honor from the Academy of
Western Culture.
Alice Louise Reynolds, a contemporary of
Alice Merrill Home, grew up with all those
"inestimable opportunities" for which
Luanda Dalton had been "almost
consumed with longing," and her
contributionas a cultivator of the arts
proved to be commensuratewith her
privileges. Born in Salt Lake City in 1873,
Alice Louise was a daughter of Mary Ann
Tuddenham and George Reynolds, both
from London, England. George Reynolds,

one time derk for Brigham Young, an0
be willing to go to the University of
later one of the presidents of the First
W g a i for-ko years emPha&hg
Councilof the Seventy, managed the Salt
English, thereby prepaxingmyself to teach
Lake Theater for a period, served as a
literature at Brigham Young Academy."
regent for the University of Deseret, and
Quff himself was a University of Michigan
graduate, and in 1892when Alice, with a
involved himself in journalism, business,
and science. And he provided very well for total of $75 in savings,left for Ann Arbor,
his family. After the birth of her younger there were six or seven former Brigham
sister, Alice was'under the constantcare of Young Academy students there. One of
those was JohnJ. Maellan, later Salt
her Aunt Julia, who, Alice said, was a
Lake Tabernacle organist, who awakened
master at surprising her. "Sometimes I
in Alice a love of classicalmusic. "Since my
would awaken in the morning and find a
association with him at Ann Arbor," she
lovely Mue hair ribbon hanging from my
reminisced, "music withme hasbeen little
bed post, and on the bottom of it, a juicy,
less than a passion, and my opportunities
ripe orange." Her Aunt Julia taught Alice
the names of the wildflowersin City Creek have been many to gratify this
d--fpatpd
de&
for this great art."l2
Canyon, and read to her fmm Mnther
~ o d s eHans
,
Alice's lifelong love
Christian Andersen,
for literature was
Greek mythology
deepened during her
and theBible. At four
two-year stay at Ann
years of age, Alice
Arbor. She returned
was "wheeled to
to Brigham Young
school in a babv
Academy
in 1894, a
buggybyhermbther's
twenty-oneyear-old
maid." At six, she
faculty
member.
began public school,
That year she taught
where T. B. Lewis,
the first class in
the first Temtorial
Chaucer
and the first
Commissioner of
class in Shakespeare
Education in Utah,
ewr offered at the
was her teacher. He
school. She also
was a neighbor of
taught history and
the Reynoldsesas
development of
were artists A. B.
English literature.
Wright, Lee Greene
The following year
Richards,andGeorge
she was given the
Ottinger.
Aliae Louise Reynolds
responsibility for
At age thirteen, just t k months after the teaching all the literature offered at the
death of her mother, Alice and her sister
school.which she continued to do until
additidnal faculty members came. At that
Florence left Salt Lake City to attend the
Brigham Young Academy in Provo. Later, time, she observed, it was evident
having spent some time at the Salt Lake
that the teaching of literature was
Academy and the Brigham Young College
moving in new d i d o n s , colleges all
in Logan, Alice rehrmed to the Brigham
over the country were giving literature
Young Academy, graduating in 1890at
courses in Romantic Poetry,Victorian
age seventeen.After two years of teaching
Poetry and so on. So it was agreed that
in Utah's public schools, she was
Professor Osrnan should do the work
approached by Benjamin Cld, Jr., who
in Chaucer and Shakespeare and
told her, shelaterrecalled, "that there was
Milton, and that I should prepare
no literature being taught in the Brigham
myself to do work in the Romantic and
Young Academy, and that persons he had
Victorian Poets. Accordingly I went to
talked to thought I was somewhat gifted in
Chicago in the summer of 1902and
English, and he wanted to know if I would

"
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took a c o m e in Romantic Poetry,in the
History of the Novel, and in Teaching
Literature.l3
This seemed to establish a pattern of
continued graduate studies for Miss
Reynolds who thereafter devoted summer
vacations to travel and study at Comell,
the University of California at Berkeley,
and in Paris. She took three years of leave
from teaching for graduate studies,
spending one year at Columbia University
and two at Queens College, London
University.
Alice Louise Reynolds extended herself in
directions that were foreign to most
Latter-day Saint women. She was not a
traditional homemaker. Her dose friend
Amy Brown Lyman described her
activities as "chiefly in the intelledual
realm":
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indicate that Miss Reynolds's "faith and
indefatigableefforts electrified the faculty
and carried over into the community with
the result that contributions were received
to cover fully the purchase." Alrnuni
raised over half the necessary $1,500; BW
students contributed quarters and
community high school and grade school
students pitched in their dimes and
nickels.
She seemed to wield her influence with a
touch of grace, as indicated by comments
from one of her Enghsh faculty colleagues,
Alfred Osmond:
If I cannot say there is method in Miss
Reynolds's madness, I can, with
propriety, say there is magic in her
method. Without being a siren or an
enchantress, she does charm people
into doing the things that ought to be
done. l6

She had no inclination nor talent for
handwork, such as sewing, knitting,
Of the 1,200 Whitecotton volumes, 220
crocheting, or mending. She felt that
were set aside and combined with 280
she was much better at working with
volumes contributed by Miss Reynolds to
her head than with her hands. Routine form the a c e Louise Reynolds Library.
housework did not appeal to her. To
The original 500 volumes increased to
her it was more or less boring.
1,000, andbecauseMiss Reynolds herself,
Nevertheless, she kept up an
her friends, and the Alice Louise Reynolds
interesting, attractive, and hospitable dubs (some sixteen of them) continued to
home, filled with books, paintings,
contribute funds and books, the collection
pieces of sculpture, beautiful china,
had by 1966reached 10,000 volumes. The
lovely fabrics, and a rare collection of
Alice Louise Reynolds clubs hope to
autographed books and unique
provide an appropriate memorial to Miss
souvenirs.l4
Reynolds in the new addition to the
Harold B. Lee Library at BYU.
Never a wife or mother, Alice Louise
Reynolds did bequeath a fine cultural
"One of my hobbies has been libraries,"
inheritance to BYU students and the
Miss ~ e ~ n o lonce
d s observed, and
members of the Church.
appropriately so, since in addition to her
In forty-four years of teaching at BW, she contributions at Brigham Young
University she contributed to libraries in
presented twenty different courses in
Springville, Castle Dale, and Lucinda
English to more than five thousand
students. She served for many years as the Dalton's culture-starved Beaver.l7
school's matron, or dean of women.
Miss Reynolds's influence has been felt by
During her thuty-four years of service on
members of the Church outside of theBW
the Library Committee, library holdings
community. She spent almost as many
increased from 10,000 to 100,000. She is
years writing for Church publications and
well-remembered for devising the means lesson manuals as she did teaching. In
for securing for B W the 1200rare-volume 1898 she began making regular
library of Judge J. W.N. Whitecotton.
contributions to the Young Woman's
When the library became available in 1918, Journal. One of her first articles, "Poehy
the school had no funds to purchase it.
and Revelation," reflects her sensitivity to
Library Committee minutes-for that period truths common to the gospel and great
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literature, a theme she never abandoned.
Her series on women of letters began with
an article entitled, "Woman's Intellectural
Renaissance," and featured articles on
individualwoman writers including
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Hamet
Beecher Stowe, Louisa May Alcott, and
George Eliot. Nor was her treatment
In "George Eliot's Religious Life," Miss
Reynolds discussed Eliot's rejection of the
relgious institutions of her time,
conduding:
As I think of her I can but feel sure that
George Eliot was naturally not only not
irreligious, but possessed of great
spirituality. . . . Like Joseph, the
prophet, from her heart burst the
question, Where is truth? Unlike the
prophet she did not go in faith and pray
for wisdom, but lived a painful tragedy,
until her utter desperation led her to
repudiate the dodrines of so-called
Christianity. Nevertheless. . .many of
the doctrines which her life and
writings exemplify are those that have
the seal of divinity upon them.

The writings of Alice Louise Reynolds
found their way into almost every Church
publication: the lmprmement Em, the
Instructor and theRelref Society Magazine.
With theRelitf Sodety Magazine she became
deeply involved, editing the magazine for
seven and a half years, first as assoaate
editor and later as editor. During this time
she maintained her position on the BYU
faculty, spending thke daysa week in Salt
Lake City at Relief Society headquarters
and the rest of the time in ~rovo:
In 1923when she was first called to serve
on the Relief Society general board and
work with the magazine, the Relief Society
began a series of literaturelessons. During
the subsequent ten-year period, Alice
Reynolds prepared fifteen courses in
literature for Relief Soaety sisters. For the
firsttwo or three years thelessons focused
on American writers including Benjamin
Franklin, Washington Irving,Henry
David Thoreau, and Nathaniel
Hawthorne. In 1925-26 several American
poets were considered. The lessons were
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partly biographical, but also focusedon
individual works. Getting the appropriate
materials to the women sometimes caused
problems, as is evident in Sister
Reynolds's comments at a Relief Soaety
conference:
Now, the matter of books.We are very
grateful for the libraries that we have,
where we can get books to read.
However, there are some communities
that have not such facilities. If you are
in a community where you have not a
single volume of Longfellow or Lowell,
or Holmes or Whittier, then I believe
that this oqpization, that was
organized for relief, should find some
way to relieve the situation, even if
they have to buy the books. lg
The organization responded positively:
shorter works were sometimes printed in
the lessons, and the Relief ~ o d & ytried to
make available published anthologies.

In 1926-27, the magazine published and
analyzed specific poems by Robert Frost,
Amy Lowen, Carl Sandburg, Vachel
Lindsay, Edna St. Vincent Millay, George
Santayana, and Edwin Arlington
Robinson. Miss Reynolds avoided a
preference for "sweetness and light"
literature as is shown in her selection of
Amy Lowell's "Patterns" and Robert
Frost's'Death of the Hired Man." Nor did
suggested discussion skirt basic issues
even when they were as controversial as
the protest against war of Thoreau's
night in jail.
In 1929 Miss Reynolds tried to launch a
series of lessons on drama which never
seemed to get off the ground, perhaps
because of the unavailability of materials.
But her introduction to that course bears
mentioning:
We should like our readers to recognize
that our modem playwrights, even
those who are as great as Galsworthy,
Shaw, and Banie, are interested in the
same social problems as Relief Soaety
workers and social workers the world
over are interested in. Also that when
writing plays they make use of the
same material as social workers
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constantly come in contact with while
at work in every day lifem
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with plenty of scraps of fabric, yarn, and
embroidery thread. The Smith sons
concocted crystal sets, and carved their
In 1930,Relief Society sisters were
own bows and arrows. The whole family
encouraged to invest !b3 in Heath and
attended
almost every Salt Lake Theater
Company's Great Short Stories ofthe World,
performance,
and at home made up a
and were introduced to comparativeworld
fa*
orchestra with darinets, violins, a
literature through Greek fables, tales from
flute, and young Florence at the piano.
Dearmeron, Beauulf, and Morte &Arthur,
and storiesby Ibsen, Gwthe, Melville, and At the University of Utah, Florence
Shaw.
studied every aspect of home economics:
chemistry
of textiles, dress design, food
Though in 1930 Alice Louise Reynolds
chemistry
and
preparation, interior decor
resigned as RellefSoaety hhgazine editor
and
furnishings,
even architecture. When
and general board member to return to
full-time teaching, the standard of literary she graduated she was employed as a
dress designer. Sheloved to work with her
appreciation she raised among Mormon
hands, and even after her maniage and
women was carried by the Relief Society
the birth of three sons,she volunteeredher
for four full decades, until 1970. While I
have focused on the cultural mntributions servicesas a caterer and interior designer
of Miss Reynolds, she was active socially because she took delight in arranging
beautiful thmgs. But these need not
and wliticallv as well. Her death in 1938
necessarily be expensive things: she had
m a r k the dose of an abundant life learned
early to make something out of
one of the finest exam~les
we have of LDS
almost
nothing
and that pattern once
single womanhood.
established was religiously followed.
The third lady of the arts I wish to discuss
was not quite contemporary with the two During the 1950sFlorence Smith, now
Jacobsen, accompanied her husband
Alices. We don't have the distance of
(Theodore C.) to the New York Mission,
decades to lend perspective to her
contributionsbecause she is still living. But where he had been called to serve as
president. Concerned with the poor
Florence Jacobsen certainly follows in the
conditions
of Church-owned historic
tradition of women who have developed
homes
in
the
eastern states, Sister
their personal talents and intemts and
Jacobsen
expressed
her concern to visiting
who have then, at some point, been in a
Church
authorities.
After her return to
position to use those talents and interests
Utah and her subsequent011to the
in refining and enxiching the Mormon
YWMIA general board and presidency,
cultural environment.
Sister Jacobsen sometimes received letters
"No impressionable child should be
concerning historic homes and
denied the privilege of living with one
fumishings, forwarded to her by Church
good picture," Alice M e d Home said in leaders. She worked with Elder Mark E.
1909.Whether or not Florence Grant and Petersen in setting up a Church committee
Willard Richards Smith were aware of that for historical arts and sites and has been
counsel, they followed it. Young Florence involved with that committee from its
Smith grew up during the twenties with
inception in 1962to the present.
one fine John Hafen painting, a painting
In 1966 Sister Jacobsen was summoned to
she has never forgotten. She studied that
aid in the historic restoration of the Joseph
painting and was soon able to recognize
Hafen's works wherever she saw them.*' Smithfamilyhome in Palmyra, New York.
Later calls asked her to help restore and
Skiled in the fine art of china painting
furnish the New York farmhomes of Peter
which she had learned as a young girl,
Whitmer and Maain Hanis, homes of
Florence's mother was anxious to
Wilford Woodruff and Brigham Young in
encourage her own children in creative
Nauvoo, and Brigham Young's Forest
design, and so presented her daughters
Farm in Salt Lake03ty.
with naked dolls for Christmas@s, along
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Under Sister Jacobsen's direction as
general president of the Young Women's
MIA, Brigham Young's Lion House (then
owned by the Young Women's Mutual)
was dosed for remodeling in 1%3. The
Church appropriated money for
of the
leaving the
interior decor and furnishings for the
YWMIA to plan and finance. Sister
Jacobsenand her counselorsand countless
volunteer helpers worked for five years
renovating the building and
authenticatingfurnishings. Restored and
revitalized, the Lion House was re-opened
as a social center in 1968.
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Valley and later working with restoration
architect Steven Baird in restoring and
furnishing the old Lylic theater, named
now the Romised Vaney Playhouse.

After her release from the YWMIA
presidency in 1972, Sister Jacobsenwas
,--]led to
and define a new position,
that of Church Curator. She was given
responsibility for preserving, catalogng,
and displaying the historicalarts and relics
of the Church. Maintaining that the only
thing shebrings to the position is a love for
art and history, she has already called in
experts- "to help with the technicalities,"
she laughs, realking how much of the
wnA will hP ~ h d c a lHer
. new assistant
The YWMIA has a long h;=+n* nf
heightening the
curator, Richard
Oman,has training
cultural awarrnessof
in @ history fmm
its young Mormon
the University of
women. In the early
Washington, and
part of the century
Paul Anderson and
the Young Woman's
Journal,official organ
Allen Roberts,
of the YWMIA
historical architects
working under a
carried a' series of
from the
grant
articl~s
on Mormon
Curatofs Office,are
artists by Alice
in the process of
Memll Home. MIA
manualswritten by
compiling an
extensive surveyand
AliceLouiseReynolds
study of Mormon
during the twenties
indicatethat the
buildings. The
curatol's Office is
MIA's suggested
readmgcourse
1
working in
induded such
conjunction with
authors as Jane
Dean LaelWoodbury
of BYU's College of
Austen,Tolstoy, and
Florenae Smith Jacobsen
Shakesware.
Fine Arts towards
Music, hance and drama festivals had been setting up a joint program for displaying
Mormon art. The young Florences
part of the MIA program for years. Sister
growing up will, because of her continued
Jacobsen'sYWMIA administrationbuilt
upon that tradition in expanding the
efforts, always be able to finda JohnHafen
cultural program for young women:
painting to study, or a M a h o Young
~
commemorating the centennial of the Salt sculpture, or even a nineteenth-century
Lake Theater young Florence Smith had so quilt made by some young Mormon girl
loved; beginning an annual Young Artists whose mother or grandmother gave her
scraps of fabricand bequeathed her a love
Festival and working with the Young
for the beautiful.
Men's Mutualinestablishingthe Mormon
youth symphonyand Cho;; offering the
MerriOHome,
Louise

Jqhmn
SChOkrshF
literaT
excellence to a talented high school senior
or college student; and producing the
outdoor theater presentation of Romised

Reynolds, and Florence Smith Jambsen
who
not the o+ Mormon
have refined and enriched Mormon
They ue scceptional
but
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representative of scores of less visable
women like Lucinda Dalton who, in many
places and times, have sensed that beauty
is an integral part of the gospel. They
remind us of our own responsibility to
preserve and build our culture, leaving it
richer than we foundit. We might well ask
ourselves the same question Alice Menin

Home posed to her contemporaries:
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ROGER EKINS
from Portland. At any rate, about all he
ever did was complain about the way we
were all getting screwed in Utah because
we didn't have a powerful union. "In
California," he'd brag, "I used to get seven
thuty-three an hour. Don't know why I
ever came to this God-forsakenplace in
the first place. Think I'll move back to
L. A." As far as I know, he's still here in
Although based on a factual expenence several
Utah someplace -he was one of those
vears ago, t h ~ story
s
IS strongly ficttonal and should
people who are always complaining about
not necessarily be construed as cntrasm of the
Veterans' Administrahon Hospltaltn Salt Lake City.
life and planning to pack up and get out,
but never do. He was sure a good caulker,
he summer of 1964was just like though.
any other summer in Salt Lake
We spent almost the whole summer
City except that I hada good
working
on the roof of the Veteran's
job. I was a caulker's assistant,
which meant that I filled his caulking guns Administration Hospital. It was really
rather pleasant; the sun shone most of the
with a gooey, gray caulking compound
time and we couldn't work in the rain
which stuck to my hands and clothing. I
anyway, so it was a pretty good job. They
also cleaned old caulk out of joints and
often had to sandblast them clean for him. also paid me something like two-fifty an
hour which wasn't too bad for a kid just
Then he'd come along behind me and fill
out of high s&wl. Besides, Joe was a nice
the joints up again.
guy to work with. He wasn't too smart,
His name was Joeand he'd originally come but he never yelled at me or a a d e me
fromOregon or Washington. I always get work too fast. We were both getting paid
those two places mixed up. I think he was by the hour, so as far as we were
Roger Ekins earned an M.A. in creative
writing from the University of Utah. He is
now working on a Ph.D. ineducation from
Union Graduate School in Staten Island,
New York. Originally from Salt Lake City,
he is married and has two daughters.
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concerned, the job could last all summer.
As we worked i n the capstones and fascia
of the hospital, I noticed that Joeseemed to
be avoiding one certain building. 'Well
catch it later," he'd say. "I'm saving that
one for last." I couldn't imagine why we
were going out of our way to leave
anything 'ti1 last unless it would be a lot
harder than the rest. Finally, when we
were working on the building right next
door, I asked him about it. 'Zook, Joewe're just gonna be making work for
ourselves if we skip that one. We'll just
have to haul all our equipmentback over
here again. Why not do it now and get it
over with?" That was the first time I
realized Joehad some kind of strange fear
of that building. ''Don't you know what
that building is?" he asked. 'That's the
looney bin, the crazy house, the place
where they keep all the psych&. Don't
want anything to do with that building!Do
you?"
I'd never really been around aazy people
before, at least not the kind they lock up.
When I was ten or so our cub scout pack
went on an excursion to the insane asylum
in Provo, but about all I can remember is it
was nothing but a big disappointment.
We'd hoped to see crazy lunatics banging
their heads against iron bars, screaming
that they were Napoleon or God. We
hadn't really seen any crazy people at all just a bunch of men and women sitting
around playing cards or reading or resting.
We knew they couldn't be crazy -they
looked too normal. We didn't even see any
buck teeth or crossed eyes. There was one
woman with beautiful blonde hair and I
remember 100at her, thinking how
beautiful she was. She sat there all by
herself, combing that wonderful hair and
smiling at me. Everybody there looked just
like the people you sit next to in church
every Sunday. We felt very bad that they
wouldn't let us see the crazy people.
"Hell, Joe -what are you so nervous
about them for? They'll just be a lot of old
men who went uazy over some war or
other. Even if some of them are really
dangerous, we won't be anywhere near
them."
"Look, kid -you don't understand. I
used to have a little brother that was crazy
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like that. When he was born, he'd just lie
in his a i b and stare at the ceiling. He'd
never cry or nothing. They took him away
to a kind of hospital. We used to go and
visit him every year. Now we don't go no
more."
"Gee, I'm sony Joe-I didn't know. Is
there any hope that he'll be cured?"
"Cured!" Joeechoed with disdain.He just
picked up a caulking gun and walked
away from me across the roof. ''Idon't
want to talk about it," he mumbled.

I knew immediately that I had said the
wrong thing. I felt like an idiot, but I didn't
make things worse by attempting an
apology. We just kept caulking for another
month while Joecontinuously complained
about the right-to-work law, and I silently
wondered about his littlebrother. I tried to
shove the word "cured" out of my mind,
but it kept corningback to me. I was
haunted by thoughts of fresh caulking
being cured in the sun and hams hung up
in a smoke house. I wondered what his
little brother looked like. No arms or legs?A
huge, oversized head? I pictured him lying
in a aib, his parents and Joestanding
around with tears in their eyes. I saw the
looks of disgust and pity on their faces. No
love -just disgust and pity and g d t
because there was no love.
Joe beame less and less talkative as we
neared the inevitable endof the next to the
last building. I could feel the tension
building up inside him as he counted up
the joints to estimatehow many dayswe'd
have leftbefore the "crazy house." Finally,
after spending half a day going around
doing all kinds of odd repair jobs, Joe
reluctantly picked up two cans of caulk
and headed toward the last building
without a word. I grabbed the caulking
gunsand the ladder and humed after him.
When we checked in at the front desk for
the necessary keys and stuff, the head
nurse explained how all the men in
I'm sure if our boss hadn't been already
yelling at us to finish the job fast, Joe
would have actually built the scaffolding.
be up on the roof most of the time and the
last time I checked, we didn't have any
patients living up there." She sort of
giggled nervously as she waited for us to
join her in her joke. We didn't. She then
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cautioned us to be sure to lock every door,
window,andhatch right behind us. "If one
of those poor boys findsa way to get to the
roof, he just might jump. We certainly
wouldn't want to be responsible for that
kind of tragedy, now would we?" What
she really meant, of course, was that we'd
better be carefulhow we locked things up
if we didn't want her to Iiumo
on us. She
'
handed us a set of keysanda map of an the
entrances and exits of the building.
We spent the first two and a half days
working on the portion of the roof we
could reach through the door at the top of
the stairs. For a while, Joedidn't say too
much. He'd just ask me for a caulk& gun
when he needed it and tell me when I was
using toomuch grit in the sandblaster.We
got a kind of rhythm going: he'd hand me
an empty gun, I'd hand him a full one. I
don't suppose we exchanged more than
twenty words that first afternoon. But by
the end of the second day, it looked like
we'd be able to finish the job without
having to go h u g h a n y of the wards. Joe
began to smile again and soon he was
taking about his old girl friends, his wife,
and the labor unions.
For a week we crawled through hatches
and climbed up ladders. We evenlowered
a rope over one ledge so we could cauIk
the nact level without having to go
through a ward. Things were going
smoothlv and the iob was nearlv
completk. The dbsest contact &e ever
had with the patients was to see them
lined up for lunch in their blue pajamas.
There'd usually be about forty of them
stretched down the hall in single file. They
all looked alike -slumped shoulders and
wrinkled blue pajamas; they shuffled
along in their hospital slipp& as they
approached the cafeteria. I could never be
sure about the expressionson their faces
-Joe wouldn't lit me get close enough.
We ate over in Building A. As long as they
were far enough away from us, roe
seemed fairly happy.
But just as we got to the end of the iob, we
discbvered a s k l l ledge sticking&tat the
third floor level. It was about eight feet
wide and some fifteen feet long: We had
two choices:we could eitherbuild up three
stories of scaffoldingto do a
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twenty-minute job, or we could gain
aacess through one of the windows
leading into a kind of patients' dayroom.
I'm sureif our boss weren't h d y yelling
at us to finish the job k t , Joewould have
actualIy built the scaffolding.
So we went on downto the third floorand
started followingour map down the
corridors as we seamheti for our ledge.
Twice we had to show our passes to
people and explain what we were doing.
Three times we had doors opened and
locked behind us. I was getting very
interestedin the whole thing. I was
curious to see what t h w guys really
looked like. Joewasn't saying a word he'd frozen up again.
Finally we got to the southeast comer of
the building. The door was marked
"Patient Day Room," and I knocked asJoe
stoodthere, praying no one would be
inside. We heard a key turn and two
attendantscame out into the hall to see
what we wanted. They were glum-looking
fellows with remarkably well-starched
white uniforms.They wore shiny black
name tags over their hearts -one said
Compton and the other said Smith. They
seemed glad to see us. I showed them our
pass andthey admitted us into the room.
Immediately we were greeted with the
unmisiakable smell of old men- a smell I
had known so wen as a boy when we
visited my grandfatherin the nursing
home. The attendantswere standing
guard over twenty or thirty men dre& in
their sloppy blue pajamas. I n o t i d with
interest that the ~atients
wore no name
tags,
the &.
~ o just
e stood
there looking at his feet, so I explained
what we were going to do. They showed
us which key to use for the window, and
we quickly walked aaoss the mom
without saying another word. Our
footsteps seemed thundmus against the
hardwood floor. No one else was making a
noise. The room was damp and cold.

-w

I unlocked the middle window, and Joe
stuck his head out into the sunlighttoward
the ledge. "You stay in here and lock the
window after me," he said mechanically.
"I11 go outside and do all the work -just
hand me a fresh caullcing gun when 1
knock."
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Joe stepped through the window easily.
We'd h d y decided we wouldn't bother
to sandblast this m a -it would be o.k.,
and besides, what building inspector
would get out on that ledge to check up on
us? Joe stuck his hand back through the
window. It was like a nurse handing
- the
surgeon his instruments during an
operation. Joe never looked toward me
and the room full of patients.He
concentratedon the ledge as I handed him
his took. "Hand me the bucket of caulk,
too," headded. 'That way, we won't have
to keep locking and unlocking the
window." "Eje carefulout there," I
warned. I closed the window behind him
and locked it tight.
'Iherewerethreeemptychahbythe
window. I chose the middle one and sat
down. I looked up at the men lining the
perimeter of the large room. Almost an of
them were staringat me. Some were
interested, or at least they seemed to be
interested, in what we were doing. But
most of them merely stared.
I was nervous, but I tried to casually lean
back in my chair as I studied the
expressionson their faces. For the most
part, their faces were blank, t d y
expressionless. One man, however,
seemed very perplexed as he tded to
smooth out the m e s in his pajamas. I
wondered how many years he had been
trying to smooth out wrinkles that never
had been -never would be ironed.
Another man was fiddlingwith some kind
of plastic puzzle while the man next to him
watched, grinning. I was surprised that
none of them were canying on any kind of
conversation.Three or four seemed to be
talking to themselves, but no one was
listening. Except for their mumbling
whispers, it was deathly quiet, and I began
to fiddle with the keys as I nervously
waited for Joe to finish the job.
I turned and looked out the window to see
how Joe was doing. I was surprised to see
that he was more than half-way finished.
Instead of cautiously lying on his stomach
and stretching the caulking gun out over
the capstone, he was foolishly kneeling
right next to the edge as he hunidly tore
out the old caulk and re-Elled each joint.
He was using a saew driver to clean out
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the old joints, slashing and jabbing
viciously at the cracked, dried-out caulk.
Even from inside I could see the air
bubbles in the new caulk as Joe quickly
squeezed too much into the cracks, letting
&e excess ooze over the top and splatter to
the asphalt parkinglot threestoriesbelow.
I watched as Joeslipped a little and caught
himself on the ledge. I tapped on the
window with the keys to warn him to be
more careful, but Joejust kept on working.
Apparently he couldn't hear me.
Suddenly one of the patients began to get
very upset. He started wriggling in his
chair and began to poke the man next to
him. "Harvey," he finally shouted,
"you're on fire!" Harvey looked at him
dumbly, not understandmg what his
buddy was trying to say to him. I noticed
the cigarette he had been smoking had
burned its way to his lips, and I was about
to say something wh& Harvey reabed
what all the commotion was about.
Quickly, he reached up and slapped the
burning ashes out of his mouth onto the
floor.The echo of his slap traveled
instantlv around the bare walls of the room
as each -n stared at him. He sat there on
the edge of his chair, bewildered and
apparently dazed.
One of the guards, who had been
watching the whole thing, stomped aaoss
the room, grabbed the man by his collar
and began to shake him."You know that's
against the rules, Harvey. You know
you're not supposed to throw your
cigarette on the &or. Now pick it up and
throw it in the butt can where it belongs
and don't you ever let it happen again!"
Both Harvey and his friend tried to explain
to the guard what had happened, but he
wasn't interested. He knew what had
happened, but just didn't care. All he
cared about were the rules. He stomped
back aaoss the room to the other guard
while Harvey cleaned up the ciragette, but
he licked his lips, trying to extinguish the
pain.
I glared aaoss the room at the two guards.
I guess I expected to see them auelly
lapghing, but everywas back to
normal, as if nothing out of the ordinary
had occurred. I don't think I've ever felt so
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angry, so indignant. I was standing, my
fists denched and once again, almost all
the patients were watching me, waiting to
see what I'd do.
Just then Joeknocked on the window -I
unlocked it and he stood there, looking
into my eyes. We faced each other over the
threshold of two worlds. A fresh, warm
breeze entered the cold mom and then,
once more, Joelooked away as he handed
the equipment in to me. Again, it was the
surgeon and the nurse. The sun reflected
off the metal caulking guns, and I thought
they gleamed like the sterile instruments
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of an operating room.Joeturned once
more to look at his work or at the ledge,
grimmaed and then stepped heavily
through the large window. He picked up
the can of caulk and one of the guns and
quickly walked aaoss the mom. I looked
around at the room full of blue-pajamed
dead men, dosed the window on the
warm summer breeze and pretended to
lock it.

fb we got to our truck,Joeasked if I
remembered to lock the window. "Sure," I
said. ''Good," he -lied. And we drove
bad<to the shop in silence.

Valley
Cordell Andersen's
Private Peace Corps
ELIZABETH SHAW

EEzabeth Shaw received her M.A. in
English and American Literature from
B W in 1974. Sheis a native of Cowley and
Riverton, Wyoming, which she describes
as "home towns in the Bradbury and
Metalius traditions." Recently returned to
Utah after a year and a half in northern
California, Eilizabeth is an editorlwriterat
the BYU Press.
--

xcept for the hum of the farm
pickup, the black Guatemala
mountains effectively elbowed
most sound out of the valley that
m g h t ~ i g u Max,
d
the Indian boy on
Sunday night roving guard, was not rezlly
expecting anything as he wheeled toward
the main road where he thought he'd
detected some activity.
Suddenly two khaki-clad figures stepped
into the swath cut by his headlights.
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to= into the room, white as a sheet. "And
when an Indian is as white as a sheet,
Cordell grins,relating
that's something,"
the incident.

Miguel caught all the signs -beards and
flowing hair, aiss-crossed cartridge belts,
submachineguns, the raised-arm halt
command- and slid the truckinto second
gear. The truck obediently whined down;
then, almost upon the guerrillas, roared
back into high gear as Miguel jammed his
foot to the floorboard. He was aware of the
franticleapsto the side of the road, and the
back of his neck tensed as he waited for the
bullet.

Theguerrillas didn't come back that Nght,
but "nobody slept much." There was a
gun in the house, but no ammunition. The
next day Cordell drove into town to inform
the army, who promptly moved eight
civilian-dressed~soldiers
into the plantation
schoolhouseto patrol the area by night.

Instead, he soon saw a vehicle blocking the
road ahead. Even if he could make it

So goes, not a typical twenty-four hours at
the Paradise Valley Plantation in

Paradise Valley, Guatemala

through the barricade, the 20 kilometers to
Coban and the protection of the army
couldn't be made on his nearly empty
tank. Wheeling in an abrupt U-turn,
Miguel barreled back d o 6 the road,past
w h m the first two men had been, and
into the driveway of the decaying
plantation house.
The Cordell Anderson family and the
twenty- some orphaned Indian boys who
lived with them were gathering for family
prayer, Cordell remembers, when Miguel

northeastern Guatemala, but at least a
possible -and in this case, actual -day
for Cordell Andemen and the people
around him at the Center for Indian
Development eontinue their struggle to
eliminate some of man's oldest enemies.
Fighting problems of publicrelations (both
in Guatemala and North America), lack of
funds,and despair, the Foundation for
Indian Development, (spearheadedand
field-directed by Andersen),has been able
to cmate from an unbelieveable chaos of
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filth, poverty, and ignorance, an island of
order and shope for the PokomchiIndians.
'Ihe effort marks men and dreams so
unusualin a cynicaland selfish socieyt that
it is difficultto approach them without
suspicion, and an effort to douse the
"quack" and "quixotic" signs glowing red
between the lines.
Cordell Anderson is admittedly unusual.
Not tall, he is a sandy-haired and
alert-eyed man who even sits
energetically; he was more than willing to
talk with me about the last eight years of
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He sank his capital into a shaky real
estateventurr: 450 acres of non-producing
ranch land, complete with ramshackle
plantation house, 110miles north of
Guatemala City. The land was virtually
deserted, as far as aviked life goes.
Nevertheless, CordeU saw the 240 Indians
living there as not only a resource, but his
Purpose.
His 6rst big problem was public relations.
In the beginning he had none with the
Indians, since they were suspicious and
aloof. He tried to win their trust and

The CordeU Andersen family, 1975.

I

his life,and the events which are shaping a
future that few fathers of seven would risk.
Reared in Provo, Utah, he served a
mission in Guatemala for the Mormon
Church. That mission, plus a prophecy
spoken by Hugh B. Brown during that
time, led Cordell to believe that he should
return.Aher military service, mamage,
and graduation from BW, he gave up a
thriving business, loaded up his family
and film-showing equipment, and drove
to Guatemala.

cooperation by showing films and giving
food and medical treatments, but though
the Indians accepted what he had to give
them, they still did not accept him, and no
real changes took place. After one and a
half years, the turning point came in the
form of a tragedy-miracle.
Cordell and his family had administered
"gallons of worm medicine" one afternoon
at a little impromptu medical clinic (a
one-room shack), and then showed the
61m "Man's Search for Happiness." This
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showing was the first blatantly
Church-related overture the Andersens
had made. There was a remarkably good
spirit during the movie, Cordell recalls,
and of the 140 people treated that day, 60
had stayed to watch the 6lm. But after the
movie was over, he noticed a little knot of
mothers who didn't leave the room with
the others. One was sobbing. As he
approached them he could tell that a baby
was dead- probably in violent reaction to
the medicine.
"I panicked," Cordell says. ''Iknew this
was bound to happen sooner or later, but

room. The next day word spread like 6re
through the hills of the new witch doctor
down in the valley."
Three months after this incident a
dysentery epidemicstruck the area. The
government hospital in Coban logged five
deaths a day, unable to keep ahead of the
scourge.The Andersens had no choice but
to start treatments on the ranch. One
a c t e d three-month-old girl lost both
parents in the epidemic, and the
Andersens took her into their home to
continue her treatment. In spite of all they

Wlth Cordell's guidance, Indians of Paradise Valley have exchanged the hovel.

the superstitionsof the people were such
that at this point one death would destroy
all we had tried to do for the past eighteen
months. I took the baby from the mother
and tried to find a sign of life. Something
inside me wouldn't let me accept the
death. As I held her, I gave her something
like a patriarchal blessing, naming an
kinds of things that were going to happen
in her life. When I finished, there was a
perfect feeling of reverence in the little
circle. The baby was breathing, and the
mother silently took her child and left the

1
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could do, she died. Though saddened by
her death, Cordell had feelings that his
work wouldnot suffer because of it. At her
funeral, the first "Mormon style" religious
service the Indians had seen, Cordell
spoke the sermon and then, to the
amazement of the Indianslooking on, dug
the graw. No landowner had ever done
that.
When the dead baby's two older brothers
came into the Andersen home, together
with a friend of theirs who could speak
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wild down there for awhile," says Cordell.
some Spanish with his native Indian
dialect, the real conversion began. The
"Someone was always roaring down the
friend of the two brothers did some
hills on the tractor or the four-wheel drive.
proselyting among his friends, extofing
One or two of the boys would take random
the charms of the Andersen ranch house
shots from the back of the truck, so
(actually a "hideous old place," says
whoever was out there would know we
Andersen), and soon about twenty
were armed. There was alwaysa crew
orphaned Indian boys, aged three to
playing the marimba, seeing movies,
sixteen, had joined the household.
going to classes, playing games. The
guerrillas either figured that this was a
Though this was the begmning of
deepening relationships with the Indians, nuthouse or that there were just too many
people to try and cope with here. (Even
the Andersens' white public -both in
and out of the Church, in Guatemala and though, except for myself and a visiting
friend, Miguel Max at 16was the oldest
the united states -showed itself to be

. . for clean homes with floors, stoves, ar

I

disease

less dependable.Mguel Max's encounter
with the guerrillaswas only one of
Cordell's "public relations" problems.
That particuhr problem, though at times
a very tense one, has apparently faded
after a concentrated effort by all those on
the ranch (now the Center for Indian
Development -"El CID)to make visible
and audible, day and night, the good the
project is doing.
Evenings were devoted to teaching the
boys how to drive the vehicles. "It was

male in the household.) And we also
assumed they saw and heard that we
were doing &mething to help the
people." Consideringhis experience,
Cordell's near-nonchalanceis remarkable
when he says of the guerrillas, 'These
kinds of people come and go now and
then."
Right now the biggest obstacle to the
hopes for El CID is not Indian or guerrilla
hostility, but the apathy of those who
might be expected to give the project
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support -either verbal or monetary. At
times even the silence of apathy would
have been appreciated. Disapproval from
unexpected sources, usually more general
than specific, has stunted contributions.
Though the reaction of first-hand viewers
to the project has been near-unanimous
awe and appmval, lack of even unofficial
Church sanction has aused some
would-be donors to hesitate. One mission
reunion group, after earmarking two
thousand surplus dollars for the
Foundation for Indian Development (the
fund-raising arm of El CID), finally
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has yet to collect their promised portion.
Cordell cites as a typical supporter his
father's neighbor in h v o who works at
Genwa Steel, maintains two sons on
missions, has an Indian student in his
home, and sends the Foundation $50 a
month. He estimatesthat the living
expenses of the Andersen family, wages
for the seven full-time Indian personnel
who now operate El UD, and the entire
program are sustained on the amount of
an average Provo salary.
Reasons for the less than universal support

The dilapidatedhulk of an old sugar refinery . . .

decided the money should go through
fonnal Church missionary channels.
Surprisingly, government and industry
grants, too, have not been forthcoming,
though the causeis obviously as worthy as
it is tax-deductible. Part of one nt from a
major industry was d e s i g n a s o r the
Foundation, but the money went first to
Church-related Indianprograms and none
has yet filtered into Paradise Valley. At
least two Indian-help groups have used
Paradise Valley photographs and success
storiesto obtain funds, but the Foundation

of the Foundation, beyond the historic
opposition inevitable for good tnings and
the ubiquitos bite of inflation and
recession, are hard to pindown. They may
lie partially in envy, partially in distrust,
partially in the in-bred reluctance of those
approached to "gamble." And they may
lie in part, too, in Cordell himself.He is an
immediately likeable person, direct,
confident, unmarred by either
presumption or diffidence. But, as you
might expect from someonewilling to take
his family and "fortune" into a Central
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American wilderness, someone willing to
live outside planned sodety and build a
sodety of his own, Cordellis his own man.
Thereis anair of autonomy about him, not
unlike what you'd expect in a career
pioneer or explorer, some small hint of
Gary Cooper-type apartness.
An article in the January 1972issue of BYU
Today headlined Cordell as a
"Combination Livingston, Schweitzer."
Conscious that he doesn't have a Ph.D.,
conscious that it is hard work and practical
application that has reaped results in
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Indian who needs help. The disease and
death statistics on the plantation have
dropped dramatically. In the three years
before the Andersen program was
established, a tenth of the Valley's
population -24 -died. From 197l to
1974, the area recorded no deaths. An
important part of the medical services are
the preventive programs and education
classes. Work is also done in home
improvements,construction of outhouses,
nupition experimentation, and
supplemental feeding of all school
children, pregnant mothers, and sick

transformed into a dorm for happy kids who built and painted their own bunk beds.

ParadiseValley-not sophisticatedtheory
- Cordell is nevertheless something of a

people.

The CID operates a grade school open to
Schweitzer idealist. Perhaps that in
all area residents with a present
Cordell checks contributors.
enrollment of about forty. The studentsare
divided into
groups and given
(Interestingly,the S w e i t z e r hospital in
Africa 'lose' last December because of
intensive guidance for several hours each
insufficient funds.)
day. They
experience in CID
. get
- practical
such as the vegetable farm and the
Just what is the record to date of the Center
for Indian Development? On the 100aaes carpentry and pottery shops.
of the CTD devoted to non-commercial
The CID has also been a home and family
projects, there is a combination
to many orphans and presently is caring
medical-dental clinic which treats any
for more than a score. These children,
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along with the teenage students, are
housed in a three-story building
constructed under the roof of the old sugar
refinery on the plantation. The students
have helped decorate and build their own
dormitoriesand even their own beds. And
they take turnsworkingin the Center farm
to produce their own fruitsand vegetables.
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full-time, full-blooded Indianmissionary
from Guatemala. The plantation has had
as many as forty-two full tithe payers.
When church meetings were held on the
ranch, the average attendance was
fifty-eight, an astounding number forrural
Lamanite branches. Because the branch
has now been moved to Coban, fifteen
It is the teenagers who form the core of the miles away, the increased expense of
attending has been prohibitive to the
W program, for through a rotation
system of on-the-jobtraining from native Indians -Cordell estimates the cost,
instructors and supervisors they are given translated from the Indian economy, to be
practical experience in nearly ail aspe>s of about $40 for the round trip.
rural living and working. Some of them
Cordell chuckles when he admits that
have ahaa+ m e d 6 their home areas Ammon is m e of his favorite Book of
Mormon people, but it would be difficult
and established their own a@-business
in Cordell's position to not be touched by
enterprises, which incidentally have
that kind of spirit. He observes that Book
financed severalfull-time missionaries.
of Mormon classes have been extremely
A modem diary has been built in the
popular among the school students.
Valley, complete with a portable water
system and a diesel power plant. Some of Despite the problems, despite the
the firstgroup ofragged, illiterateorphans misunderstandings, despite the fact that
who came into the Andersen ranch house as recently as November 1975Cordell
six years ago are now operating the only
seriouslyquestioned the financialability of
modern dairy in northeastem Guatemala. the W to maintain progress at its present
They have mastered the equipment,
rate, most people who hear the story of
learned to operate the vehicles, and
Paradise Valley want it to continue. It's no
become proficient in running their own
Camelot, despite its name, but a
business enterprise.
twentieth-century reality battling several
ltspeople don't need
centuries'
This group of graduates now forms the
and wouldn't understand romanticizing.
membership of the Paradise Valley
But for those of us "outside" who are less
Cooperativeof Indian Products and
and less sure of what "normal" means,
Services. The elected president, our
Paradise
Valley can't avoid being a kind of
Miguel Max who eluded the guerrillas, is
symbol, with its failures equally as
now 23 and the general work manager at
eloquent as its successes.
the W.
The children of these people aren't dying
anymore. If they get sick, their parents can Postscript: A Feb. 10 cable from Cordell
pay for their treatment. Healthy and clean, reported earthquake damage to buildings
they are also receptive to the Gospel.
and facilities, but no injuries at Paradise
Paradise Valley produced the first
Valley.
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To sfnnd
to dremn
toknowthree&
like rods in the hand o f IsrueI's God

Bookof

stnsis
vision
isolation.
Stasis:
I have stood, sat, squatted, lain;
shiftad my zve5ghtfromfoot fofoot, buttock to buttock, side to side;
endured winter withoutfire,summer without drink, night without woman,
the biting of wind and gnat;
fitst thistles sptinging around me, then brush preaeding the-t,
now kudzu choking it;
I am here, remain, endure, withstund, amtinue;
and in my yes delightful visions play.
vision:
In the time of the thktles 1sazu ~ t nailed
m to the cross,
lavender blwms, his blood, strewn thickly across thefield theseven churches ofAsia, Jerusalem,Italy, Spain
like thistle plants in the breast of the wicked earth.
nten out o f Alexandria and Greea?
wooden soldiets of&
philosophies
marahadforth -from thejorest ofdpspair,
thefores t o f mrth &fight and onon@nal
taint,
brambles and brus ,then the m a m l trees themselves
blooming with blood and horror, o f whiah the moss was made,
marching.
But nowlsee thehmenlygreen
fins of Christ's own fish, thesahwl
o f his own winged messengers, whose play
strangled and felled those wvlrrior trees, delight
in the wann ruachan sea.
Isolation:
I have sfood,first r e s t h , and now like a leeching statue,
smson upon smson; I have dreamed
Christ's foot on a molten sen; and 1 hrme learned
all secrets:
He has made my dull flesh ow,it purified
to naked element;His mind has oast
me in his ten mmmands;His seven fingered
hand has set me in His winter garden,
and strung his kudzu runners around my throat.
He who made the mold was wise in all:
He made me, one eye open, one eye closed
that I might amprehold both God and man.
I apprehend you, God and living man Is= Him standing in his winter garden,
right ann mised in atse or benadidt'on,
the right hand broken 4f.
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FREDERICK BLISS AND P.Q. GUMP
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heatre is a disease that the
Frederick Bliss is a recent graduate of St.
Mormon Church caughtearly
John's College at Annapolis with a degree
in its childhood.It has never
in chemical engineering. His 3.98
quite recovered. LDS plays,
grade-point average made him
valedictorian. He is m-ed and has a St. pageants, and extravaganzashave turned
up every few years since the Nauvoo
Bernard that eats mow than his two
period.
children put together. He is currently
working in Alaska, which he says is not as In the last ten years Mormon Theatre has
reached its adolescence, complete with
cold as it is reputed to be.
awkwardness and pimples, but with a
P.Q. Gump is a graduate student in
promise of the stature it may someday
Family Relations at BYU, where she has
achieve. This spurt of growth has been
been a student since 1967. She is a career
centered in Rovo, Utah, prharily because
student, she claims, and intends to keep
Brigham Young University has been, until
registering until they put her on the
recently, the only place where enough
faculty. She has one child by a
money, directors, playwrights and
long-expired marriage, and believes
could mme together
audience me&
fervently in alimony. "It's better than a
long enough to accomplish anything. lhis
scholarship," she says, "because I don't
article is a history of the last ten years of
have to keep my grades up."
Mormon theatre, its writers, and its
Their cohboration was an accident, they trends.
claim, and they don't get along very well.
'What critics do?" Gump remarked.
DEHNlTIONS
According to Bliss, he had all the good
ideas and Gump did all the writing. Gump Right now we're going to define some
agrees about the writing.
tenns our way, and if your definition
differs, be not offended. The language

belongs to us as long as we're using it.

Monnon theatre, in this article, means
stage plays written by andor for
Mormons. This means we don't include
Paint Your Wagon, which was definitely not
written for a Mormon audience, while we
do include Sundgaard's Promised Valley
even though he is not LDS.Within
Mormon theatre there are a few simple
subdivisions:
Scriptural plays rely on the Book of
Mormon, the Pearl of Great Price, or the
Bible for plots and settings.
Mormon history plays rely on events in
LDS Church history for plots and settings.
Contemporary Monnon plays deal with
specilicallyMormon themes and problems
in a contemporary setting.
Secular plays by Mormon authors are
those which do not specificallymention
Mormonism but rrflect, deliberately or
inadvertently, the LDS influence on the
playwright.
DEVELOPMENT: THE WATERSHED
PLAYS

Five Mormon writers have produced plays
with enough impact to justify our calling
them watershed plays. 'Iheir effect on
other playwrights and on the Mormon
audience has been profound and lasting,
and several of them may tunn out to be
classics of Mormon theatre.

andThey
Shall Beeathered
And They Shall Be Gathered, written by
Martin Kelly and directed by Dr. Charles
W. Whitman at BYU in 1969, is the first of
the watershed plays. Before that time
Mormon plays could be divided into two
rough classifications:miracle plays and
hero plays. The miracle plays, like
Promised Valley, were essentially
inspirational anecdotes expanded to a
couple of hours. The charade= were
almost all righteous, God-fearing people

who struggled against nature or enemies
andwere saved from disaster by their faith
and by divine intervention. Occasionally,
for realism, a leading character would be
plagued by doubts. The hem plays
stressed the conflict between
whiter-than-white good guys and
blacker-than-black bad guys who always
lost in the end. The Tmgedyoffirihor andA
Day, A Night, and A Day fall into this
category. Some good writing often went
into these works, but by and large they
were primitive, simplistic, and acceptable
only to an unsophisticated Monnon
audience. They almost never dealt with
serious questions.
Kelly's Gathered, a Mormon history play
based on the conversion experiencesof an
Armenian couple, broke through into
realistic treatment of Mormonism. In
Kelly's play the antagonists are not evilthey're good people who just don't want
to change rehgions and don't understand
why their children do. The young couple
who join the Church are treated lovingly
and humorously, and they emerge not as
untouchable paragons of virtue but rather
as fairly normal people who have found a
faith they value more than an@ng elsein
their lives. In Gathered the missionaries
administerto a dying boy and, perhaps for
the first time in Mormon theatre. a miracle
does not occur. The boy dies, a d the
non-Mormon father comforts the
disconsolate missionaries.
The overall effect of the play is joyful, and
it is at least partly because of the
believabilityofKellyk charactersand his fair
treatment of Mormon and Gentile alike
that And They Shall Be Guthered quickly
became an LDS favorite. The play was
purchased by the Church for distribution
to the wards and stakes,and Larnbert and
Cracmft anthologized the play in their
book A Believing People.
Of course Gathered did not change
Mormon theatre overnight- severalhem
and miracle plays have been written since.
But many of the h e s t Mormon writers
freely admit their debt to Ketly for having
shown that it was possible to write a
believeable Mormon drama. Orson Scott
Card's The Apostate was a not entirely
unsuccessful attempt to bring Kelly's

honesty to scriptural drama, and Carol
Lynn Pearson's The Order is Love followsin
the Kelly tradition.

The Order is Love, a musical written by
Carol Lynn Pearson, composed by Lex
IYAzwedo, and directed by Max
Golightly at BYU in 1971, is the second of
the watershed plays. The Order Is Love tells
the story of Orderville in southern Utah,
the home of the longest United Order
experiment. pearson's historical research
was impeccable, and she combined a very
accurate picture of the community with a
highly entertaining script. Though the
B W production suffered h m overly
presentationalacting and directing, the
singable music, the excellent
choreography, and the simple, honest
acting of a few of the leading characters notably Blaine Jensenand Rob Nuismer allowed Pearson's remarkable saipt the
impact on the audience it deserved to
have.
Though Order was not innovative, it was
the first really well-constructed Mormon
play. Pearson achieved what other writers
had failed to do.she cut out ail the
deadwood and extra rhetoric and built a
smooth-running play that held the
audience from beg~nningto end, and this
in spite of a &wed performance. Order
was also the first really cornme&
production done at BW. An on@ cast
album of the songs from the show sold
fairly well, and the Pearsons' Trilogy Arts
publishing company published the saipt
in paperback. Though the Mormon
in-jokes are no more inaccessible than the
Jewish in-jokes in Fiddler on the Roof,the
American theatre-going public is not
accustomed to them, and we believe this is
the only bar to Order's success outside the
Mormon ethnic group. Certainly the play
did well wherever it played.
The effect of The Order Is Love on Mormon
theatre was to raise the professional

standard of writing. Though some writers
condemned its commercialism, most were
quick to realize that there is nothing wrong
with writing plays that people want
to see. Safurday's Wanior was directly
influenced by Pearson's play.

Stone Tables, a musical written by Orson
Scott Card, composed by Robert
Stoddard, and directed by Charles W.
Whitman at B W in 1973, is the third
watershed play. Tables is seriously flawed,
and the Stoddard and Card team
roduced a much better musical a year
L a ter, Father, Mother, Mother, and Mom.But
because Stone Tables had a larger audience,
its impact and influence have also been
greater. The play, a retelling of the story of
Moses and Aaron, is actually two plays:
the first three acts study Moses'
conversion from a powerful Egyptian
prince to a shepherd and prophet in the
wilderness of Mdian, while the last a d
relates Aaron's conversion from a
demagogue to a high priest after the
making of the golden calf.

In its BYU production director Charles
Whitman did away with biblid costumes
and sets, quite in keeping with the tone of
the script. Robert Stoddard's music,
difficult, modem, and intricate as it was,
also pulled the play out of period and
stressed the universality of its message.
And though Card hampered his script
with unrhymed v e e and far too much
dialogue, it too broke with tradition. Card
had toyed with the idea of a 5 w e d
prophet in The Apmfate a few years before,
but in Stone Tabks he was able to show not only once, but twice -the terrible
stresses that lead to change in a character.
Moses' pride and Aaron's insecurity are
fundamentd to their characters in Tables,
and the different ways they overcame their
weaknesses are effectivelycontrasted. A
third contrast is Pharaoh, who is given

both of their flaws and fails to overcome
either.

callow young artist who joinsthe church
and manies an even sillier M o m Girl.

Stone Tables's cuttine examination of
individual change Gas a new insight in
Mormon theatre. Audience members
found themselves and their weaknesses,
past or present, in Stone Tables,and the
play as directed by Whitman was cathartic
and fdfillbg.Unfortunatelythe play is too
lorn, and even the heavily cut versions
tharhave been ~~~~ke occasionally
boring to the most sympathetic audience.
Stoddad and Card, particularly in their
subsequentFather, Mother, Mother, and
Mom, are innovative not only for Mormon
theatre but also for American theatre at
M e . Their unique combination of music
and drama is a far ay from the usual
musical comedies of Broadway. And
though their style has not been imitated,
the intensity of d'Iaract&tion is reflected
in severallater works, notably Elliott'sFires
of the Mind.

Saturday's Wanior's contribution to
Mormon theatre is not so much artistic as
c o m m e d . Stewart and WAzevedo
produced a slick,tight work that reached
Mormons who had never known that a
play could make them laugh and cry and
feelwonckfd aboutbeing Mormons.
While literary writers screamed "foul,"
Stewart brought hundreds of thousands of
people into theaters in Utah Valley, Salt
Lake City, Los hgeles, and elsewhere.
Most of them had never been to a live play
before. People who are not ready for the
intense realism of Elliott or Card, or who
are bored by Kelly's gentle writing,have
been introduced to Mormon theatre
through Saturday's Warrim, and the literati
who complain about it may eventually
benefit as much as Stewart.

Saturday's Wardor, a musical written by

Doug Stewart, composed by Lex
WAzevedo, and directed by Harold Oaks
at BYU in 1974, is the fourth watershed
is
play. A contemporary comedy, Wammm
essentiany a hero play in which a young
Latter-day Saint is forced to choose
between the evil worid and his joyful
Mormon home. The particular issue is
birth control, and Stewart answers some
very serious population questions with a
rather shaky folk doctrine that premortal
spirits choose to come to earth as families,
and that birth control thwarts premortal
covenants. The only direct argument
againstbirth controlisthe fatheis partially
inaccurate statement that "We don't
believe that way." The climax of the play is
a melodramatic choice between the forces
of good, who are all good, and the forces of
evil, who are all evil. Subplotsinclude a
pair of very funny missionaries and a

-

The original BW production was shoddy,
and it was not until Stewart and
WAzevedo formed Omega Productions
that the show got off the ground. After a
sufcessful xun in Los Angeles, Omega
opened the showin the SpanishFork High
Schoolauditorium (not known as a Mecca
of the arts -PQG) and broke all Utah
attendancerecords.
No Broadway show in Utah has ever made
so much money,and the lessons are dear.
a large Mormon audience does exist, and
there is a paying market for strictly
Mormon entertainment. It would be
unbtunate if better writers than Stewart
let sour grapeskeep them from writing for
the largest theatre audience in Utah; for as
long as that audience sees no better, they
will remain content with milk and never
get the meat at all.

Saturday's Warria is too recent to have had
much obviouseffect on Mormon theatreat
large, unless the sudden inaxme in the
number of originalplays scheduled at BW
is partly due to Warrior's success. Possibly
Omega Productions' financialsuccess and
the Utah Valley Repertory Theatre
Company's financial failure indicate that
the future of cornmenial Mormon theatre
lies in heady backed individual
productions rather than in small amateur
groups.
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Unfortunately, Fires ofthe Mind can have
only a limited effect on other writers. Its
balanced point of view canbe adopted, but
good writing can only be imitatedby good
writers. What Elliott has done is not so
much to change the direction of Mormon
drama -he follows well within the
tradition established by Kelly, Pearson,
Fires of the Mind, written by Robert Elliott and Card -as to set a high standard of
good writing. And we believe that of all
and directed by Charles W. Whitman at
B W in 1974, is the fifth watershed play - the Mormon plays to date, Fires oftheMind
and, we might add, the best of them all. A is the most like$ to endure, not.& a
contemporaryMormon play, it is the story museum piece, but as living theatre that
can delight audiences for years to come.
of a missionary, Elder Johnson, who is
desperately looking for a testimony while
shuttinghimself off Erom those small signs THE MAJOR WRITERS
that do come. He is contrasted with several
The writers of the watershed plays ane
other missionaries: Markham, an eager
essentially the major writers of Mormon
dimber who wants to do the right thing
theatre today, with one addition, Clinton
but is too easily intluenced by the wrong
F. Larson. Of course, the line between
people; Matthews, an intolerant power
broker who feels constantly threatened by major and minor writers is a hard one to
Johnson's unrelenting
of truth; - draw, and today's evaluationsmay soon
prove out of date as new writers rise and
and Lucas, a kind elder with a strong
old ones fade away. But these six writers
testimony who hies to help Johnson,
through love and patience, to understand are regarded as successfulby one standard
of success or another.
that he isn't finding answers because he
doesn't know what he's asking for.
Clinton F. Liuson. Larson, the poet in
residence at BYU, has been writing
Except for a surperfluous montage of
Mormon drama for many years. Severalof
voices at the end, the play is sometimes
moving, often humomus, always gripping. his works have been produced, and more
have been published. His reputation,
Elliott has captured missionary language
however, depends more on his poetry
perfectly, and his characters are
unbearably real. Fires would be important than on his plays, and in fad the most
successfulaspect of his drama is the poetry
for this alone, but Qliott has advanced
Mormon theatre inanother respect: inFires in it. Few Mormon writers have his
oftheMind the bad guysare as Mormon as exquisite control of language, and it is
unfortunate that his plays are generally
the good guys. This kind of frankness
unproduceable. The problem is partly an
could have degenerated into wholesale
outgrowth of his poetry: because each
debunking, but Elliott very carefully
word is carefully chosen, the language
balanced every argument presented.
overwhelmsthe action of the play, and the
Johnson may accuse Markham and
drama suffers. His pieces read much better
Matthews of lacking testimonies, but
than they play, and in printed form the
Lucas is always there to insist that he is
wrong, and when ~ohnsonis under attack philosophy is much more accessible. We
could wish that he would learn
as a bad missionary, a few who
theatricality, but then, like Larson, we are
understand him are able to give a kinder
afraid his poetry
might
suffer for it. So
view. And yet, in spite of his complete
.
though his plays are not likely, without a
fairness,Elliott gives the play a moral,
though not moralistic, conclusion: Unless drastic change in style, to play before
an audience member is determined to side capacity houses, the body of literature he
has created is still some of the h e s t in the
with Johnson, he will see Johnson's
decision at the end as a mistake, however Mormon Church.He has also had an
influence as a teacher and a critic on
understandable it is.
several young Mormon writers.
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Doug Stewart. Stewart began his
playwriting career with A Day, A Night,
and A Day, a saiptural play based on the
story of Nephi in the Book of Helaman.
Essentially a hero play, the characters are
shallow and do not change from
beginning to end. However, Stewart's
strength has always been the ability to
control the structure of his plays, and signs
of this show up in A Day. His plotting
strengthened the drama of the saiptural
story, and the audiences were gipped
even when productions were weak.
True to the maxim that one should
capitalize on his strengths, Stewart's
second stageplay to be produced (another
play about Enoch never saw the light of
day), Saturday's W h r , was very well
constructed and again held his audiences
thoroughly. But Stewart's weaknesses
were just as weak as before, and shallow
characters and unbelievable dialogue
prevailed. Directed as a farce, Saturday's
Warrior's weaknesses do not show up too
glaringly. However, we h-opethat Stewart
will not regard his financialsuccess as a
sign that he has nothing left to learn.
Writers who have mastered techniques
that Stewart does not have may well learn
to master his, and there is no sign that
Mormonaudienceswill be more loyal than
any other.
Cam1 Lynn Pearson. Pearson's fame has
come mostly from her poetry, which
tapped a broad market. But there is no
doubt that she is a @ed playwright,
though it has been some time since she
had a new play produced. The Order Is
Low, discussed in detail above, is still a
well-constructed piece that hasn't suffered
too much from comparison with most
recent plays. We hope that we won't have
a another play
to wait too much longer f
worthy of her talents.

Martin Kelly. Author of And They Shall Be
Gathered, Kelly has retired his pen longer
than Pearson. Kelly admits to having
written another full-length play, The
Wrong Muon, of which he says, "It was
awful." He is currently working on a play
about Jan Huss, the Bohemian religious
reformer who was burned at the stake,
and those who have had an advance look
at portions of the saipt promise that
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Kelly's naturalness in writing is
un*hed.
Orson Scott Card. Card is the most
prolific of the Mormon playwrights. His
best-known plays -The Aptate, Stone
Tables, and Father, Mother, Mother, and
Mom - seem to be steps in an upward
development that looks promising. Tables
and Father were written in collaboration
with composer Robert Stoddard, and we
rrgret that such a felicitous combination
has broken up; Stoddard, disturbed by
what he saw as Card's growing concern
with commercialism at the expense of art,
broke off the partnership during
rehearsals of Liberty Jail.
While Stoddard and Card were together
their collaboration was unusually
thorough. In Father, Mother, Mother, and
Mom, which both of them regard as their
best work, Card influenced the music to
the point of writing several melodies,
while Stoddard shaped much of the
rewriting, particularly during the summer
1974 production of the play, which
Stoddard directed. Since then Card has
worked with several composers, and one
of them, Murray Boren, scored Card's
libretto to the opera Abmham and Isaac,
which will debut in the winter of 1976.
However, disgusted with the lack of
support for his Utah Valley Repertory
Theatre Company and the aiticism on
of several of his works,
doctrinal
Card has vowed that he has written his last
Mormon play. How long that vow will last
remains to be seen.
Robert Elliott. Elliott's play, Fires of the

Mind,is his first, which makes its
excellence even more remarkable. Fires
was published in full in the first issue of
Sunstone, and plans are underway for
several more productions of the play. In
our most recent contact with Elliott he
reported that he wasn't working on
another play at the time. Of course,
Elliott runs the risk that his second play
won't be as good as his first. Our answer is
that it could be inferior toFires and stillbe a
good Mormon play.

THE MINOR WRITERS
There are many other playwrights whose

works aren't as prominent and yet are
worthy of note, such as Louise Hanson,
author of The Trngedy of Korihor and
Covenmf in Gold. Hers are essentially hero
and
plays*but
have attracted
good audiences, and Korihor toured
throughout the western states with BYU's
repertory company. Gerald Pearson, Carol
Lynn's husband, has written
one-ads and a full-length play, The Naked
Veil,which was directed by Charles
ago. since
whitman at BYU several
then he has been in the publishing and
recording business, appmntly to the
exclusion of playwriting.
Robert Stoddad mentioned above as
collaborator with Card, also saipted a
charming fantasy called GiraffeStory,
which has been produced several tin~es
and recently was purchased by a major
play distribution company. Brenda
Sinclair wrote Poor H m r d while stil a
student at BYU. Havard had serious 5 w s
in structure and dialogue, and her
charades were one-dimensional, but
sell-out crowds were delighted. Sinclaifs
comic sense may prove to be her greatest
asset.

1973.Prophet, a musical about Joseph Smith
written in collaboration with composer
Jerry Jackman, was heavy-handed and
relied too much on the questionable idea
that Joseph Smith knew about his death
throughout his life.
Charlesk 4 ' ' i m ' s three plays-phmtom
Empire,
the Drum So It & ~ r dAgain,
and Papa Ahrrieda M m are1it
only a few exciting scenes. However, his
main contribution to Mormon theatre
be
extends beyond his own d t i n g , as
~ ~ S C U below.
S S ~ ~
Fran Smeath's play Returning opened in
January 1976at BYU. A Mormon history
play set in Nauvoo in the l W s , Returning
had an excellent cast and director, and its
sold-out extended run was received
enthusiastically.

Peter Johnson, currently in San Frandsco
working on Malden's "Streets of San
Francisco," is regarded by some as likely to
be one of the most successful Mormon
writers, though he has not yet had a play
produced.

James Arrington, who studied at ACT in
Ed W*e~'s The Dove was produced at
San Francisco, has returned to BYU where
B W in 1974 and shows P a t promise.
his one-man show Here's Brother Brigham
Beverly Wamefs play Shepherd of thebrdr will be produced in March 1976. The
a saipturd play about Peter and one of the -pt, in the tradition of Mark Twain
few Mormon plays to portray Christ
Tonight and Give 'Em Hell, Harry, is
diredy on stage, was warmly received in reported to be more than a collection of
1973.Keith Engar's Right ~onouraMe
Saint, spicy quotations from the Journalof
a musical with Robert Cundick based on
Discourses, and Anington has taken pains
the lifeof Karl G. Maeser, was produced as to give an accurate picture of Brigham
part of BW's centennial. It was a
Young. A talented actor, he will direct
disappointment to those who expected
himself in his 0- play.
anything.
Tom Rogers, a BYU professor of Russian
Max Gol*tlyt
a playwriting and head of the Honors Program, has
teacher at BMI and nationally known as a written several plays, one of which,
poet*has directed two of his Own plays,
Huebner, is attracting considerable
Wisdom Tree (a musical with Yutonna
attention. Production possibilities look
Kerbs) and The Forge and the Fire. Wisdom
bright for this M~~~~ histo,.. play about
Tree showed the wisdom of the policy of
one of ~~~~~i~~~~
few real martyrs,
not letting a writer direct his own work,
who was beheaded in ~~~i G~~~~
eye might have noticed
since an
he refused to renounce his bebefs.
and solved serious flaws in the work; but ~
~are that~the saipt
r has tremarkable
~
by Golightly's second production of Forge
in 1975he seemed to have overcome some
Other playwrights could be mentioned,
of his earlier problems. Thom Duncan's
.
playsA Sceptre, A Sword, A Scented Rose and and SOme are lust surfaag x ~ wMat
Prophet were produced at BYU in 1972and should be obvious from this list is that
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contrary to some theories it is not only
possible that a unique Mormon theatre
may develop -it is already here. Most of
these writers are young and eager to learn,
and the prospects look excellent.
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CHARLES WHITMAN: FATHER OF
MORMON THEATRE

If Mormon theatre is corning into its own, a
good portion of the credit &IS to go to
CharlesWhitman, whose intluena on
LDS playwrights has been powerful.
Whitman has taught or dimcted the plays
LANGUAGE
of two-thirds of the 36 playwrights in
A note belongs here about the evolution of TABLE I. His influence is pointed up even
language in Mormon plays. A scant ten
more by the fact that of the five watershed
years ago writers were still using stilted
plays, he directed three (Guthmd, Tiz&les,
pseudo-biblical language for scriptural
and Fires) and was a mapr influence on
plays in the mistaken notion that
Dog Stewart before he wrote Warrior.
17th-century Enghsh is the language of
Other dimctm (see TABLE III)have put on
God. Even the Mormon history plays
Mormon plays, of course, but as head of
showed an aversion to contractions,
the playwriting program at BYU Whitman
fragments, and other elements of natural
speech, and those who recan All in Favor or has been in a unique position of influena.
Let It Rain know what contemporary plays The growth of Mormon playwriting has
been his dream, and his encouragement
were like. Characters spoke with all the
has been the impetus for many a
vim and vigor of insGctional filmstrips,
playwright. His excellent direding ability
and elocution was more important than
has made many on@ plays better than
characterization.
the saipts warranted, and if there is a large
We've come a long way since then. Martin audience for Mormon plays it is partly
Kelly began the swing to the vernacular
because Whitman has taught them that
with Gathered, and Pearson, Card, and
when they come to an original play they
Elliott followed. Eloquence is still possible will not be disappointed. He has a unique
(cf. John Monson's courtroom speech in
ability to draw the best out of actors, and
Father, Mother, Mother, and Mom and Elder the casts of such plays as Stone Tables,
Lucas's testimony to Johnson inFires of the Shepherd of the Lord, A Day, A Night, and A
Mind), but the days of phony dialogue are, Day, and Fires of the Mind find themselves
we hope, thoroughly dead. With
fulfilled, not only artistically but also
contemporary language true-to-life
spirituany.
characters are possible, like these
Of course, some of his former students
missionaries from Fires:
now find themselves at odds with
Whitman's ideas -but none of them will
MARKHAM It's so wonderful to be
deny the importance of his role in their
serving these people.
career. And Whitman has the good
They're so humble and
fortunenot to resent the successes of his
beautiful. I work my tail off students, even when some of them
and1love every minute of it. surpass his own writing ability.
It makes me feel so good. I
Whitman's goal is the growth of Mormon
wish I could just do this
theatre, not self-aggrandizement. And if
forever.
the force of one man's will could make a
great theatre movement, we would
MATMEWS How long have you been
already have it.
out?
MARKHAM 11%months tomorrow.
Mormon cliches sound like Mormon
cliches, and our own language can make
fun of itself in the hands of a gifted writer.

BYU'S MORMON THEATRE
This does not diminish the contribution of
other BYU directors, all of whom have
directed at least one original script-many
of them more than one. Student directors

have also done important work, and the
burgeoning direding program at BYU
requires all student directors to present at
least one 0rign-d play during their
undergraduateexperience, which is a
great spur to new writers, who find their
saipts in demand.

THE AUDIENCE

But the whole thing exists because of the
audience. Obviously, the number of
people attending LDS plays is increasing
dramatically -but more important still is
the fact that the audience is maturing.
There is no dearth of the undiscerning
BW's theatre program is far from perfect, who will flock to inferior plays.
Nevertheless, there is a kernel of
and most productions leave something to
theatre-loverswho are no longer content
be desired. But everything points to more with them. They have been spoiled by the
growth and improvement. Enrollmenthas good plays, and as their ranks increase
increased tremendously. Originalplays
there is a good chance that writers will
occupy more places on the season. Tad
improve to satisfy them. Elizabethan
Danielewski, a noted professional, has
theatre did not begin with Shakespeare:
joined the faculty to create out of whole
audiences had to grow up on Box and COX,
cloth a cinema program at B W . Although Gammer Gurton's Needle, and other such
pablum before they were ready for Hamlet
production companies are springing up
and King Lem. And if a giant should arise
outside the university and outside the
state, it will be a long time befare they can among the Mormon dramatists, it will be
because the audience is ready.
hope to match BYLI's contribution to
And not until.
Mormon theatre.

-
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TABLE I
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AUTHORS AND PLAYS*
PLAYWRIGHT
Martin Alder
Gerald Argetslnger
James Arrington
Maxllyn CapeU
Olson Scott Card

Chnsty Lund Coles
Greg Dlvan
Thom Duncan
RobertElhott
Keith Engar
James E Faulconer

No Greater Crow11 - MH" (Whitman, BYU, 1966)

unproduced-•
Here's Brother Bnghaml - MH (Arnngton, BYU, 1976)
unproduced"*
The Apostate - S (Whitman, B W , 1971)
In Fllght - S (A. Steward, B W , 1971)
Across Fzve Summers - MH (Wh~hnan,B W , 1971)
Stone Tables - S (Whitman, BYU, 1973, Evenden, UVRTC, 1975)
Of Gtdwn - S (Crosland, BYU, 1974)
Father, Mother, Mother, and Mom-MH (Stoddard, UVRTC,1974)
A Chrishnas Carol-Se (adaptation; Card, WRTC, 1974)
Ltkrty la11-MH (Stoddardand Card, UVRTC, 1975
Abraham and Isaac - S (opera, Roblson and Evenden, BYU, 1976)
The Brothm-MH

(Metten, BYU, 1%8)

unproducedA Sceptre, A Sword, A SaentedRose- S (Golightly, B W , 1972)
Prophet-MH (Jacobs, B W , 1973)
Flrs of the Mlnd-C
1976)

(Whltman, B W , 1974, pbl Sunstone, Winter

Rlght Honourable Salnt - MH (Whltman, BYU, 1975)
Abraham and Isaac-771e Akedah-S (Oaks, B W , 1971-72)

Max Gohghtly

Wlsdom Tree-Se (Golightly, BYU, 1970)
The Forgeand the Ftre- (Gohghtly, BYU, 1974,1975)

Loulse Hanson

The Tragedv of Konhor-S (Hansen, BYU. 1969-70)
Cor~enanttIn Gold-S (Woodbury, BYU, 1972)

Peter Johnson

unproducedu*

Marhn Kelly

Atrd They Shall Be Gathered-MH (Wh~tman,BYU, 1969, Gledhlll,
B W , 1976; pbl A B e h n ~ People)
~g

Clinton F Larson

Conanttrnrr-S, Moront-S,Mantle of the Prophet-MH; Snoul Whrte
and the Mtrror - Se; andothen(pbl);MaryofNaznrethS (Metten. BYU, 1966)
Tu~rl~glrt
Song - Se (Metten, BYU, 1970)

Pat Metten
Audra Moss

unproduced'**

Mane Myer

MISSIOII
Call-C

Mark Nielson
Rob Nulsmer
Carol Lynn Pearson
Gerald Pearson

(Metten, BYU, 1975)

Dark Sura~a-Se (BYU, 1969)
one-act-%
Mwe On-MH (Hansen, BYU, 1971, 1972)
The Order Is Love-MH (Gohghtly, BYU, 1971; pbl Tnlogy Arts)
The Naked Verl - MH (Whitman, BYU)

Don Poole

one-acts

Gale S e a n

Cd~~haI2-A
- Se (Wh~trnan,BYU, 1976)
Huebner-MH (to be announced)

Tom Rogers
Brenda Slnclalr
Fran Smeath
DougStewart

Poor Howard-Se

(Gosland, BYU, 1975)

Return~ng-MH (Crosland, BYU, 1976)
A Day, A Nrghl, and A Day-S (Whitman, B W , 1967, 1968,
Jacobs, Omega, 1975; Berry, Omega, 1976)

Saturday's Warnor-C
pbl)

(Oaks, BYU, 1974; Jacobs, Omega, 1975;
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Robert Stoddard
Arnold Sundgaard
Connie Walker

Ed Walker
Beverly Warner
Charles Whitman

Buddy Youngreen
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Giraffe Story-Se

[Stoddard, BW, 1973; UVRTC, 1974)

Promised Valley-MH (various)
Brigham!-MH (Gohghtly, BYU, 1976)

Ninevah-S (Whitman, B W , 1974)
The Dove-Se (Crosland, BYU, 1974)
The Trial ofAbou Ben Z o m - S e (BYU, 1975)
Shepherd of the Lord-S

(Whitman, BYU, 1973)

Phantom Emprre-Se (Mttchell, B W , 1969)
Play the Drum So It Is Heard Aga~n-Se (Gosland, BYU, 1972)
Papa Mamed a Motmon-MH (adaptation; Metten, BW, 1975)
Orin Porter Rockwell-MH
various k c e s - Se

(Youngreen, Sundance, 1971)

TABLE I1 COMPOSERS
Murray Boren
Robert Cundick
Newell Daley
Lex D'Azevedo

Gawford Gates
Jerry Jackman
Yutonna Kerbs
James Prigmore

with Orson Scott Card: Ahaham and Isaac
with Keith Engar: Rtght Honorable Satnt
with Arnold Sundgaard: Brigham'
with Carol Lynn Pearson: The Order Is Lone
with Doug Stewart: Saturday's Warrior

with Arnold Sundgaard:Pmrmsed Valley
wtth Thorn Duncan: Prophet
wtth Max Gohghtly: Wtsdom Tree
with Buddy Youngreen: Orin Porter Rockwell

Robert Stoddard

alone: Giraffe Story
wlth Orson Scott Card: Stone Tables; Father, Mother Mother, and
Mom

James Arlington

BYU

Orson Scott Card
Ivan Crosland

UVRTC
BW

Mike Evenden

BYU

Preston Gledhtll

BYU

Max Golightly

BYU

Harold I. Hansen

BYU

Norlan Jacobs

BYU, Omega

Albert Mitchell

BW

Harold Oaks

BW

Agnes Stewart
Robert Stoddard

BW
BYU, LNRTC

Charles W. Whitman

BYU

Lael J. Woodbury

BYU

'Based on BYU Theatreproduchonxhedulesfroml%5 tol976, supplemented by m p t s o n fileat B W Theatre Department
and lnlemews mth pmfessom. UVRTC produchon dedules, and t n m e w s mth authom.
MH.Mormon hlstory play, S: xnptural play. C. contemporary play, Se. secular play
-Some wnten whose works have not been produced are tncluded because of thev demonstrated potenhal
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TABLE IV PRODUCERS
-

Brigham Young University
Omega Productions

-

Provo, Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

Utah Valley Repertory Theatre
Company

Provo, Utah

Sundance Summer Theatre

Provo, Utah

PIONEER
Their Lives
ALLEN ROBERTS

Allen D. Roberts received a B.A. degree in
Art and Design from Brigham Young
University in 1973and is currently
working on his master's degrees in
architecture and history at the University
of Utah. M e n is currently the
Architectural Historian for the State of
Utah, and is working on a preservation
policy for historic buildings owned by the
LDSChurd.1.

nable to resist the opportunity of
engaging in the popular sport of
lambasting Mormon life and
culture, an architectural
correspondent for the Western Architect and
Building News (14 July 1890)delivered an
unjustifiably cruel and biased evaluation
what wasessentially Mormon architecture:
Whatever may be said of attractions of
Salt Lake City, in many respects it must
be acknowledged that architecturally
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the place is woefully behind the age,
and the weather-beaten and a m b l i n g
adobes present an appearance that
does not accord with the ideas of
modem civilization. Only to the
antiquarian in his studies and
researches of primitive inhabitation of
many can they be of interest.
Even after 43 years of constant
developmentand refining of the
architectural profession in the Mormon
Corridor, the myth of a spiritually and
materially impoverished people living in
rustic adobe buildings under the rule of
despotic leadership which suppressed
individual expression still persisted
among the uninformed. Yet in fad there
were probably few western cities in the
region better prepared to execute
architectural designs of the finest quality
than Salt Lakecity in its pioneers days. To
be sure, the predominant style of building
for the first f;?wdecades consisted of
vernacular forms and indigenous
materials, but skilled architects and
builders were sent to many of the major
settlementsat an early date, causing a
rapid developmentof building technology
and a consequent urban imagery
expressing contemporary ideology.
The contribution of early Mormon
architects and their arclhtecture has never
been adequately explored. Because of the
Salt Lake Temple, Tabernacle, Beehive
and Lion houses, Salt Lake Theatre, and
Council Hall, we know of the fine
accomplishments of pioneer architects
Truman 0.Angell, William H. Folsom,
and Henry Grow, but outside of these
men, little is known of Utah's early
designers. It is the purpose of this article to
illuminate a part of our architedural past
by identifying several of Utah's early
designers and discussing their significant
works.

The Role of Architects in the Mid-19th
Century
The typical amhitect of 1850 would
undoubtedly feel lost in the office of a
modem architect, with all its complicated
catalogs, drafting machinery,
paperwork and, most of all, grand design
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problems and the complex solutions they
demand. But the architect of today would
feel no more comfortable in the shoes of
the pioneer architect. "Builderlarchitect" is
a more appropriate term for the
multi-disciplined designer who usually
designed and built his structures and
personally worked out every problem.
There were few professionally trained
architects in 19th-century America. A
select few aristocratsreceived school
training at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in
Paris, but most architects were
semi-skilled draftsmen - usually
carpenters, masons, or contractors -who
also possessed artistic sensitivity and
drawing skills. Texts for these self-made
designerswere limited to a few carpenter's
and builder's guides and house pattern
books. From these the builderlarchitect
would select his favorite Greek or Gothic
Revival comice details, window and door
types, moulding and stair patterns, etc.
Strict formulas depending on rules of
proportion and scale, symmetryand other
principles of art were religiously adhered
to by the better designers to insure that
their plans and elevations were endowed
with the proper correctness, order, and
unity. Most plans for major buildings were
well drawn, considering the primitive
drafting implements available, but usually
included little more than exterior
elevations, floor plans, and a structural
transverse section. There were a few notes
on the plans, but a list of specifications
written out in longhand, and cost
estimates, would be provided if the owner
requested them.
Many Mormon architects in pioneer Utah
were well acquainted with styles of eastern
and midwestem America and Europe,
especially Great Britain. Several had
worked on the temples in Kirtland and
Nauvoo. two ambitious structures which
proved that Mormon designers had, if
given adequate technology, the ability to
aeate and execute splendid designs.
Lagging building technology was the
obstacle which prevented other western
architects from developing monumental
architecture of the type that had grown up
in the East. A comparable intermountain
city, Denver, Colorado, did not developits
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natural resources during its formative
years as rapidly as Salt Lake did and
consequently its pre-railroad architecture
was less impressive than Salt Lake's. The
limitations resulting from primitive
technology were removed at an early date
for Mormon architects. Mainly because of
the Church'sdesiretoestablish a permanent
and beautiful Kingdom of God, the
development of a building industry was a
top priority in new Mormon settlements.
Public works programs in most cities
guaranteed a continual supply of
competent aaftsmen for major
construction projects and rapidly
exploited natural resources -i.e., day for
adobes and brick, lime for mortar and
plaster, iron for nails and machinery, trees
for structural lumber and decorative trim,
- giving architects the materials they
needed to erect fine buildings. The
advantages of well-planned cities,
cooperative employment programs, and
the inherent skills of aaftsmen who came
from many parts of the world were
utilized by Mormon architects to produce
structures which frankly amazed many
objective travelers who observed the
territory's progress through its
architech tral maturation.

ir
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There was no attemptby either the Church
or architects themselves to develop a
distinct "Mormon" style; thus, except for
ubiquitous vernacular styling we find no
pronounced regional "high style and
little real uniqueness in mid-19th century
Utah architecture. Designs came from
Chicago, St. Louis, and Kansas City in the
Midwest; Boston, Philadelphia, and New
York in the East; and Denver and San
Francisco in the West. Even
ethnic-dominatedtowns such as Midway,
Spring City, and Millard used American
plans, forms, and detailing almost
entirely. A major desire seems to have
been to divest Utah of its early image as a
desert land of scattered villages with log
andadobe cabins. While not attempting to
create a uniquely Mormon style, iiis apparent that the Church and its architect
members had a general consciousness of
architectural reputation. Many superb
bt-lildingsserved to reflect the Church's
presence, strength, taste, and awareness
of fashionable styles of the day.
Let us turn now to specific architects, their
lives and works. ~ e & u s ethey are already
well known and have been the subject of
numerous articles, Truman 0.Angell,
William H. Folsom, and Henry Grow will
not be discussed at length. Rather, four
lesser known,even totally forgotten,
architects whose works were important to
the development of pioneer architecture
throughout early Mormondom will be
considered.

While the relationship of Church and
architect was symbiotic, the Church did
not go so far as to deaee that certain styles
be followed (with the possibleexception of
the temples) in its buildings. Good
workmanship, use of the best materials,
and practical designs were encouraged,
but architects were at liberty to express
themselves individually, provided their
(died July30,1881), Salt Lake City
designs were not above the ability of
builders to execute them. The limitations
On 25 July 1855, Elder George P Smith
imposed on design were few and many
received a letter from San Francisco which
critical writers who predicted the temple
gives
us our initial aquaintance with
would never be completed or the great
Obed Taylor: "I am at present stopping
clear-spanning tabernacle roof would
with a brother Obed Taylor whom Brother
never stand were fortunately
Parley
(P. Pratt) baptized last spring. He
disappointed. Excessive designs and those
was a Canada acquaintance of my wife
which too strongly suggested a
Martha, rejoices in the tmth, and is
relationship to the apostate Pturgy of
Catholicism or other iconoclastic of pagan extremely arduous to gather."' For some
reason Taylor did not "gather'' to Zion
religions were avoided in favor or
untilabout 1871.His death on 30 July 1881
relatively simple and straightforward
came while the architect was at the height
forms.
of a bright career which, unfortunately,

Obed Taylor

1
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'
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ended after only ten years of practice in
Utah. During those ten years Obed Taybr
produced many of the state's finest and
best-known stnrchms. Taylor was for
several years the partner of W h H.
Folsom. This talented team designed the
Deseret National Bank (1873,the original
Z.C.M.I. with its famous cast-iron
storefront (1876), and the Feramon Little
~ i d e n ~Taylor's
. 2 independent works
were no less impressive:Ogden's
Z.C.M.I. and First National Bank Block
(1881),3 the late Salt Lake 18thWard
meeting house,' the Salt Lake Assembly
Hall, and the large Coal* Tabernacle.
Nothing is known of Taylor's architectural
background in Canadaand SanFrandsco.
He was a quiet, retkingman by nature and
left no account of his early
accomplishments, but was probably well
experienced in the Victorian and cast iron
modes which dominated late 19thcentury d t e c t u r e in San Francisco.
Armed with this knowledge, Taylor
capably planned the 100x 318-foot
thee-story Z.C.M.I. building.6The walls
of the building were of ordinary rock and

brick, but the front and mof featud
marvelous Itabnate cast iron.
Perhaps receiving impetusfnomRichard
M. Upjohn's @or Eist National Bank
(1871)on South State Street, Folsom and
Taylor produced the largestironfrontever
erected in the territory. Due to its modubr
and precast system, severaladditions were
made to the old front w i h t disturbing
the effectiveness of the originaldesign.

C!bed Taybr's design for Ogden's ZCMI was

Obed Taylor's exterior design of the mammoth
ZCMI(1881)storein Ogden was simikr to that of the
earlier Deseret National Bank (1875). in S.L.C.

realizedafkrhis death in 1881.The-buildingstands,
though remodeled on the ground floor by J. C.
Penny company.

Obed Taylor and William H. Fobom were partners
in the design of the 1876 ZCMl cast iron fiumt.Qias
Morris was the builder.
front has been
disassembledand replacedon the facade of the new
ZCMI Center.

The Deseret National Bank and the
Z.C.M.I. Building in Ogden were similar
in appearance, both calling upona classical
decorative vocabulary for the main
ornamental ele~nents.~
Both buildings
were threestoriestall, occupiedcorner lots,
and had clipped comers with the main
entries facing the street comers at 45
degree angles.The twobanks had heavily
molded belt courses between the ground
and second floors and featured extensive
cornices with dentils and pairedbrackets.
Decorative parapets for theimdption
plaques sat atop the buildings over the
entries. The entries of the two structures
were almost identical, with their
segmentally arched pediments and

banded Corinthian columns. The absence
of Greek pediments over the windows of
Ogden's Z.C.M.I. seems to be the major
difference in designs of the banks.
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During the late 1870sObed Taylor was
called by the Church to be one of its
supervisingawhitects under Tnunan 0.
Angell. As a consequence, Taylor was
given the opportunity of designing the
Assembly Hall on Temple Square. Built of
the granik rock not used in the temple, the
magnificent late Gothic Revival hall was
begun in 1877and completedand
dedicatedin 1882. Henry Grow, designer
of the Tabernacleroof truss system, was
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the W e r . The rehtively unalted
struchw measures 68fe&in width and

120~inkngUl,andis130feetto~eaop
ofthetowerwhichrisesfnnnthecenterof
thebddhg. Theroofhas5angaMesI
each surmounid with ornamentalspines.
Eight octagonalbuttressesand eight
squarepilastersalso~hi?ndsome
V i c t d Gothic pinnacles. The masses
and decorativeelements are wonderfully
cornbinedto createone ofthe most'striking
buildings for worship in thecountry.
Complementary to the exterior is Taylor's
awe-inspiring auditorium-a massive
Open
with a long,sweeping gallery
along three walls and pulpits, choir seats,
and organ after the same general
design as the Tabemade. The plaster
"
andexquisib~onoe
served to flamescenes of the C h d s
temples and depictions of Christ which
wexe painted on the d i n g . These
symbolic scenes have sincebeen covered.

The Salt Lake Assembly Hall (1877-82) on Temple
Square became the probtype h
r the later C o a m
~abemacte.

A'
Interior of the Sa!t

The Salt Lake Assembly Hall was
considered so successfula design that it
was used as the model for a similar and
evenmoreimpressiveedifice, the Coalvine
Tabernade(1879-83).Thomas L. Allen of
Coalville was appointed to design a plan
new tabemdein 1878.'we
made hati011s to show the (!hmmit
Stake building) committee and church

h-:?
LaKe Assembly Hall.
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A rare photo of the CoalviUe Tabc;:.;Ae
interior
before the addition of another floor through the
chapel at the level of the gallery in 1941. This
disrespectful modification sealed the fate of the
architectural gem, which was razed during thenight
in 1971.

officials. Church architect Truman 0.
Angell and master builder Obed Taylor
reviewed and approved the plans."8 This
account seems to indicate that Allen
conceived and drew the plans
independently of Taylor. It is unlikely,
however, that Allen, with his limited
architecture background, developed the
design alone. The two tabernacles are so
similar in concept and detailing that they
obviously were inspired from the same
source. It is probable that T. L. Allen
visited with Taylor in the preliminary
planning stagesof the Coalville Tabernacle
and, using the Assembly Hall as a guide,
modified its plans for the newer

several
of abed ~

~best works
~
were
l
completed after his death in 1881.9In
to the
and Ogden
Z.C.M.I. already mentioned, the Salt Lake
18th Ward meetinghouse was also

I
I

1
I

I

-

Salt Lake Ei~hteenth
Ward Meeting House. Thii
recently
demolished
~
f
~ structure was designed by
Obed Taylor in 1880and initiated the brief trend of
single attentuated Gothic-spired churches in Utah.
A group of Mormons think so highly of the building
that the" have arraneed for its reconstruction next to
the restored Council Hall on North State Street

-
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ampleted in 1882. A small (31x 62 feet)
building, it was neverthelesssignificant for
initiating the late Gothic Revival
meetinghouse style which became
prevalent in larger Mormon communities
in the mid-1880s. The 18th Ward chapel
was the fhst regular Mormon
meetinghouse to have a tall, engaged
tower with a Gothic-styled steeple. Gothic
pointed windows and stepped buttresses
had been used in earlier buildings but
were not included with the central tower
and the New England meetinghouse plan
m a Ta~lofsdesi?In.The building was
also important historically as the home
ward med"gh0use forthe prophets of the
Church, all of whom have lived in the 18th
Ward. It is unfortunate that this important
edificewas destroyed in favor of four
parking stalls and a small patch of ~ S S
concerned (3urch members, neighbors,
and the State of Utah have recently united
on a project which will attempt to
mnstruct the chapel next to the old
~0LlndlHall. If imitation is tidy a form of
flattery, then Obed Taylor may have been
flattered that the 21st Ward, built over two
decades after the 18thWard chapel, copied
his design almost exactly, just as Coalville

The Feramorz Little mansion -i~nitativeof the
more elaborate "Gardo House" designed by
Taylor's partner, William M. Folsom.
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reflectedan earlierTaylor masterpke. It is
lamentable that Taylor came to Utah
Temtory so late and left so soon, for the
legacy of richarchitecture he left is too
thinly spread to receive the a p p d t i o n it
is due.

William Nicol Fife

(lml-lwl,,
%b

1N.~ i 1fwas
e the
~ first professional
d t e in Weber County. AS the major
form giver, Fife produced such notable
w d s as the o
r
m
i
a d e n Tabem&
(1856),Ogden Central School (1880), and
th,Weber c o d ~~~s~
(lam-76).10 Yet,
Eemany other Mormon w t e , his
design -r
was
due to a
. series of important a d calls. Indian
fighter, city marshall, colonel, personal
friend of U.S. ~ - t and mpSheridan,
missionary, polygamist, colonist, and
explorer, Fife was an extraordinaryman of
wide rnperien@as well as a skillful
~

A native of Scotland, William N. Fie was
born at Kincardine, Perthshire, on 16

October 1831.11William received a good
education and at age fifteen was admitted
to college, at the same time being
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apprenticed as an d t e d and builder for
a period of seven years. At the conclusion
of his apprenticeshrphe found
employmentin Glasgowwith the firm of J.
Naim and Sons, builders, with whom he
remained for nine months before fitting
out for Melbourne, Australia, to go into the
building business with his uncle, Thomas
Fife. He never made it to Australia.
Instead, he chanced to take lodging en
route in a house which proved to be the
Mormon conference house. There he met
Alexander F. McDonald, Cyrus H.
Wheelock, and other missionaries from
Utah,and was converted to their faith. The
courseof his life now completely changed.
He had no more desire to go to Australia,
but set his mind upon emigrating to

Utah.12
William N. Fife arrivedin Salt Lake City 20
October 1853,and was immediately
employed by President Heber C. Kimball
who put him in charge of hi building
business. Fife was paid $5 a day and
worked for Kimball for eighteen months,
laboring on numerous houses and public
buildings. In the fall of 1856, President
Brigham Young called Fife and his young
family to move to Ogden and build a
tabernacle in that city. Put under contract,
Fife took on a partner, architect Walter
Thompson, and also contracted with
Chauncy W. West and Albem Allen. Fife
had complete charge of the project,
however, and did the design work and
much of the carpentry himself. The
tabernacle was finished in three years and
after completion looked much like the old
adobe tabernacle built in Salt Lake City in
1851.During construction Fife fell from a
scaffold sixty feet above ground and
miraculously recovered after a blessing.
The fall did not interrupt his work nearly
as much as his participation in the Echo
Canyon Indian War and other military
activities. Mr. Fife had proven his abilities
as a military leader in the prevhs Indian
troubles of 1853,and had risen from
corporal to second lieutenant, to first
lieutenant and to aptain. He went with
the Weber and Box Elder militia to head off
Colonel Alexander, who was endeavoring
to enter Salt Lake City by way of Soda
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Springs.l3 Returning from 'The Move" in
1858, Fife next entered into a building
contract to put up governmentbuildingsat
Camp Floyd. He profited handsomely
from his contractand returned to Ogden in
1859 to build a tannery for West and
Hamrnond and stables for WeIls, Fargo
and Company. In 1860Fife went to Salt
Lake City where he helped to finish the
Seventy's Hall and a store for William
Jennings. He also built the Chauncy W.
West residence in Ogden in 1860.
In April 1862Mr. Fife was appointed aty
marshal of Ogden. While marshal, Fife
single-handedlycaptured two dangerous
armed robbers and rrceived $1,000
reward. After being re-elected for several
succeedingterms, he served as Weber
County coroner, pound keeper, president
of the local dramatic association, and
member of the Weber StakeHighCouncil.
He continued to be active and prominent
in military matters and organized the first
company of militia in Ogden Valley in
1862.In 1866he was made Colonel of
Infantry by Ulysses S. Grant. In 1868he
took a contract to build several miles of the
Central Pa&c railroad between
Promontory and Ogden and was Marshal
of the Day when the iron horse made its
advent into Ogden. A tireless man,
William N. Fife acted as a school trustee
and did everythingin his power to
improve and advance his community.
When smallpox was brought into Ogden
in May 1870, Fife personally disinfected
every afflictedhouse, built a speaalshelter
for the sick near isolated Brick Creek, and
provided the 89 victims with food,
supplies, and mediane for three
months.l5

In 1873,after an active civic and
professional life, Mr. Fife went on a
successful mission to his native Glasgow,
Scotland. He retumed in 1874 and was
architect of most of Ogden's important
buildings constructed through 1880.One
of these, the Central School,was
considered the h e s t schoolbuildmg in the
Territory at the time, and still standsas the
present Elk's Club Building.
Nervous restlessness seemed to
characterizeWilliam N. Fife. In November
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William Nicol Fife designed the unusually refined Weml County Courthouse (1871-76) in Ogden.

1880he left Ogden with a view of
exploring Arizona and Mexico in behalf of
President John Taylor. After many
interesting adventures, he settled near
Lobley's logging amp where, during his
absence, his first wife Diana was killedby a
hostile Mexican. In 1887Fife assisted
Erastus Snow in exploring parts of Mexico
and subsequently sent one of his families
to reside there. Fife and the remainder of
his famdy returned to Ogden where
William died in 1914at the age of 83.16
It is difficult to comprehend how a man so
preoccupied by other weighty concerns
could find the time to refine his
architectmd skills to such a d e p e of
perfection. Fife's works axe those one
would expect from a master who had
devoted his entire life to the pursuit of
architectural excellence. The Central
Schooland County Court House are
mature designs and exhibit a skillful
knowledge of phnning, proporlion, scale,
unity, variety, balance, andharrnony.The
forms and massing of Fife's building are
formally arranged but are pleasing. The
Classical detailing is rich and appropriate
without being gaudy. Fife's works, though
relatively few in number, were of high
quality and rank him with Angen and
Folsom as one of the premier architects of
pioneer Utah.

Born 16A u p t 1857inOgden, W. W. Fife
was perhaps Utah's b t native born
architect of significance.At age 13he went
to work for his father to learn the trade of
builder and architect. A partner at age 15,
the enterprising son assumed charge of
the drafting departmentat age 17and soon
after took over the entire architectural
business after his father retired to pursue
other goals. F i s firmwas by farthe
largest in Ogden at the time and
subscribed to all of the important
architecturalpublications of the day:
Amerian Architecture, l n h d Architect,
Archited and Builder, and the architect's
and builder's edition of The Scientific
Amerian.
17 These popular magazines
(1857-18971,Ogden
furthered the young architect's education
W. W. Fife, the eldest son of pioneer
after his father left the firm,and
architect William Nicol F i , was tmined by introduced him to developing American
and was partner with his father. He
styles.
ultimately became Utah's most important
The Romanesque Revival created mainly
architect outside of Salt Lake City. It may
have been difficult to live in the shadowof through the efforts of Henry Hobsen
such an illustriousman as ColonelFife, but Richardson in the eastern United States,
was particularly appealing to Fife. His
son William seemed equal to the task.
earlier works had followed various
Sharing in many of his father's building
experiences, W. W. determined at an early classical lines, culminating in the exquisite
a& to follow the architechu;llpmfession- W n d Empire Ogden City Hall (1888-89).
as his father had done. This proved to be a In the 1880shis Perry's Block, the
wise decision as W. W. benefitted greatly Scowcroft Block,and the Utah Territorial
from the close contact and special training Reform School showed his mastery of
commercial styles, but by 1890Fife had
he received from his very accomplished
fully embraced Richardsonian
father.
Romanesque. The WoodmanseeNnion

William Wilson Fife
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The Scowmft Mock (18W) still stands in
Ogden in much the same fondition as depicted
in the architect's rendered elevation.

W. W. Fife's French Second Empire masterpie,
Ogden City Hall (1888-89) was unequaled as an
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The completed Utah b a n &Trust Company
building in %den, designed in 1990by W. W. Fie.

example of this particular svle in Utah.
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Block (1890)-Ogden's equivalent to Salt
Lake's ComtitutionBuilding -Utah Loan
and Trust Co.(1891),and Ogden High
School were Romanesque structures
excelled by only Salt Lake's City and
County Building (1894),which had been
designed by out-of-state architectsBud &
Proudfoot.
Richard K. A. Kletting, designer of the
State Capitol, was also fond of
Richardson's triumphs in the east and
dabbled briefly in designs featuring large
Roman arches and rusticated stone,
but as one trainedin the art of fine stone
cutting, Kletting could not divorce himself
from the smooth stonework he so
admired. It was therefore left to W. W. Fife
to lead out in the development of this
mapr American amhi&hmd trend in the
intermountainWest. Fife's Romanesquestyled buildings became models for many
otherarchitectsin the +on. A list of Only
Fife's major works would be too extensive
for this account,ls but it would be accurate
to assert that to him goes the greatest credit
for giving Ogden its metropolitan
appearance.
Like his father, WilliamNicol, W. W. was
involved in numerous adventures
in Arizona andMexico.19Hewas with his
father at the time his mother was killed in
1882and devoted his time and talents to
the Church whenever called upon. W. W.
died in his fortieth year, pmceeding his
father in death by seventeen years.mIt is
truly unfortunatethat such a bn'lliant
designer was taken at the zenith of his
prolific career.='

Elias Lacy Thomas
(E.L.T.) Harrison
(1830-1900), !hit Lake City
Of all the historic Mormon architects,

E.L.T. Harrison was the most
controversial. Best known for his
leadershipin the apostate "New
Movement," Harrison's struggleswith the
Church and assertion of the rights of
individual expression were also reflected
in his architecture.

E.L.T. Hamson was born in Barking,
Essex, England, 27 March 1830.He was
educated as an d e c t and became very
proficient in the profession. Converted to
Mormonism as a youth in the 1840sby
Apostle Orson Pratt, Harrison a d v a d
quickly in the Church as is reflectedby this
series of responsibleassignments:
Head of the church book store and
businessofficeinLondon; contributorto
the Millennia1 Star, the British organ for
Mormonism; church emigration agent
in Liverpoot and president of the
London Missionary Confe~nce.
In England Harrison became a friend of
Edward Tullidge, later editor of the
Millennia1 Star, and co-publishef with
Harrison of the Peep 0'Day, the
intermountain West's first published
magazine. As a result of frequent long
discussionson Church doctrineand policy
by the two intellectuals, Harrison
concluded that the Church should move
away from its strong authoritarian and
institutionalized orientation in favor of
more individualized, "univ4stic"
religion.23His deepening skepticism
caused Harrison to seek sympathizers
with his movement for Church reform. Eli
8. Kelsey, William H. Sheannan, and
William S. Godbe, along with Tullidge,
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were early allies who united with Hamson
to throw off the "suppressive Church
control.' yoke. After the demise of Peep 0
Day, the Utah Magazine, Monnon Tribune,
andsalt Lake Tribunefollowed as organs for
what became known as the Godbeite
Movement or New M0vernent.2~

for conspira~y.~'
The loss of Harrison was
~egrettedby many of the faithful but was
justified by Hanison's continued
association with the New Movement
which, unable to sustain itself through
recruitment of new members,
disintegrated in the 1870s.

In 1868 Harrison and Godbe, one of the
territory's ten wealthiest men, traveled to
New York on a "business tip" and
participated in numerous seancesthrough
intermediary Charles Foster, a renowned
spiritualist.25Armed with newly revealed
truths, Godbe and Harrison printed
revelations which, though r&m vague
than their sermons and editorials, exposed
the extent of their apostasy.

Despite his difficulties with the Church,
E.L.T. Hanison was highly respected by
the Mormon community as a skillful

'The two leaders substituteda pantheistic
for a personal God, rejected the Cl-dstian
atonement, denied the literal resurrection,
refused saiptural authority, and declared
the notion of Satan dead and buried."26
The Godbeites' opposition eventually
moved from passive editorialism to more
active, though largely secret, rebellion
which ultimately resulted in the 1869
excommunication of Hamson and Godbe

The Salt Lake Theatreinterior was superlative in its
lavish richness and marked a high point in pioneer
architecture, designed by E. L. T. Hamson, later

The Salt Lake Theatre

excommunicated far conspiracy during his
leadership in the Godbeite "New Movement."

I
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architect. His profession, in fact, gave
Harrison an o'utlet to physically
demonstratehis disdain for the C h d s
program of social austerity and simplicity.
Harrison wjected the idea that foreign
influences and flamboyancy and
exhavagance in life style were inherently
destructive to either Church or individual
progress. His architecturalworks clearly
reflected a commitment to the best of
"high styles," styles which emphasized
ornamental and picturesque qualities of
design. Because competentarchitectswere
in great demand,and because Harrison
was capable of givingthe primitive city a
richness, a refined and finished
appearan- which struggiing early
settlers, hmigrants, and gentile visitors
alike could relate to and appreciate,
Harrison was given important
ammissions and was encouraged in his
work.
Upon arriving from England in 1861,
Hkkion wGimmediately charged with
designing theinterior ofthe new Salt Lake
Theatre, one of Brigham Young's favorite
projects. Being a native of London, the
Englishman incorporated design motifs
from buildings he had been familiar with,
and purportedly used the famous Dnvy
Lane Theatre in his hometown as a
modeL28While the two structures were
not very similar, the SaltLakel'heahewas

E.L.T.Hamson designed several buildings for the
Walker Brothers, including Walker's Store and the
old Walker Brothers Bank.
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highly decorative in the best of
co>timporary English styling. The
richness of the theatre was unpadelledin
any other struche of the ter&xy and
represented the zenith of ~~1
accomplishment during the pioneer era.
Harrison's designswere wen remhred and
were not considered excessive at first. His
contributions went beyond those of his
private practice. Harrison was apparently
the first pioneer to teach formalclasses in
architecture. AnadintheDeseretNews
reveals the depth of his w~rking
knowledge of the building craft:
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In 1863 Harrison was also one of the
organizers and teachers in the Deseret
Academy of Ar€,a short-livedand
prematuw o r g h t i o n supported by a
range of artists induding Charles R
Savage, Daniel Weggehnd, George M.

The Godbeit Pitts Company store was oneof the first
prominent commerical structuresin Salt Lake City.
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Ottinger, and WiIliam H. F o l s ~ m . ~ ~
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home.31It was pioneer vernacular as to
basic materials, house pattern book as to
plan, and Victorianas to overalleffect. The
Godbe house perhaps reflected what
might havebeenhad the basic Church
been "enlightened" to higher and more
worthy aspirations as envisioned by the
New Movement. One writer has described
the movement as being "supernatural and
Gothic," the Godbe house most perfectly
characterized those qualities.

All of Hanison's achievements
notwithstanding, being cut off from the
Church changed the members view of him
and affeded his architectural career.
Members were directed not to associate
with apostates either as friends or in
business dealings. Brigham Young had
once exclaimed, "I want to make a wall so
thick and so high around the territory that
it would be impossible for the gentiles to
get over or through it." Hamson had tried For most of Hanison's nearly forty years of
to put holes in the adobe curtain but in so practice in Utah the spirited architect
doing found himself cast outside the wall. designed independently. However, as the
"building boom devebped in 1889, E.L.T.
Fortunately for Harrison there were
saw the need to take on a partner to assist
adequate clients among the gentiles,
with the grouying work load. In 1890H. W.
apostates, and condescending Mormons
Nichols, originidly a merchant of
to support the architect's career.
groceries and fruit, and later a
Although there is no direct evidence to
builderlarchitect, joined forces with
support the idea, it is thought that the
Hanison. Togetherthe firm designedsuch
Walker Brothers gave Harrison the
notable structures as the Central Block for
commission for their famous bank.
J.K.
and MH. Walker, the Market Block
Stylstidy it is similar to the Godbe-Pitts
forH. W. Lawrence (another Godbeit
Co. building, a known Harrison design.
dissenter), the Phipps Block, Whittemore
The Walker Brothers were disenchanted
Hotel, T.C. Armstrong, Jr.,Block, Tribune
Mormons who, as friends of Godbe and
Block, EllerbedcBlock, and many others.32
Hanison, financially supported the pair's
They also submitted three designs for the
various publications. Dye to their close
Chamber of Commerce building
relationship and the absence of other
competitionwhich was won by Richard K.
n o n - ~ o ~ designers
on
at the time, it is
A. Kletting. The partnership was
likely that Hanison obtained the Walker
dissolved after the end of the "boom" in
Brothers job. The Walker Brothers Bank
1893and both architects nxstablished
and Godbe-Pitts Co. store were, along
independent practices. Other significant
with WiIliam Paul's Eagle Emporium, the
works by Harrison included the Grand
most prominent commercial structures in
Opera
House and Alta Block and the Sarah
early Salt Lake City. All three buildings
Daft Block.
were quite classical in their designs and
As an independent or as a partner, and
depended on symmetry, Roman-arched
bays on the upper floors, pilasters, Greek through the rages of changing styles and
pedimentalparapet walls, and Greek and building trends, Harrison always
Roman ornamental vocalularies.
maintained a highly decorative,
Harrison's designs were striking and, in a expressionisticphilosophy. One glowing
account credits C.I.T.Harrison with being
city of largely one-story adobe and frame
"the pioneer of architectural p q s in
structures, comparatively monumental.
Salt Lake City":
The one buildmg that best symbolized the
Arriving in that city in thedays of pole fences
philosophy of the New Movement was
and sdotrestrudum, architecture was
Hanison's design for the William S.
yet m unappiied atf, and a knuwledge of its
Godbe residence, built in the mid-1880s.
principles a somewhat us& acquisition.
The unbelievably elaborate Gothic
Revival house was essentially a
one-and-a- half story U-shaped adobe
William S. Godberesidence(c. 1886) with Codbeon
building enhanced by intricate wood
front stairs, designed by E.L.T. Hamson for his
partner in the "New Movement."
carving on the entire surface of the
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7heowlk ofsalt Lake thaaterwere,howeuw,
just about at that tiinegobtg up, and he
$mid fernporny h t amgenml employment
in designing its fine prosmiurn, handsome
s8Pge-bms, &galleries, which fantures,
associattd eel% thegemrally ample
proporti~~ls
ofofb;ilding, kue.gainedforit
hereputation ofkingone ofthe hadsomat
thaateps on the m t i k t . l%~gress
in
?z@?nak,dwelling-houses in &at city z
m
w m n ~ w i n - e f a ~ o f
building m a W , rn ammum brick king

faa long time u?z&Md&. Under these

diffiarlt cirarnsfmraps the only buiZdings
legitimatelyattitled to the title of villa
residem were deslgnad by h k f . When
the m a n u r n of brick at last aonrmenaed,
itfeIltohilotdodasignnndsupedsethe
eredion ofthefirst buddin@ unitmgthe
faatslmof stomand offioe buildings in one
structure,as in the lnse ofthe ''EWwk,"
wrd'Tribune" b b h ;alsoofinhducing the
first buitdings in which St. Louis and
Phl?adeSflhhQbriCk,nndmwtta,wlereeopr
usad,rcs in thecmeoft)wLarge"Union"and
"Alta"blab. A demde or two aftep the
erectiar ofthe &ah-,
the seamd thahicnl
building in Salt Lake City -the Walker
G m d Opera-house - uns pkrced under hk
supemision, wety detail (&d@ng thoseof
its highly omamenial in*),
being
furnkhd by hinrsdf. Thesa buildings
familiatked the public mind with mdem
styb, and rrmadep t b l e the class of
buWngs nao bajg introduaed. Hkppihj, a
damis IMW optred wide to architerhrtv in
Utah,and it no lazger n& the savices of

There were obviously many pioneers of

architecture, but E.L.T. Hanison surely
stands as one of the most significant. Not
content with the slow and mediocre
development of Utah's architecture,
Harrison continually attempted to
advane the standards of his profession
and of ait of life's pursuits g d y .
EhL.T.Hatrison died of paralysis in 1900,
three years a h retiring from the active
practice of his ormpathn.j4A Mormon
k i kpenned
~
his obituaryand described a
man "ofhighcharacter, small stature,
massive head,a bEgin active and heart
tender. . . not a bitter oppaent,''3~
u n d o m y an a p p p r k t e summary ofa
dedicatedMet and fine architect.
The story of Utah's lesser known pioneer

architectsdoesnotendhere.Thisbried
study not only suffices to dbpell the myth
of addtwhd primitivism in early Utah
histoxy,but it suggests that a braader base
of~rnandscpertiseexistedthanis
commonlybelieved. Moreover, the lives of
Obed Taplot, W
W
i
l
l
k
m Nicok Fife,William
Wilson Fife, slnd E.L. HaRison reflect the
hchathgand often difficult symoiosis
that evolvedbetween aesthetics,
pragmatism, and neligion on the frontier.
~ e n m e r n ~ x t i u nthatmustbeadded
es
to thisinitial lisand hapefully the
futurewig see the creationof a m o ~
complete history.
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'Deseret News 5:222(letter quotes from Bishop J. L.
Heywood to Elder George A. Smith).
James A. Little, "Biographical Sketch of Feramorz
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design (see Alice MerriU Home's Devotees and their
Shrines, p. 22).
Wilton R. Hunter, Beneath Ben Lomond's Peak: A
History of WeberCounty, Deseret Newspress, 1945,p.
365.
Deseret N m Weekly, July 26,1882
Charles W. Penrose, "What Mormons Believe,"
Deseret News, 1901.
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>OTheOgden Shdard, Sept. 1,1897.

"In the Shadow of Moroni," Set&bnsfrom
Magaztnes. SLC, date unknown, p. 34.
'Summit Stake Manuscript History, LDS Church
Archives.
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Block when he suffered a fatalstroke while eahng
dinner.
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d Tullidge, History of Salt Lake Ctty, Star
Pnnting Co., Salt Lake City, 1886,pp. 400-01.
2WffieretNews, May 22,1900.
22 and 26 Ronald Walker, "The Commencement of
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The Ogden Standard, Oct. 22,1914.
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31 Western Architect and

Building News, Sept. 1889.
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Andelin, Helen B. Fascinating Womanhood.
Santa Bahra, Calif.: Pacific Press, 1965.
Revised,paperback edition, Bantam
Books, 1975.343 p. $1.50.
Reviewed by Reba L. Keele
Reba L. Keele, originally from Price, Utah,
graduated in speech and English and
completed an M.A. in rhetoric and
counseling from BW. She received a
Ph.D. from Purdue University in speech
and communication, with a minor in
educationalpsychology. She is presently
the associate director of the Honors
Program at B W and coordinator of
General Education Services there. She is
Relief Society president for the BYU First
Stake.
The danger of reviewing a book which is
regarded by many (induding its author)as
the salvation of the family is akin to giving
the k t missionary lesson in the Vatican.
However, Helen Andelin's
Fascinating Womanhood is now in
papehack, available in every airport and
bookstore and selling hundreds of
thousands of copies, while Ms. Andelin
herself is identified in TIME, WOMAN'S
DAY, and the TODAY program as a
devout Mormon.
First, may I make dear what I am not
disputing about the book? I believe that the
techniques it d&bes will work, at least
for a time. She proposes many valid
principles of human relations (focusing on
another person's strengths, anowing
another to exercise his own individuality,
accepting responsibility for one's own
actions, the need to have inner peace and
to be as attractive as one can be). All of
these principles are true, both from a
psychological and gospel viewpoint, and
her intentions are good. My contention is
that the context Ms. Andelin presupposes
for the practice of these principles is based
on certain underlying premises which
negate her good intentions.

I highly remrnmend reading the book, if
yo;ca* exercise discretion.ft is no more
harmfulnor inane than most popularized
how-to-do-it books, but some gospel
principles need to be remembered when
reading it. First, if we are all sons and
daughters of God,we are divine
personages, in potential at least. I am
offendedby theunderlying premise of her
book that men are basically coarse,
unfeeling stupid little boys who can be
easily handled if you just learn how to
make them love you. "Angela Human," as
desaibed by Andelin, has as her goal the
mastery of the art of winning a man's
"complete love and adoration."
Everything in the book focuses upon the
achievement of that goal. I cannot believe
we women ought to search only to "find
someone to love us." Rather, the gospel
teaches us to love others, to be honestly
dedicated to the growth of other human
beings, not for any reward, but because it
is right to do so.The assumption of
behavior patterns which have as their goal
the ma&ulation of another for one's own
gain is difficult for me to place in a gospel
context. Many behaviors she suggest. are
proper in any loving relationship, but
become deceptive and dishonest when
practiced in the context she establishes as
necessary.

Ms. Andelin describes the nature of men
and the nature of women, a description
franklyinsulting to any man who seeks to
honor his priesthood, and any woman
who believes she is a daughter of God.
Samples: Men have a sensitive pride (read
ma&e
ego) and are susceptible to
immediate destructionof masculinitv if the
woman knows, does, or appears to know
or do anythingbetter than they. When this
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belief is couplea with the statement that
the "my of his soul" is for admiration, she
is describing a self-centered creature very
different from the person described in
Doctrineand Grwnurtts 121:41-46.On the
other hand, women lack qualities of
leadership, are naturally f e d (especially
of such fearsome things as snakes, flies,
bugs, traffic, and intersections, among a
few), must dispense with any air of
competence orknowledge, and must
leave matters of "opinions, discretion of
judgment of another to others." Since
"feminine" women have these qualities,
our foremothers,B a h r a Smith, and
those of us whose patriarchal blessings
talk of strength and leadership are placed
between a rock and a hard place. Do we
buy our clothes in the little girl's shop,
stamp our feet and shake our curls when
ang*, and generally behave in a childlike
way in order to be feminine? If we can't
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bring ourselves to do that, we are warned
that we may have a happy marriage, but
never a celestial one. Is it necessary to
challenge such assertions?

I cannot believe that God, His prophets, or
His doctrinesask women to pretend to h
ignorant, children, or helpless -or that
He is pleased when priesthood bearers are
hoodwinked by manipulative methods.
He does expect us -whether female or
male -to be truly humble about the @ts
we have been given, sensitive to the needs
of all those around us, and not
self-centered. Required reading when you
complete this book is an article by Emma
Lou Thayne in the Ensign (April, 1975)
called "Mother Killed the Rattlesnakes."
Now that's what I call Fascinating People
-a husband and wife with mutual respect
and common goals pursued in strength.

New
Phipps, William E. WasJesusMammed?
Yo& Harper & Row, 1970.239 p. $5.95.
Kraut, Ogden, Jesus Was Married.1969.
MP.
Reviewed by Keith Norman
Keith Norman of Lehi and Salt Lake City
fulfilled a mission to New England,
graduated from BYU, and was a member
of the Tabernacle Choir. In 1973he
completed an M.T.S. in early Christian
history at Harvard Divinity School. Keith
is presently studyinglanguages at BYU.

When,shortly after its publication, 1first
noticed the bright red, white, and blue
cover of Was Jesushhrried?, I dismissed it
offhand as undoubtedly an amateurish
attempt at sensationalism. I hadlong been
aware that several 19th-century Church
leaders had taught not only that Jesus was
mamed, but that he had several wives. I
had never been entirelyconvinced by their
arguments-at least they never claimed
revelation as their source.
But I eventuaIly read Phipps's book, and
nxently Sunstone invited me to compare it
withJesus Was Married, a modem Mormon

authoisearlier compilationon the subject.
Ogden Kraut's modest-appearing blue
cover with conservative block letters
seemed to be the model of constraint and
circumspection. Yet ironically it was
Presbyterian minister Phipps who was
more convincing that Jesuswas mamed
during his mortal ministry.
Phipps's book is scholarly, well
documented, persuasively argued and
very readable. His contention is that Jesus
grew up in a Jewish culture in which
marriage and procreation were obligatory
for every man: the sodal and religious
stigma attached to virginity or celibacy in a
Jewishmale past his early twenties would
have forfeited him all respect and
credibility as a teacher among his people. If
Jesus had been strikingly on@ or
revolutionary in this respect by remaining
celibate, the Gospel writers would have at
least written in defense of such an
abnormality, and thus Phipps holds that it
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is their very failure to mention the topic
which arguesmost strongly that Jesuswas
in harmony with the mores of his time and
culture. It was only in later centuries,
when the Christian Church shedits strong
Jewish ties and absorbed the predominant
Greek philosophical and ethical attitudes
that belief in the lifelong virginity of Jesus
came to be considered essential to
believing in his absolute purity and
sinlessness. Christians have denied his
sexuality ever since.
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centered on scripturalstudy, temple
worship, and the observance of the
festivals. The desmiption of Joseph as a
"just man" in Matthew 1:19 meant that he
regulated his life by the Torah and would
have taken seriously his obligation to
arrange for his sons' marriage (see I
Corinthians 95).

Part of the reason for the belief that Jesus
was a virgin is the thesis that he was above
the taints of sexuality. This not only denies
the goodness of the creation but also the
In his chapter "Sexual Attitudes in Ancient full humanity of Christ. If he was
"tempted in every respect as we are"
Judaism" Phipps shows the importance
(Hebrews4:15), he must have been
which the leading rabbinical schools
tempted sexually, as well as in the trials of
placed upon the command, "Be fruitful
mamed life and raising a family. Jesus'
and multiply." They viewed the creation
behavior around Mary Magdalene points
of man arid woman as making them
essentially co-equal partners with God in to marital intimacy (as the recently
discovered Gospel of Phllip strongly
the task of procreation, and they had a
intimates), and Phipps speculatesthat she
deep reverence for the joyous physical
may have been his second wife, since his
union of the couple joined into one flesh
by God. The masdnity of an unmamed first marriage would have taken place
many years earlier. However, he
male was thus suspect among Jews, and
one commentator goes so faras to suggest discounts the possibility of polygamy as
that the neglect of marriage is tantamount suggested by 19th century Mormon
leaders, since it was quite uncommon in
to murder. As Phipps summarizes, ''Not
to procreate was, in effect, to take the lives New Testament times.
of potential offspring" (p. 20).
Phipps thoroughly disposes, passage by
The author also points out that the practice passage, of the traditional saiptural
was to many fairly young, usually before arguments for Jesus' celibacy. One of the
reaching the age of twenty; in fact, in most most baffling to me has always been
cases the marriage would be arranged at a Matthew 19:12, in which Christ seems to
commend those "who have made
much younger age by the respective
themselves eunuchs for the sake of the
fathers. After discussing the absence of
kingdom of heaven." But this passage is
celibacy in the Old Testament, the
part of a discourse emphasizing the
Aproaypha, the Pseudepigrapha, the
positive values of marriage and children,
Qumran scrolls, the Mishnah, and the
Talmud, Phipps condudes by quoting the and Phipps persuasively argues that the
word "eunuch" is not to be taken literally.
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: "The
voluntary renunciation of marriage is a
Jesus is contending for the sanctity of
conception utterly foreign to Judaism" (p. marriage and against the prevailingease of
33).Connubiallove was as essentialwithin divorce among the Jews. The p a t rabbi
marriage as sexual license was anathema
Hillel, a generation before Jesus, had
outside of it.
maintained that divorne was justified on
the slightest pretext -a man could
But this is only the beginning of the case
divorce his wife even if she spoiled a dish
which the author makes. The New
for
him or ifhe found someone else more
Testament itself, he asserts, contains
attractive.
In contrast, Jesus regarded
"abundant internal evidence that Jesus
marriage as "an unconditional
endorsed marriage" (p. 37). Certainly he
interpersonal covenant witnessed by
participated in the other major Jewish
God" (p. 83), and suggested that to put
institutions of his time, including
away one's wife and many another was to
circumcision, synagogue schooling
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commit adultery. Phipps believes that
Jesus advorated "making oneself a
eunuch by abstaining from marital
relations until an estranged spouse was
won back, rather than divorce and
remarriage. This practice, in the prophetic
tradition of Hosea, is attested among
Christians by the early 2nd-century
treatise The Shepherd of Hennas.
The author spends a chapter on Paul's
attitude toward sexual relations, and
shows how I Corinthians 7 has been
distorted by interpreters in support of
celibacy. Actually Paul was quite in accord
with the spirit and teachings of Jesus
and Judaism on marriage, although he
may have personally been
separated from Ius w&. Phipps
speculates that Paul's "concession" in I
Corinthians 7 to those who were able to
withhold themselves from marriage was
due only to his expectation of the nearness
of the second coming of the Lord, and that
he modified his opinion in later life. At any
rate, Paul's counsel was addressed to
specific problems in the Corinthian
Church and should not be used to extract
"general norms regarding Christiansexual
relations.'' Rather, the apropos
genemhtions of the Apostle are
contained in Ephesians 5 and 6, "where
there is no hint of preference for the
unmanied state" (117).
The remainder of the book is concerned
with the change in sexual attitudes of
Christians which began in the second
century with the influence of the
Greco-Roman moral dualism, and the
subsequent effect upon early orthodox
and Roman Catholic ideals, as well as the
ramifications for Christianstoday. Anaent
philosophers fromPythagoras to Plato and
from Epicurus to Epictetus believed that
the spiritual was entirely at odds with the
physical, and the true philosopher strove
to separate himself from all physical
aaving. Thus sexual ascetiasm became
the ideal, and the conversion of Greek
philosophers such as Justin and
Athenagoras helped Christianity take the
lead in denigrating sex and marriage.
TertuUian advocated that even mamed
couples should refrain from conjugal
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relations, and the idea that sexual
intercoursewas sinful for any purpose
other than p m a t i o n soon prevailed and
is still held by many Christians. The
rearing of children came to be seen as a
hindrance to the devout Quistian as well
as to the philosopher, and priestly celibacy
entrenched itself graduallybut irrevocably
into the Church. By the end of the fourth
century virginity was prodaimed as the
cardinalvirtue of Christians, and the
celibate monk replaced the martyr as the
archetype of piety.
Inevitablythis ideal was read back into the
New Testament, so that both Jesusand his
mother were venerated as lifelong virgins.
The emulation of this misconception,
Phipps contends, has resulted in
psychological and spiritualhang-ups for
Christian society ever since, and the
contemporary orgiastic "sexual freedom"
and promiscuity represent above an the
rejection of a perverted Christian ethic. He
calls for a return to the Biblical view of the
spirit and body of man as an integrated
whole, which is fulfilled in the image of
God by maniage. We must, he urges,
"yoke together what has long been
disjoined: the love of God and the love of
spouse-offspring" (p. 196).
Obviously this rather daring study by a
Protestant scholar will be of particular
interest to Latter-day saints; despite his
dismissal of earlier Mormon assertionsof
Jesus' d t a l status. Perhapsmore serious
is his objection to belief in the virgin birth
of Christ. He explains the Gospel writers
as emphasizing the promative
partnership of Josephand Mary with God,
who bestowed his special favor on Jesus.
However, he neglects to comment on the
reason Joseph was minded to put his
betrothed away privlry when he found her
with child, or why he then changed his
mind (Matthew 1:19ff). His prinapal
theoretical objection is that of Tillich. "A
human being who has no human father
has no full humanity" (quoted p. 45). Thus
"it is especially incongruous for
Christianity, which is centered in the
holiness of a flesh-and-blood person, to
affirm a nonphysical insemination'' (p.
44). Of course the assumption that God is
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nonhuman and therefore cannot be a
human father is at odds with the basic
teaching of Mormonism about the nature
of God, and consequently is no stumbling
Mock for a Mormon's acceptance of Jesus'
full humanity.
Later on, in a minor overstatementof his
caseagainstasceticism, Phipps generalizes
that Christian "teetotalers," along with
earlier ascetics, assume they are "imitating
the way in which Jesusmortified the flesh
by "abstinence from sensual pleasure" (p.
148).But for the Latter-day Saint, as well
as for other Christians such as the
Seventh-Day Adventists, abstaining from
harmful substancesto care for the body
which is to be exalted and eternalized is the
polar opposite of fanatical deprivation
aimed at hastening the anticipated release
of the soul from its fleshly prison.
In addition, the author shows some
inconsistency when he belittles belief in a
"materialistic" (physical)resurrection (p.
94). In this regard he believes that marriage
win be transcended to the hereafter by an
all-inclusive divine love, which will make
sex obsolete. In other words, Phipps
wants us to "render unto earthly life the
conceptsand physical practices that
belong to the natural sphere but render to
the resurrected life the radically different
conceptsthat are appropriate to a fleshless
existence" (p. 95). Apparently physical
life, induding marriage and sex, is stin
seen as having only a limited value as a
preparation for eternal life. This
speculation on the nature of the
resurrection is certainly not integral to the
book's thesis, and would better have been
omitted.

In spite of these objections, Was Jesus
f i r r i d ? is an invaluable contribution to

the study of the life of the Savior, and
deserves careful attention by Christian
laymen as well as New Testament
scholars. Although its impact on the
scholarly community so far has been
limited, the idea of Jesus' sexuality is no
longer taboo. Unfortunately the book is
apparently out of print, although it is still
randomly available. In challenging the
notion of Jesus' lifelong virginity, Phipps
has taken on one of Christian orthodoxy's
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most revered sacred cows. But given the
thoroughness of his scholarship and the
general soundness of his reasoning, the
question 'Was Jesus mamed?' might
eventually be a n s w e d by Christians in
the affirmative.
After reading Phrpps's excellent study,
turning to Ogden Kraut was an exercisein
frustration. Certainly there is value and
interest in the collection of quotations
relevant to the subject from past Mormon
leaders, but even this is largely overshadowed by Kraut's defiaenaesboth as a
scholarand as a writer. Symptomaticis the
summary statement of his opening
section, in which Kraut ass&
a haughty
dogmatism without pretense of
objectivity: "Fundamentallythe question
is not, 'What proof do we have that Jesus
married? but rather, 'Where is there any
proof that celibacy was a doctrinal law of
God? " (p. 5). Actually, the principle
behind this assertion is close to Phrpp's
line of reasoning -but what a difference
in tone and methodology!

Jesus Was h4arried was privately printed
and supplies no biographical information
about the author. Kraut's apparent lack of
scholarly qualificationswould not be so
bad if he had limited himself to a mere
compilation of other sources, but he is
conskntly making statements and factual
claims which are at best unsupported, and
often dearly false. On page six he tells us
that Judah's ritual and laws were
"zealouslv observed to k e e ~
the nation
pure for &e ~ e s s i a h
to be &rn into, and
that every Jewish woman hoped to be his
mother. Why are there no sources for this
information-is it just that this is the way
he thinks it should have been? The truth is
that there was no unanimity at all among
the lews on the conditions of the Messiah's
advent, and at least one prominent strain
of thought insisted that his'origin wouldbe
completely unknown - hardly an
inspiration to "every Jewish woman" (sae
John727, I En& 48:6, and IV Ezra 1351).
Kraut's statement that the Passover was
the "most zealously attended of the
Jewish Feasts (p. 7) is apparently an
assumption that he has never bothered to
check: The Feast of Tabernacles was the

most popular (wJohn Marsh, The Gospelof
lohn). Even when they do appear,
quotations from ~ewis-hschokrs are
inadequatelydocumented; as for example,
aaiticismof Jesus'celibacy as disregarding
of the first commandment from God to
man, which is merely credited to "M. Zvi
Udley, 'Th. M. Ph.D." (sic, p. 12). Not all
his attributions are this defiaent, but
Kraut's inconsistency in such matters is
only too revealing.
Kraut unaitically continues the
questionable reasoning of earlier
Monnons who interpretedanusionsto the
generation of Christ, his seed, children,
bride, or marriage supper as literally as
possible. Yet whenever scriptural writers
themselvesdiscourseon such themes they
interpretthem moreor lessfiguratively.'Ihe
author must be unaware of the way that
Mosiah 15:lO-13interprets Isaiah5310.
Revelation 21 indeed records a vision of
"the bride, the Lamb's wife," but this is
speafically identified as the New
Jerusalem, in the same vein that Paul
speaks of Christ as the husband of the
Church (II Cor. 11:2)-dearly a metaphor.
So also when Revelation 197and the
blowing verses speak of the marriage of
the Lamb, the imagery is that of the
Messianic banquet familiar to Jewish
eschatology. This is what John the Baptist
alluded to when he referred to himself as
the "friend of the bridegroom" (John 329).
There is no way in its present context to
take this as a literal reference to Jesus'
wedding, but Kraut not only transfers this
passage back to the context of the marriage
at Cam, but even asaibes it to John the
Beloved (p. 20). 'The reasons for such an
interpretation are rather incomprehensible, but the result is to
imply ihat John the son of Zebedee was
the best man at Jesus' wedding. Granted
that Mary's actionsat Cana point to a close
relationshipto the bridal pair, nevertheless
the plain sense of the text indicates only
that Jesus was a guest. If it was Jesus' own
marriage, the author of the fourth gospel
did a good p b of covering it up. In fact,
Jesus' own wedding would probably have
taken place at least ten years earlier; the
inadent at Cana is at the beginning of

Jesus' ministry, when he was "about thuty
years of agef' (Luke323).
But Kraut's most glaring excesses are
reserved for his section on the'Everlasting
Covenant of Marhge," which for him is a
synonym for plural-&rriage. Orson
Hyde, Orson Spencer, Orson Ratt, and
others (not all named Orson!) held that
Jesus was a polygamist, which is
understandable in men under pressure to
defend their own religious practice of
plural marriage against a hostile and
ridiculing world. But Kraut'sassertion that
polygamy was "commonly known and
lived . . . down throughout the Christian
Dispensation" (p. 24) ignores not only the
specific instruction of I Tim. 3 2 and Titus
1:6, but the principle laid down in Jacob
2:23-35, especially verse 30, that only
under specialhumstances does the Lord
command or permit the practice of plural
marriage. And one does a doubletaketo
read that Jesus, in order "to become a
God," must many -in a context that
strongly implies plurally (p. 41). If there is
anything the saiptures make clear about
Christ, it is that he wasalready God, even
before he was born. ( ~ e e Idate examples?
Start with Mosiah 151-9.) Kraufs
reasoning on plural marriage seems to run
that since Jesus was widely exposed to the
teaching and practice of plural marriage in
a Jewish society, and since he never
condemned it, he must have not only
advocateditbut also lived it (p. 24)!In fact,
we have virtually no evidence that
polygamy was still practiced or advocated
by any Jewish or Christian groups in the
first century of the Christian Era (see
Phipps, p. 10). Kraut does quote Jedediah
Grant from the Journalof Discourses, who
quotes Celsus, a physician and
philosopher in the first century, as
asserting that Christ's followers were
persecuted because of polygamy. This
Celsus is represented as quoting freely
fmm the writings of John and Paul, yet
Kraut identifies him as Aurelius Cornelius
Celsus, whose dates he gives as 30 B.C. 38 A.D. (p. 33), which has him dying
before the gospels were written! The error
may have onginany been Elder Grant's,
but Kraut has on$ compounded it.
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A further example of Kraut's simplistic
reliance on the speculative
pronouncements of any past Church
authorityis in arson ~ra&s' explanationof
Psalms 459, which in the King James
Version begins, "Kings' daughters were
among thy honorable women. . . ." Elder
Pratt wants to read this apparently
messianic passage in accordance with
earlier English versions, and change
"women" for "wives." "Any person
acquainted with the original can see that
the first translators have given the true
rendering" (quoted p. 46). In fact the
Hebrew reads &)qa m t h h -literally
"Camongl thy dear ones" (feminine),
which in this context would refer to court
favorites, possibly wives (or concubines),
but obviously those of Solomon, not of
Christ. The messianicovertones here
come from the fact that Solomon, as the
son of David in regal splendor, points to
the glory of the coming messianic age.
Elder Pratt goes too far when he identifies
the royal wives of Psalm 45 with the five
wise virgins of the parable in Matthew 25,
and wants to include this in the
biographicaldetails of Jesus' life- Jesusof
course being the intended bridegroom
(p. 54). Likewise Orson Hyde's statements
(p. 77) would almost persuade us that
Jesus' mapr mission on earth was to beget
seed for himself, and that only those literal
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descendents of Christ were to be the elect
of God, something certainly not taught in
the Church today.
Kraut's collection of quotes on the literal
seed of Jesusis at least interesting, and I
must confess to concentratingon the
negative in reviewing Jesus Was Married.
Perhaps Jesus was married -but is it too
much to ask a Mormon who claims to
speak or write authoritatively on an area
open to scholarly debate to verify his
information and check his conclusions
against the avaihL.de sources?Although
Kraut has no end of definite statements
about Jewishlawsand customs, he betrays
no awareness of such elementary and
readily accessible standard sources as the
Talmud and theMishnah. Hisbook, with its
blind reliance on conjecture by persons in
high ecclesiasticaloffice, is symptomaticof
our tendency to let "the Church give us
all the answers so we don't have to do the
work ourselves- what Hugh Nibley has
recently described as our "zeal without
knowledge" (Rom. 10:Z).If you must read
this work, at least read that of Phipps along
with it. It's an example of what we aspiring
Latter-day Saintscholars and defenders of
the faith m l d be doing -if we were
willing to undergo the necessary
intellectual preparation and adhere to
rigorous standards of scholarship.
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Forum
LAVINA FIELDING
THE BEST-KEPT SECRET
Last year I casually asked my brother, then
a freshman at BYU's law school, how
classes were coming. "You know," he
said, "iYs a funny thing. AU the time I was
going to school before, you'd kind of
grouch around when you got an
assignment, and when you got a hard
assignment, you'd really complain. Well,
our small group teacher gave us a tough
case -a rmUy tough case,and the other
two small p u p s got kind of mediocre
ones. That's what was funny: we were
walking around kind of smirking at each
other and the other two groups were
grouching. It's a different abbsphere.
Students are comdnp; to learn and
resent it when thiy donv't."
I grinned at him. Lynn and I, and possibly
that handful of freshmen law students,
possess the best-kept secret in American
education today -learning isfun. There is
delifit in the chase of mind after idea, in
the &nce of argument and exposition, in
those moments of illumination when
concept touches cortex with an almost
audible hissing and a glory of what
Christopher Morley d e d "cool, green
lieht."
These are pleasures of the mind as
palpable and as satisfyingas those more
lavishly and huidly celebratedpleasures of
the body. Many students, I fear, mightily
resist -not from impregnable virtue, but
from a potent combinationof fear and
laziness. As Lynn mentioned, it takes a
special setting sometimes for people to
admit that they like learning, espeaally if it
is associated with the machinery of
education that taught us the socially
acceptable stance of the "high school
prisoner" -in classes against our will.
I remember as a graduate student in

Enghsh learning to avoid a directanswer to
the question of "how's your dissertation
coming?" The safest thing to say was "oh,
you know," plus grimace: The questioner
could thereafter make soothing sounds of
consolation. But I was a cowark What I
wanted to say was "Great! I'm having the
time of my life!" The only problem with
suchan answer was that it always stopped
the conversation cold. For a while Ithought
it was because the questionerwas afraid of
getting trapped by a monologue on
western landscapes.Then I noticed that
little animated my colleagues except
discussions of the iob market (dismal)and
the freshmen ~ n & hclasses key we&
teaching (absymal).One fellow
retranslated part of Piers Ploughman
instead of doing a paper -but he didn't
want to talk about it. It was just a dass
project, none the more attractive for being
self-inflicted. I remember discussing
hobbies at a party of English graduate
students and professors. I was the only
one who read for pleasure out of five
doctoral candidatesand three professors.
Shocked, I later askedmy mapr
a man who taught Mark Twainand Henry
James with &dow-rattling gusto, if I'd
daught an unrepmtative group." No,
you didn't," he said bluntly. "Scares hell
out of you, doesn't it?"
It did. It still does. Whenl think of the
simple satisfactionsand the complex joys
of learning -learning how to make a
woodbox,~learning
~Gnch,
learning why
charity runs like a rainbow through the
Book of Momon, learning anything -I
become more and more convinced that
eternal progression is eternal education.
Education is more than the acquisitionof
skills and information; it's the ability to
solve problems in a framework that keeps
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the parts congruent and textured.
Learning by revelation, though rare for
me, is one of the most breathtaking
experiences I know -where a concept
suddenly connects with audible clicks,
rotates ninety degrees, and alters the
structure of my understanding, like a
wave of color passing over a landscape and
making it brighter, bigger - more real,
somehow.
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and school, that setting of formal
education, is a good place to look:
1. They do what's required for classes.
There's a value to the discipline of
mastering a subject by reading and writing
that brilliance does not compensate for.
And no one is in a position to evaluate a
class until he has learned what it contains.
I remember my anger, on the first day of a
linguistics dass, when a student who
hadn't even bothered to purchase the text
demanded that the teacher just@ the
course's "relevance." The teacher, a
courteous man, hied, but finished by
pointing out that relatively little beyond
sheer survival skills can be immediately
proved relevant to someone ignorant of
the subject.
2. They do more than is required. I
remember one teacher lighting up like a
Christmas tree because I'd read a book he
referred to -not on the reading list- and
brought some of the ideas back to the
seminar for discussion. I deserve no praise
for such a simple thing. I am ashamed that
it happened so infrequently.

As 1try to remember how I made my
discovery about the pleasures of learning, I
can isolate a few elements. They're
probably not the same for everyone. For
one thing, my discovery was made in the
absence of television. It didn't even come
to our isolated valley until I was eight and
then my family couldn't afford one. We
still don't have one. That meant booksand
stories. I remember how we trailed Mama
from stove to ironing board pleading for
''John and Mary" or "the Gadianton
Robbers." My older brother taught me to
read when he started first grade. My
mother, without a murmur, suffered
through the endless adventures of Dick
and Jane. We not only read aloud to each
other, we made up storiesand told them to 3. They have discovered that humility is
each other. I still remember the thrill when the best offense. Seeking knowledge,
I discovered figurative language; it was
rather than sheltering the infinite
"where your treasure is. . . ." We were
vulnerabilities of their ignorance, leaves
farmers and reading time had to be
them at least temporariiy free of ego's
snatched from work, so imagine my
insatiable demands -in itself, a great
pleasure when I finally became a student
happiness.
and my w o r k m reading. It was heaven. I
think I discovered my mind the way a baby 4. They make connections. One of the
discovers his toes, and I'm glad that I
wonderful things about being a Mormon
didn't have too many distractingrattles
for me is that the gospel provides a
around.
three-dimensional framework of values so
that all information immediately has a
My discovery was a private one; I didn't
place where it belongs, a perspective from
reaIize that was what was happening
which it can be evaluated. It claims kin
exactly. But I think the scholarly
with powerful concepts and truths that
community consists of those who make
make knowledge a growing home and an
the discovery and then find each other.
unfolding country whose coordinates are
There are a few ways to recognize them,
happiness and wholeness.
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